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BOOK REVIEW: 
Caldararo, N.L.: The Anthropology of the Credit 

Crisis. Magical Thinking, Irrationality and the Role 
of Inequality. More to Come Publishing, 2013. 

 

RATHER TOO GREEDY TO SURVIVE THAN TOO BIG TO FAIL 
AND TOO DANGEROUS TO EXIST? 

The author of this rare since truthful and very well referenced book is an 

anthropologist who applies his reflective and inter-disciplinarian knowledge and 

skills to analyze the complex society of Western Civilization, particularly its 

financial dimension and ability to trigger social crises. His primary hypothesis is 

that the current Great Recession which is the result of the Financial Crisis of 2008 

cannot recuperate despite the messaging of many politicians and economists. 

Therefore many intellectuals try to analyze the current situation from other points of 

view than the financial one. Professor Niccolo Leo Caldararo from San Francisco 

State University argues that complex societies, just 10 000 years old behave 

similarly to primitive societies, which knew how to save and distribute surpluses of 

important for living resources. This ability penetrates religions and political systems 

of complex societies and is the trigger of financial booms, busts and economic 

hardship trough centuries and millennia. 

Farthermore, the Author claims that the ability to save and transfer wealth (under 

different forms) is at the core of the successful society. This achievement, the 

production of surpluses, was the great invention of the Neolithic period some 10 000 

years ago. Remembering that the birth of civilization took place about 6 000 years 

ago, the growing application of irrigation systems in domesticated society created 

good business and a surplus of wealth. This new wealth had to be protected; 

therefore religion was engaged as well as administration, military, cities and so 

forth. Eventually these entities organized themselves under a form of a civilization. 

This game between saving and distributing wealth led to the development of credit 

and a banking system. As a result it led to a conflict between labor and capital. The 

Soviets supposedly took care of labor and Nazist Germany took care of capital. The 

result of these cares is widely known and the author spares time not to explain to the 

reader about the outcomes of those experiments. Fortunately. The author thinks that 

we learned nothing, since we should elaborate the optimal system based on the 

solutions developed in Japan, Sweden, India, and China after World War II.  

Apparently the author knows what he is saying since he defined this system in his 

2004 (2013 second edition) book on The Anthropology of Complex Economic 

Systems: Inequality, Stability, and Cycles of Crisis. 
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After a very profound discussion and review of literature, the author says that 

presidents Bush jr. and Obama’s rescuing of banks at the dawn of the 21st century 

was limited to rescuing “aristocracy” instead of taking care of employment and 

innovations. The result of this policy is the fact that banks are not too big to fail but 

to survive. Eventually they may disappear even in the 21st century, since they are a 

liability for the future. Their utility function (commercial transactions) can be taken 

over by the Internet and its digital coins of many sorts, (examples include the 

Bitcoin system of digital currency). 

Returning to the author’s anthropological analysis, he reminds us that hoarding food 

or caching materials for future use is not a unique trait in humans; it is shared by 

many animals. Some anthropologists emphasize the display of wealth over desire to 

hoard (possess in secret). In such a way humanity defines its social status. The big 

bankers’ behavior in focusing on big bonuses exemplifies their plan to save 

resources for the future. Even in such a scale that will never be consumed. But what 

is wrong that those huge bonuses are provided even if business goals are not 

accomplished. This kind of behavior is possible because the contemporary bankers 

are not limited anymore to a utility-oriented function but they became brokers who 

take care of the distributions of wealth for customers. On the way they collect 

portions of that wealth, which leads to diminishments of wealth in the hands of 

society and its ability to save wealth for future consumption. Therefore it leads to 

permanent financial catastrophes. 

The author argues that the best textbook on the theory of economy was written by 

Melville Herskovits in 1940 (revised in 1952) - Economic Life of Primitive Peoples. 

He argues that this book applies the uniformitarian approach in analyzing primitive 

humans’ ability and creativeness in production and exchange of goods. Only one 

thing has changed in modern society, namely that we spend more money to 

incarcerate people in prisons than to educate our young generation (the so-called 

“school to prison pipeline”). Needless to say, that those prisoners are often victims 

of their own inability to produce and/or distribute wealth or taking an honest part in 

these processes. In many ways, the prisoner has become the product, and our society 

builds a physical and professional infrastructure to service this product. 

The applied anthropological approach to modern banking explains why the 

regulators and CEOs of financial institutions have no contacts with customers and 

act in an almost abstract space of wealth. They do this because their ancestors in the 

Age of Hunters did the trade with tribesmen in the same manner. To avoid problems 

the hunters were leaving killed animals in selected empty places and collected 

payments in goods in the same places without any face-to-face contacts. In other 

words, modern men behave like primitive men. The former’s invention is only 

gambling with saved funds and with the help of insurers and governments which can 

eventually cover the losses. 

The author is sorry that education is effected by financial deregulations since the 

state-supported colleges and universities steadily become private institutions (due to 

the diminishing income from taxes) which look for wealthy sponsors who provide 

funds but are restricted by their ideology that the sky is the limit and the common 

good is too expensive. This new situation in Western Civilization leads to its decline 

and backwardness in globalizing the world. 
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In the end, the author criticizes the current prescriptions on how to improve 

Capitalism as the unique and only political system for the world. Among them he 

recognizes; 1) “do nothing” and government is the problem and 2) regulate the 

market and financial institutions. In these approaches there is nothing about the 

roots of the current crisis, which is not a classic one but take place in the classic 

cycle. The author likes Japanese communitarism which has some roots in the 

Shinto-religion of nature as a common good. 

The book defines as the main problem of modern society the increasing inequality 

and the growth of wealth of the top 1 %. Therefore one must reintroduce the wealth 

tax; like that which was in practice during the presidency of D. Eisenhower and is in 

use in France, Switzerland, Lichtenstein, Scandinavia and other well to do countries. 

This kind of taxation is not income tax and its purpose is to stop intergenerational 

wealth concentration (case of W. Buffett and others). 

In conclusion, the Author says that he proved that the market is not as chaotic as it is 

portrayed in financial textbooks, but rather it is driven by Capitalism’s strongest 

trait, which is an extension of Darwinian natural selection where there must be 

winners and losers. Needless to say that uncontrolled by the opposite Hegelian 

force, Capitalism will negatively impact civilizational achievements, eventually 

leading to a return to the primate society once found in the Stone Age.  

Are we ready to listen to such a message, which is very truthful but inconvenient? 

Andrew Targowski 

The President Emeritus of the 

International Society of the Comparative Study of Civilizations (2007-2013) 
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ABSTRACT 

Indexes in scientometrics are based on citations. However, in contrast to the journal impact factor, which 

gives only the ranking of the scientific journals, ordered by impact factor, indexes in scientometrics are 

suitable for ranking of scientists, scientific journals and countries. In this paper the h-index, h5-index, the 

World ranking the top of 25 Highly Cited Researchers (h > 100) and the ranking of 25 scientists in 

Hungarian Institutions according to their Google Scholar Citations public profiles are considered. These 

indexes (h5-index) are applied for making of the list of top 20 publications (journals and proceedings) in 

the field of Robotics. The World ranking is done of the best 50 countries according to h-index in year 

2014. Data are obtained from the portal Scimago. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Indexes in scientometrics are based on citations. In this paper the h-index, h5-index, the 

world ranking of the top of 25 Highly Cited Researchers (h > 100) according to Google 

Scholar Citations, the ranking of the top of 25 scientists in Hungarian institutions according 

to their Google Scholar public profiles and are considered. These indexes (h5-index) are 

applied for making of the list of top 20 publications (journals and proceedings) in the field of 

Robotics. The World ranking is done for the best 50 countries according to h-index in 2014. 

Data are obtained from the portal Scimago. 

The article is organized as follows: in Section 1 the Introduction is given. In Section 2 the 

h-index, h5-index are presented. In Section 3 the world ranking of top of 25 Highly Cited 

Researchers (h > 100) according to their Google Scholar Citations public profiles is 

illustrated. In Section 4 the ranking of 25 scientists in Hungarian institutions according to 

their Google Scholar Citations public profiles is illustrated. In Section 5, presents the list of 

top 20 publications (journals and proceedings) in the field of Robotics. In Section 6, the 

World ranking of the best 50 countries according to h-index in year 2014, taken from the 

portal Scimago are illustrated. Conclusions are given in Section 7. 

THE h-INDEX AND h5-INDEX 

The h-index, as a particularly simple and useful way to characterize the scientific output of a 

researcher, was introduced by Jorge E. Hirsch in August 2005 [1], and it is defined as 

follows: “A scientist has index h if h of his/her Np papers have at least h citations each, and 

the other Np − h papers have no more than h citations each”. 

The h-index was applied to compare: 

• scientists, 

• scientific journals, 

• research teams and 

• research institutions and countries. 

The h-index, has become popular because it is: 

• logically sound, 

• simple to understand and, most importantly and 

• simple to calculate with easily obtained data. 

Hirsch argues that the h-index is preferable as the: 

• total number of published papers, 

• the total number of citations and 

• average number of citations per article. 

The advantage the h-index is that it combines both the: 

• quantity – number of articles and 

• quality – citations to these articles. 

A researcher cannot have a high h-index without publishing a considerable number of 

articles. The h-index favors researches that publish a continuous stream of articles. A 

disadvantage of the h-index is that it cannot “reduce”. 

An individual’s h-index is obtained by searching one of the following scientific databases: 

• Thompson’s ISI Web of Knowledge, Web of Science (WOS). WOS was the first data-base 

to provide citation data, 
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• Scopus developed by Elsevier, from November 3, 2004. Scopus provides citation data 

only for the items indexed by it and  

• Google Scholar, from November 18, 2004, unlike WOS and Scopus is freely accessible [2, 3]. 

The Hirsch’s h-index is not correlated with the journal Impact Factor, this implies that: 

• the Impact Factor is not a good measure of research quality or influence, 

• but there is good correlations between the number of publications/citations and h-index of 

individuals. 

When the h-index is high, to increase the h-index is difficult. The h-index is insensitive to 

highly cited papers. Mester prefer to consider the research group, for example „Robotics“ as 

the basic unit for computing the h-index [4-20]. For example: Mester’s h-index is 21, this 

means he has 21 articles with 21 or more citations. The h5-index is the h-index for articles 

published in the last 5 complete years. It is the largest number h such that h articles published 

in 2009-2013 have at least h citations each [2]. 

WORLD RANKING OF TOP OF 25 HIGHLY CITED RESEARCHERS 

(h > 100) ACCORDING TO THEIR GOOGLE SCHOLAR CITATIONS 

PUBLIC PROFILES 

The World ranking of scientists based on their performance: h-index and citations according 

to their Google Scholar Citations public profiles [3]. The list in Table 1 of the public profiles 

of the most highly cited researchers (h-index larger than 100) according to their declared 

presence in the Google Scholar Citations database is shown.  

The list of top of 25 highly cited authors (that includes both living and deceased), is ranked first by: 

• h-index in decreasing order and 

• then by the total number of citations as a secondary criteria [3]. 

On this ranking list, position of Albert Einstein is 546. 

TOP OF 25 SCIENTISTS IN HUNGARIAN INSTITUTIONS RANKED 

ACCORDING TO THEIR GOOGLE SCHOLAR CITATIONS PUBLIC 

PROFILE 

The ranking of top 25 Hungarian scientists is presented in Table 2 according to their declared 

presence in the Google Scholar Citations database [3]. The list is ranked first by h-index in 

decreasing order and then by the total number of citations as a secondary criteria. 

TOP 20 PUBLICATIONS OF ROBOTICS 

The ranking of the top 20 publications (journals and proceedings) in the field of Robotics [3] 

according to their h5-index is given in Table 3. 

WORLD RANKING OF TOP OF 50 COUNTRIES ACCORDING TO 

H-INDEX IN YEAR 2014 FROM THE PORTAL SCIMAGO 

The World ranking of top 50 countries according to h-index in year 2014 taken from the 

portal Scimago [21] is given in Table 4. 
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Table 1. World Ranking of top of 20 Highly Cited Researchers (h > 100). 
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Table 2. Ranking of top of 15 scientists in Hungarian institutions. 
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Table 3. Top 20 publications in the field of Robotics. 
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Table 4. The Scimago World ranking of top 50 countries according to h-index in year 2014. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Indexes in scientometrics are suitable for ranking of scientists, scientific journals, research 

teams, research institutions and countries. In this paper the h-index, h5-index, World ranking 

of the top of 25 Highly Cited Researchers (h > 100) and the ranking of 25 scientists in 

Hungarian institutions according to their Google Scholar Citations public profiles are 

considered. The ranking of the top 20 publications (journals and proceedings) in the field of 

Robotics according to their h5-index is illustrated. The World ranking list of the best 50 

countries according to h-index in year 2014, taken from the portal Scimago, are given. 
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ABSTRACT 

We inhabit a world that is not only “small” but supports efficient decentralized search – an individual using 
local information can establish a line of communication with another completely unknown individual. Here we 
augment a hierarchical social network model with communication between and within communities. We argue 
that organization into communities would decrease overall decentralized search times. We take inspiration from 
the biological immune system which organizes search for pathogens in a hybrid modular strategy. 

Our strategy has relevance in search for rare amounts of information in online social networks and could have 
implications for massively distributed search challenges. Our work also has implications for design of efficient online 
networks that could have an impact on networks of human collaboration, scientific collaboration and networks used in 
targeted manhunts. Real world systems, like online social networks, have high associated delays for long-distance 
links, since they are built on top of physical networks. Such systems have been shown to densify i.e. the average 
number of neighbours that an individual has increases with time. Hence such networks will have a communication 
cost due to space and the requirement of building and maintaining and increasing number of connections. We have 
incorporated such a non-spatial cost to communication in order to introduce the realism of individuals communicating 
within communities, which we call participation cost. 

We introduce the notion of a community size that increases with the size of the system, which is shown to reduce the 
time to search for information in networks. Our final strategy balances search times and participation costs and is 
shown to decrease time to find information in decentralized search in online social networks. Our strategy also 
balances strong-ties (within communities) and weak-ties over long distances (between communities that bring in 
diverse ideas) and may ultimately lead to more productive and innovative networks of human communication and 
enterprise. We hope that this work will lay the foundation for strategies aimed at producing global scale human 
interaction networks that are sustainable and lead to a more networked, diverse and prosperous society. 

KEY WORDS 
social computing, complex systems, social dynamics, innovation diffusion, artificial immune system  
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INTRODUCTION 

We inhabit a world that is not only “small” but supports efficient decentralized search – an 

individual using local information can establish a line of communication with another 

completely unknown individual. This property of “six degrees of separation” had been 

uncovered by the celebrated work of Stanley Milgram [1]. In his social experiment, 

individuals were instructed to forward letters to completely unknown persons using only 

information about their immediate acquaintances. Milgram found that contrary to intuition 

despite the immense geographical distances separating the source and target individuals, a 

line of communication could nevertheless be established between individuals separated by 

great social and geographic distances. Mathematical models have been recently proposed to 

explain this phenomenon [2-4]. Drawing inspiration from biological systems, we extend the 

rich body of understanding that has grown around this puzzling social phenomenon by adding 

several levels of realism into these models. 

Kleinberg [2, 3] proposed that the presence of long-distance links obeying a precise 

probability distribution facilitated decentralized search by laying latent structural “cues” in 

the underlying network to guide this local search process towards a global target. We extend 

his model by making the observation that social networks are divided into communities with 

communication between and within communities. Previous models have also ignored the 

effect of physical space on decentralized search times. Individuals also incur costs upon 

establishing and maintaining social contacts [5]. Current work has ignored such non-spatial 

costs and we remedy that by introducing a “social participation cost”. Our final contribution 

is to examine the role of physical space and innovations in communication technologies upon 

search times in social networks. 

In our work, we draw inspiration from a biological system which is optimized for 

decentralized search – the immune system (IS). The IS is tasked with finding small quantities 

of pathogens while searching through the physical space of the whole body. Additionally the 

site of infection has to recruit IS cells over large physical distances. Hence search in the IS is 

constrained by physical space of the body. Current work in social network models implicitly 

ignore considerations of space [2, 3], since long-distance links are assumed to have the same 

cost as short-distance links. Real world systems, like online social networks, however lie 

somewhere along this continuum of physical space, since they are built on top of physical 

networks like the World Wide Web and infrastructure networks like power grids. 

To efficiently solve the difficult search process described above, the IS is organized into 

modular structures called lymph nodes (LN). The search for small amounts of pathogen is 

now modular – a small search through the physical space of the LN and parallel – many such 

small searches in parallel. In the context of social networks, individuals have been observed 

to mix assortatively, i.e. they make more connections with individuals with whom they share 

characteristics. Our key inspiration from the immune system is to recognize that search can 

be efficient by organizing the search space into “communities”, where search within a 

community could be faster than search between communities. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows – we present a brief overview of the 

immune system and how it has evolved to conduct efficient search (Section Immunological 

Preliminaries); we review current work on efficient decentralized search in social networks 

(Section Hierarchical Social Network Model and Section Decentralized Search) and then we 

extend the models (Section A Mathematical Model of Social Networks Incorporating 

Community Communication) by: 

a) incorporating communication between and within communities, 
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b) adding a “social participation cost”, and 
c) introducing the effect of physical space and innovations in communication technologies as a 

variable model parameter (Section Role of Technology in Inter-Community Communication). 

We analyze the model and show that it supports even faster decentralized search than 
exhibited by current models of social networks. Finally we make concluding remarks and 
outline future work. 

IMMUNOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES 

The area of tissue that drains into a lymph node (LN) is called its draining region. Immune 
system cells called dendritic cells sample the tissue in the draining region (DR) for 
pathogens, and upon encountering them, migrate to the nearest LN and signal to other 
immune system cells called B-cells to secrete chemicals called antibodies. 

A horse 25 000 times larger than a mouse must generate 25 000 times more absolute quantities of 
antibody in order to achieve the same concentration of antibody in the blood (where blood 
volume is proportional to host body mass, M [6]). A fixed antibody concentration is required 
to fight infections. 

If organisms of all body sizes activated the same number of B cells, the time for a fixed 
number of B cells to produce antibody Ab is proportional to log2 M (since immune system 
cells reproduce exponentially through clonal amplification). For example, since it takes 4 
days of exponential growth of activated B cells to produce sufficient anti-WNV neutralizing 
antibody in mice [7], then the corresponding time for a horse would be more than 2 months. 

This conflicts with empirical data on horses [8]. We assume that the immune system of larger 
organisms has to activate a number of antigen-specific B cells proportional to M, in order to 
build up the critical density of antibodies in a fixed period of time. 

Since only a very small number of pathogen-specific B cells reside inside the LN (1 in 10
6
 IS 

cells) [8], this implies that as the organism size increases, the infected site LN has to recruit 
increasing numbers of B cells from other LNs. However having a larger LN means that the 
volume of the DR it services will be very large (since the total amount of lymphoid tissue is 
proportional to body mass), which will increase the average time taken by immune system 
cells to reach the LN. Hence we see that there is a tradeoff between having a larger LN 
(reduces global communication time involved in recruiting additional immune system cells to 
ensure a global antibody response) and a smaller LN (reduces local communication time 
involved in trafficking antigen-loaded dendritic cells to the draining LN). 

In previous work [8] we showed that there is a tradeoff between local intra-node communication 
(detecting antigen within a node) and global inter-node communication (efficiently distributing 
antibody throughout the system). Having a huge node with all immune system cells within it 
would naturally minimize the global communication time but increase the local antigen 
detection time. On the contrary, having numerous small nodes would minimize the local 
communication time associated with detecting antigen but only at the expense of increased 
global communication time between the nodes. The optimal architecture that balances these 
two opposing goals is one where nodes become “larger” as the system size increases  
(to minimize global communication costs) as well as more numerous (so as to minimize the 
search volume within a node and hence the associated local communication cost) [8-15]. 

Similar tradeoffs between local and global communication times exist for other system. We 
have previously applied such immune system inspired strategies to human-engineered 
systems like mobile robots, mobile networks, peer-to-peer systems [8-15], distributed systems of 
computer networks and process scheduling [16], automated program verification [17] and 
also dynamics of crime in human societies [18]. Here we extend these models to social networks. 
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A HIERARCHICAL SOCIAL NETWORK MODEL 

Social structures exhibit self-similarity, with individuals organizing their social contacts 

hierarchically. Pairs of individuals belonging to the same small community form stronger 

social ties than pairs of individuals who are related by membership in a larger community. 

Follow-up work on the Milgram experiment [1] found that participant decisions were 

facilitated by geographical and occupational clues. The hierarchical model incorporates a 

community structure based on a social attribute like occupation and makes concrete the 

concept of a social distance. Such recursive community structures are also present in: 

a) the World Wide Web, where a music file can be classified as an operatic composition, or 

more generally about music and still more generally about arts, 

b) computer networks like Autonomous Systems form tight groups based on geography, 

which are in turn composed of even tighter communities, and 

c) citation networks are constituted of compact groups based on subject (like Physics and 

Chemistry) and even smaller groups based on further subject classifications (like 

Astronomy and Inorganic Chemistry). 

Unifying these concepts and making these notions concrete, Kleinberg et al. [2] represented 

the structure of communities within communities as a perfectly balanced tree T with constant 

fanout b and height h. The number of leaf nodes is n = b
h
. We note that in this model the 

fanout b is fixed and does not change as the size of the system or total population increases. 

The social distance between two nodes is defined as the height of their lowest common ancestor. 

A random graph G was then constructed using the leaf nodes as vertices. Assuming that the 

density of link pairs between nodes is lower for nodes that have a higher social distance, the 

authors settled on the following form of the probability of a link between two nodes 

 ) ,(~)] ,(Pr[ vuhbvue   (1) 

where e(u, v) denotes an edge between leaf nodes u and v,  is a model parameter and h(u, v) is the 

social distance between the nodes (height of the lowest common ancestor of the nodes u and v).  

DECENTRALIZED SEARCH 

Kleinberg [2] investigated the behaviour of this model with respect to how it facilitated 

decentralized search i.e. search without global knowledge where each node only has 

information about its neighbours (a formalization of the Milgram experiment [1] where each 

participant was devoid of global knowledge of the system and was endowed with only local 

knowledge about their acquaintances). They found that a decentralized algorithm can achieve 

the best performance when the model parameter  = 1. Any higher value of  (which would 

decay the probability of long-distance links faster) or a lower value (which would lead to an 

almost uniform distribution of long and short distance links) would degrade performance. 

The intuition behind this is that with an uniform distribution of long and short distance links, 

any node is faced with a disorienting array of choices form which to choose the next node to 

forward the message to. With the precise distribution of links, the network structure itself 

provides latent structural cues, such that each node with only local information can guide a 

message to a distant target. 

Further, with a node out-degree k = c(log n)
2
, the expected delivery time was proven to be 

O(log n). These results are in agreement with Milgram’s original experiments [1] and lend 

insight into the puzzling riddle of “six degree’s of separation” in social networks. Analysis of 

empirical data on social networks by Adamic et al. on email networks and Liben-Nowell et 

al. [19] on a social networking website reveal that such networks closely approximate the 

property of efficient search predicted by this simple model. 
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A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SOCIAL NETWORKS INCORPORATING 
COMMUNITY COMMUNICATION 

Thinking in terms of social networks, lymph nodes are constituted of increasingly larger 

aggregations of IS cells. Such “communities” of IS cells grow bigger in order to compensate 

for increasing costs to communicating with other communities [8]. However there are 

increasing local communication costs incurred by a larger community and an efficient 

architecture will balance the needs of both local and global communication. 

Previous work in social networks has not considered clustering of individuals into 

communities, leading to faster communication within communities as opposed to 

communication between communities. Here we augment the hierarchical social network 

model with communication between and within communities. We argue that organization 

into communities would decrease overall search times. 

Social networks exhibit strong community structure. Such communities typically confer upon 

members advantages of efficient communication and collaboration. Presence of larger 

communities would mean a reduced number of total communities. Since global 

communication is between communities and each community has to interact with fewer 

communities, this would also reduce global search time. Communities however could have 

significant communication costs within themselves and we model this cost generally allowing 

it to take any value depending on a model parameter. Communities also introduce a 

“participation cost” – an individual link to a neighbour introduces costs of building and 

maintaining communication [5]. 

In other words, having large community sizes decreases global communication time. 

However this comes at the cost of increased local communication time and a social 

participation cost. We now make this notion explicit by a mathematical model and determine 

the precise size of a community, as a function of the number of individuals, that would 

balance the opposing tradeoffs of global communication on one hand, and local 

communication and participation cost on the other. 

We extend the previous hierarchical social network model (summarized in Section A 

Hierarchical Social Network Model) by incorporating communication between and within 

communities. We have a perfectly balanced tree T with constant fanout b and height h. The 

number of individuals and leaf nodes is n = b
h
. A community is defined as a group of leaf 

nodes which have the height of their lowest common ancestor as h –1 and hence the size of a 

community is b. The social distance between two communities is defined as the height of 

their lowest common ancestor. A random graph G is then constructed by treating 

communities as vertices. The number of such vertices and communities is n/b. Analogously 

to Kleinberg [2] we assume that the density of link pairs between communities is lower for 

communities that have a higher social distance, and settled on the following form of the 

probability of a link between two communities 

    ) ,(

21
21~ ,Pr

cch
bcce


 (2) 

where e(c1, c2) denotes an edge between communities c1 and c2 and h(c1, c2) is the social distance 

between the communities (height of the lowest common ancestor of the communities c1 and c2). 

We model the connections within a community as forming a clique with b individuals. Later in the 

text we relax this assumption. The local participation cost of maintaining these connections is given 

  1  1local  bnc   (3) 

since each individual has b –1 local connections within the community. The number of 

connections that a node must maintain in order to ensure a polylogarithmic gossip time is 
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given by O((log x)
2
)where x is the number of nodes [2]. Since the number of communities is 

given by n/b, the global participation cost for all communities is given by 

     2

2global /log/ bnbnc  . (4) 

The time required for local communication between individuals in a community is now a 

constant since we model the community as a completely connected graph 

 3local   t . (5) 

Lastly, the time required for global communication between x individuals is given by  

O(logb x) [2]. The corresponding time for n/b individuals is given by 

  bnt /log  b4global  . (6) 

We intend to minimize both the social participation cost and the communication time. We 

emphasize both the quantities equally by minimizing the logarithm of the costs and the time, 

thus ensuring that the number of individuals enters into both terms logarithmically. 

 globallocalgloballocal     log  log  ttccX  . (7) 

Simplifying we have 

    44321   
log

log
    /loglog2  log2  log  log   

b

n
bnnX . (8) 

Differentiating with respect to b and simplifying further we have 

   nbb log  log 4

2
 , (9) 

   εlog nOb  , 1 <  somefor  . (10) 

We note that in the original model by Kleinberg [2] the fanout b is fixed and does not change with 

the size of the system. In contrast in our model b will change as the size of the system or total 

population changes. Substituting the scaling relation for b in the equation for communication time 

we have (the derivations are outlined in greater detail in the Appendix section) 

 
 











n

n
O

b

n
bntt bgloballocal

loglog

log

log

log
)/(log 44343  . (11) 

This is a clear improvement on the current best time for decentralized gossip of O(logb n) [2]. 

The optimal strategy is a hybrid modular strategy where the size of communities and the 

number of communities both increase with the size of the system (Fig. 1). Such a strategy 

would decrease the time required to search for rare information in online social networks, 

co-ordinated manhunts, or facilitate information exchange and discovery in scientific 

collaboration networks [20]. We also note that in this strategy the number of communities 

(given by n/b) would also increase as 

 
a) 

 

b)  

Figure 1. A simplified depiction of our hybrid modular architecture. a) Interaction network 

with 2 persons per community and a branching factor of 2. b) A scaled up version of the 

above network with 5 persons per community and a branching factor of 5 (both the number of 

communities and the number of people in a community increases). 
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O . (12) 

The preceding analysis clearly demonstrates that increasing community size as a function of 

system size can decrease time for decentralized search and gossip, whilst keeping social 

participation costs within manageable levels. In the next section, we show that our model 

predictions remain invariant even if we relax one of our assumptions. 

ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN INTER-COMMUNITY COMMUNICATION 

Technological advances have enabled faster modes of communication. Newer advances in 

communication (like fibre-optic technologies) have an impact on communication times 

between communities. Future communication technologies have the potential to radically 

alter the cost of communication. Here we relax the assumption of a completely connected 

topology at the community level and instead model the local communication time as a 

general variable which is allowed to take on values depending on the level of sophistication 

of communication technologies. We still keep the same identity for local participation cost 

since it is a conservative estimate but change the local communication time as follows 

  bt 3local     (13) 

where  = 0 represents an advanced technology that imposes constant communication 

overhead and  = 1 corresponds to a technology that constrains communication within 

communities to proceed in a serial manner.  

Now we have the following equation to be minimized 

                                                           log  log  globalocalglobal ttccX llocal    

    .   
log
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    /loglog2  log2  log  log 44321   

b

n
bbnn  (14) 

Differentiating with respect to b and upon simplification we have 
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Noting that in the limit, the expression within parentheses tends to ωb
ω
, we have 

   nbb log   log 4

2
   , (16) 

   



 1

 <  somefor  , lognOb  . (17) 

Substituting this identity for b in the relation for communication time we have (the derivations 

are outlined in greater detail in the Appendix section) 
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 )/(log43  . (18) 

This is just a reiteration of our previous result improving on the previous O(log n) bound on 

gossip time. Thus relaxing our assumptions about the communication topology or technology 

within communities, does not change the nature of our model behaviour. 

In summary our strategy balances participation cost and search time and leads to optimal 

search time that is faster than the current best time for decentralized gossip of O(logbn) [2]. 

The optimal strategy is a hybrid modular strategy where the size of communities and the 

number of communities both increase with the size of the system (Fig. 1). 
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DISCUSSION 

The results discussed by Kleinberg [2, 3] implicitly ignore considerations of space, since 

long-distance links are assumed to have the same cost as short-distance links. Work in the 

immune system, especially investigations into how LN size and numbers scale with body 

size, is motivated primarily by constraints of space. An infected site LN has to incur 

increasing communication costs in larger organisms, since it has to recruit IS cells over larger 

physical distances. This is clearly a case where long-distance links have higher associated 

costs. Real world systems, like online social networks, however lie somewhere along this 

space continuum, since they are built on top of physical networks like the World Wide Web 

and infrastructure networks like power grids. Such systems have been shown to densify i.e. 

the average number of neighbours that an individual has increases with time [21]. Hence such 

networks will have a communication cost not wholly attributable to space but due to the 

requirement of building and maintaining and increasing number of connections. We have 

incorporated such a non-spatial cost to communication in order to introduce the realism of 

individuals communicating within communities. 

This work is inspired by conceptual similarities between a lymph node and a social community. 

However we would like to point out that there are some technical differences that exist between 

the two, which nevertheless do not change the outcome of our model predictions. A lymph node 

is a very diverse community, being composed of populations of immune system cells with very 

different specificities to pathogens. In contrast, social networks exhibit assortative mixing where 

individuals aggregate with others based on attribute similarity. 

Milgram’s social connectedness experiment continues to have relevance in the context of 

online social networks. Many explanations have been proposed to explain how completely 

unrelated individuals could communicate with each other based on just information about 

immediate acquaintances. Kleinberg [2, 3] proposed that the presence of long-distance links 

obeying a precise probability distribution facilitated decentralized search by laying latent 

structural “cues” in the underlying network to guide this local search process towards a global 

target. Watts et al. [4] proposed that decentralized search is facilitated by individuals 

searching for multiple attributes e.g. individuals have associated geographical attribute as 

well as an occupation. 

Our work extends previous social network models by incorporating the additional realisms of 

aggregation of individuals into communities, communication between and within 

communities, and a social participation cost. Communities confer benefits of efficient 

communication and collaboration upon members. Presence of larger communities would 

mean a reduced number of total communities. Since global communication is between 

communities and each community has to interact with fewer communities, this would reduce 

global search time. Communication cost within communities is modeled generally and 

allowed to take on values depending on network topology and sophistication of 

communication technology. All the advantages of communities however come at the expense 

of a “participation cost” – an individual link to a neighbour introduces costs of building and 

maintaining communication [5]. We note the caveat that the size of a community may not 

increase indefinitely and could be limited by the so-called Dunbar limit on the number of 

connections that can be sustained by the human brain. 

Our model demonstrates that increasing community sizes would lead to efficient 

decentralized search and gossip in social networks while minimizing social participation 

costs. Here we augment the hierarchical social network model with communication between 

and within communities. We argue that organization into communities would decrease 

overall search times. 
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Our final strategy is inspired by similar strategies employed by the immune system [8]. Our 
results are relevant for search for rare amounts of information in online social networks as 
exemplified by the DARPA Balloon Challenge where participants had to find 3 balloons 
spread throughout the US with only local information (using only their friends and 
immediate acquaintances). 

Our work also has potential implications for design of efficient online networks that could 
have an impact on networks of human collaboration, scientific collaboration and networks 
used in targeted manhunts. It may be possible to design virtual “lymph nodes” or 
communities whose size would need to scale with the system size. Within each community 
search would be very fast and whenever they would need to find information from other 
communities they would reach out to them (Fig. 1). 

We note that our proposed strategy shows characteristics of densification which has the 
additional benefit of enabling faster and more efficient diffusion of innovation and may lead to 
more efficient economic generation activities as proposed in earlier models in cities [22-25]. 

The results discussed by Kleinberg [2, 3] implicitly ignore considerations of space, since 
long-distance links are assumed to have the same cost as short-distance links. Work in the IS, 
especially investigations into how LN size and numbers scale with body size, are motivated 
primarily by constraints of space. An infected site LN has to incur increasing communication 
costs in larger organisms, since it has to recruit immune system cells over larger physical 
distances. This is clearly a case where long-distance links have higher associated costs. Real 
world systems, like online social networks, however lie somewhere along this space 
continuum, since they are built on top of physical networks like the World Wide Web and 
infrastructure networks like power grids. Such systems have been shown to densify i.e. the 
average number of neighbours that an individual has increases with time [21]. Hence such 
networks will have a communication cost not wholly attributable to space but due to the 
requirement of building and maintaining and increasing number of connections. We have 
incorporated such a non-spatial cost to communication in order to introduce the realism of 
individuals communicating within communities. 

Large human agglomerations have disproportionately more wealth [25] and this is attributed 
to the increasing density of productive human networks that generate wealth. In larger human 
agglomerations and cities there are more people and this means there are more choices for 
establishing relationships [22-24]. This also decreases the time for ideas and innovations to diffuse. 

However number of connections cannot increase without imposing a cost. We optimize both 
the number of connections (and hence productivity) and also search times. Hence our final 
strategy optimizes both innovation by densification of the social interaction network [24] and 
the time to find rare information. It achieves this by fundamentally maximizing the rate of 
information diffusion. Granovetter has argued about the strength of weak ties [26]. Our 
approach balances strong-ties (within communities) and weak-ties over long distances 
(between communities that bring in diverse ideas) and may ultimately lead to more 
productive and innovative networks of human communication and enterprise [20]. 

We hope that this work will lay the foundation for strategies aimed at producing global scale 
human interaction networks that are sustainable and lead to a more networked, diverse and 
prosperous society. 

APPENDIX A: A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SOCIAL NETWORKS 
INCORPORATING COMMUNITY COMMUNICATION 

We intend to minimize both the social participation cost and the communication time. We 

emphasize both the quantities equally by minimizing the logarithm of the costs and the time, 
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thus ensuring that the number of individuals enters into both terms logarithmically 

 globallocalgloballocal     log  log  ttccX  . (A1) 

Simplifying we have 
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Differentiating with respect to b we have 
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Simplifying further we have 
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Noting that the expression within parentheses is going to tend towards b, we have 

   nbb log  log 4
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Substituting the scaling relation for b in the equation for communication time we have 

constant a is  where d  
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APENDIX B: ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN INTER-COMMUNITY 
COMMUNICATION 

Here we derive an expression for decentralized search time and the effect of technology. We 

keep the same identity for local participation cost since it is a conservative estimate but 

change the local communication time as follows 

  bt 3local      

where  = 0 represents an advanced technology that imposes constant communication 

overhead and  = 1 corresponds to a technology that constrains communication within 

communities to proceed in a serial manner. 
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Now we have the following equation to be minimized 
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Differentiating with respect to b we have 
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Upon simplification we have 
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Noting that in the limit, the expression within parentheses tends to 
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Substituting this identity for b in the relation for communication time we have 
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where d is a constant. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the article four development indicators have been carefully selected and their impact on the level of 

acceptance of the Internet booking of travel and holiday accommodation in selected European countries 

has been observed. The statistical panel analysis approach was used to determine the individual and the 

common impact of the development indicators. The analysis has shown that an individual’s wealth, the 

public expenditure on education, and the Internet penetration rate have a positive statistically significant 

impact on the level of acceptance of the Internet booking of travel and holiday accommodation whereas 

the share of individuals with low level Internet skills has a negative statistically significant impact. These 

results carry significant importance for economists, politicians and all other stakeholders responsible for 

tourism development in a country. The use of the unbalanced panel is the main limitation of the article. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Due to fast and strong development of information and communication technologies (ICT), 

different Internet services become available to customers. One of such Internet services is the 

Internet booking of travel and holiday accommodation. The Internet booking allows easy, 

simple and secure selection of a preferred accommodation form. Using Internet booking, a 

tourist can quickly collect all data about accommodation, including prices, location, language 

spoken in the facility, payment methods, and similar. Furthermore, a tourist can very easily 

compare data for two or more options of accommodation. In the process of selecting the most 

appropriate accommodation, tourists can bring their final decisions relying on comments and 

grades of other tourists who have stayed at certain accommodation. 

The possibility of travel and holiday accommodation booking over the Internet has in general 

a positive impact on tourism in a country. Using the Internet tourists can find many different 

and attractive accommodation facilities, which increases their positive holiday experience 

significantly. On the other hand, without Internet booking their insight into accommodation 

options would be significantly limited. In addition, by using Internet booking tourists can 

avoid negative experiences regarding accommodation. If tourists are happy with their 

accommodation, it is more likely that they are going to spend more, to stay longer, and, what 

is most important, to come back to spend their holiday in the same country (not necessarily in 

the same accommodation). 

In order to have a developed service of the Internet booking of travel and holiday 

accommodation, some prerequisites must be fulfilled. These prerequisites can be observed 

through the development indicators. Firstly, it is very important that tourists have enough 

resources to travel and to go on holiday. Next, the Internet infrastructure has to be well 

developed enabling tourists to have access to the Internet. Furthermore, in order to be able to 

use Internet booking services, it is necessary that tourists have certain knowledge and well 

developed Internet use skills. 

The article aims to investigate the impact of development indicators on the spread and the 

level of acceptance of the Internet booking use in European countries. Accordingly, the 

research hypothesis of the paper is that an individual’s wealth, the public expenditure on 

education, and the Internet penetration rate have a positive statistically significant impact on 

the percentage of individuals who booked travel and holiday accommodation over the 

Internet, whereas the percentage of the total number of individuals with low level Internet 

skills in a country has a negative statistically significant impact. In the analysis, an 

individual’s wealth is estimated by gross domestic product per capita, the Internet penetration 

rate is estimated by the percentage of individuals using the Internet and low level Internet 

skills are estimated by the percentage of the total number of individuals who have carried out 

only 1 or 2 of the 6 Internet-related activities. 

The artcle is organized as follow. After a brief introduction to the problems and aims of the 

article in the chapter 1, the chapter 2 provides a literature review. In the chapter 3, data and 

variables which are used in the panel analysis are presented. The chapter 4 covers the 

conducted panel analysis with included comments. The final chapter, chapter 5, brings 

conclusions and some suggestions for further research. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In order to achieve the maximum tourism potential, innovation is the key basis of the 

transformation of the tourism system [1]. The popularity of the Internet has greatly changed 

people’s way of life [2, 3; pp.1-7]. According to [4; pp.3-8], the main benefits of the online 
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marketing for consumers are a wide range of choices, the quality of service, and personalised 

products and services. Heung [5; pp.370-378] approximated that 30 percent of travellers use 

the Internet for reservation or purchase of travel products or services. Use of new 

technologies and Internet booking of travel products depends on the characteristics of market 

segments identified by age, income, gender, education and personal demands of tourists that 

encourage motivation to certain forms of booking [6; pp.288-297]. According to research, 

factors such as age, education, income, previous purchase experience or years/hours of the 

Internet use have a positive association with tourists’ intention to purchase vacations online [7]. 

The Internet is used by younger and more educated tourists and this trend is expected to 

continue [8; pp.833-843], while the focus will be on the growth of online booking [9]. 

According to research conducted by [10], when planning trips, 45 % of respondents used the 

Internet for booking transport and accommodation within the overall structure of tourism 

services used via the Internet. Because of particular relevance of rapid response, more 

emphasis should be on development of online host-to-host connectivity and real-time 

sourcing. The process has to become faster and reservations need to be confirmed 

immediately. Therefore, an emphasis should be given to "controlled" technology fitted to 

tourists’ needs. So, multichannel distribution must be improved: sales over the Internet, sales 

through call-centres, sales via new digital channels (TV, etc.) and still through own and third-

party travel agencies [9]. 

A regional difference can be noticed: Internet users in Northern and Western European 

countries tend to book holidays online more than users in Southern and Eastern European 

countries [5; pp. 370-378]. Travellers, predominantly from Western countries with higher 

education levels and higher annual household income, are more likely to use the Internet for 

online purchase of travel products [11]. According to [12] population with higher income has 

developed competencies and skills in using the Internet. On the other hand, older population 

does not show the interest for this form of services booking. The perceived lack of secure 

payment methods, and a lack of confidence in the technology are the main arguments for 

slow penetration of new technologies in the travel marketplace [13; pp.368-385]. 

According to the survey on the attitudes of Europeans towards tourism, 56 % of the EU 

citizens organise their holidays themselves, rather than purchase a pre-defined package. At 

the same time other participants in the travel industry such as airlines have entered the 

package holidays market either as organisers, retailers or by providing links to other tourist 

services making it easier for consumers to put together the package themselves. Further, this 

method of sale has also resulted in a change in the types of holiday arrangements available to 

consumers, and this has made it easier for consumers to make their own arrangements 

through websites of airlines, hotels, the railway, travel agents and tour operators [14]. 

According to [15] the Scandinavian and the UK travel markets have the highest online 

penetration rates (near 50 %) while online travel comprises a much smaller share in Southern 

and Eastern Europe (Spain, Italy, Poland). Despite that, the Internet provides an essential 

infrastructure and the principal penetration source during travel planning, research and 

shopping and booking for travellers across Europe. 

Household Internet access rate varies significantly by region, and country within the EU, 

ranging from 30 % in Bulgaria to 90 % in the Netherlands in 2009. There are clear regional 

trends in the Internet access – countries in Northern and Western Europe have much higher 

Internet penetration while countries in Eastern and Southern Europe have a far lower Internet 

penetration rate [11]. 

According to [16] the results show that the percentage of individuals who booked travel and 

holiday accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 months in selected South Eastern 
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European countries (Bulgaria, Romania, Turkey, the Former Yugoslav Republic (FYR) of 

Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia) is positively correlated with each of the four regressors: the 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita; the public expenditure on education as percentage 

of GDP; the Internet penetration rate; and the individuals’ level of Internet skills. 

DATA EXPLORATION 

In the analysis the main variable under the study is the Percentage of individuals who booked 

travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 months (YIntBook). The 

explanatory variables which are used in the study are: the Gross Domestic Product per capita 

in Purchasing Power Standards (GDP per capita in PPS), Index, EU 28 = 100 (XGDPpc); Public 

Expenditure on Education, given as the percentage of GDP (XExpEduc); the Internet Penetration 

Rate given as the Percentage of Individuals using the Internet (XIntUse); and the Individuals’ 

Level of Internet Skills as the percentage of the total number of individuals aged 16 to 74 

who have carried out 1 or 2 of the 6 Internet-related activities (XIntSkill). 

Data sources included Eurostat’s and the World Bank’s databases [17-21]. The data are 

collected for all the European Union state members (EU 28) and for the three official EU 

candidate countries Turkey, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM) and 

Serbia. The values of variables for all 31 observed countries are observed in the period of 12 

years, from 2003 to 2014. Unfortunately, not all the data were available for each country and 

for each year. The number of collected individual data for the observed countries is shown in 

Table 1 and for the observed years in Table 2. 

The maximum possible number of individual data points per country is 60. According to 

Table 1 there is no country for which the individual data points for the each observed variable 

in the each observed year are known. Nevertheless, the highest number of individual data 

points is collected for the Netherlands (50), Austria, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Slovakia, and 

Spain (all 49). As expected, the fewest number of individual data points is collected for 

Serbia (21), FYROM (28), and Turkey (35). It has to be emphasized that no data at the 

variable XExpEduc for FYROM and Luxembourg were found in the observed period. Similar, 

only one data point was provided at the variable XIntSkill for Serbia. These limitations should 

be taken into account in the further analysis. 

Because there are five variables observed in 31 countries, the maximum possible number of 

individual data points per year is 155. Again, according to Table 2, that was not possible to 

achieve in any of the years in the period from 2003 to 2014. Still, the highest number of 

collected individual data points was in 2010 (148), 2007 (147) and in 2011 (142). On the other 

side, the fewest number of individual data points was collected in 2003 (68), 2004 (77) and in 

2014 (91). There were no available data for the variable XExpEduc in 2013 and 2014, for the variable 

XIntUse in 2003 and 2004, and for the variable XIntSkill in 2003, 2004, 2008, 2009, 2012 and 2014. 

Considering the number of individual data points per variable, it might be concluded that at 

the variable XGDPpc 370 out of possible 372 (99 %) data points are successfully collected. For 

the main variable under the study, YIntBook, 320 or 86 % of possible individual data points are 

provided. The fewest number of individual data points is available for the variable XIntSkill (44 %). 

According to Figure 1 the average percentage of individuals who booked travel and holiday 

accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 months in the observed countries has a 

positive linear trend. Considering 12 countries there were on average 5,9 % individuals who 

booked travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 months per country 

in 2003. According to the most recent data, there were on average 22,7 % individuals who 

booked travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 months per country 

in 2014. However, Table 3 reveals that the coefficient of variation, in the range from 78 to 143, 
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Table 1. The number of collected individual data values for 31 selected European countries, 

from 2003 to 2014. 

Country 
Variable 

Total 
YIntBook XGDPpc XExpEduc XIntUse XIntSkill 

Austria 12 12 9 10 6 49 

Belgium 9 12 9 10 5 45 

Bulgaria 10 12 9 9 5 45 

Croatia 8 12 7 8 4 39 

Cyprus 11 12 9 10 6 48 

Czech Republic 12 12 9 10 5 48 

Denmark 12 12 9 10 6 49 

Estonia 10 12 8 10 6 46 

Finland 12 12 10 9 6 49 

France 9 12 10 9 4 44 

FYROM 6 12 0 7 3 28 

Germany 12 12 6 10 6 46 

Greece 12 12 3 10 6 43 

Hungary 10 12 9 10 6 47 

Ireland 12 12 9 10 6 49 

Italy 10 12 9 9 6 46 

Latvia 11 12 9 10 6 48 

Lithuania 11 12 9 10 6 48 

Luxembourg 12 12 0 10 6 40 

Malta 10 12 7 10 6 45 

Netherlands 12 12 10 10 6 50 

Poland 10 12 9 10 6 47 

Portugal 11 12 9 10 6 48 

Romania 9 12 8 9 5 43 

Serbia 2 10 6 2 1 21 

Slovakia 11 12 10 10 6 49 

Slovenia 10 12 9 9 6 46 

Spain 12 12 10 10 5 49 

Sweden 11 12 9 10 6 48 

Turkey 9 12 3 8 3 35 

United Kingdom 12 12 9 10 5 48 

Total 320 370 242 289 165 1386 
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Table 2. The number of collected individual data values in the observed years, 31 European 

countries, from 2003 to 2014. 

Year 
Variable 

Total 
YIntBook XGDPpc XExpEduc XIntUse XIntSkill 

2003 12 30 26 0 0 68 

2004 20 30 27 0 0 77 

2005 23 31 23 23 20 120 

2006 28 31 23 28 27 137 

2007 29 31 27 30 30 147 

2008 29 31 26 30 0 116 

2009 31 31 27 30 0 119 

2010 30 31 27 30 30 148 

2011 28 31 27 28 28 142 

2012 30 31 9 30 0 100 

2013 30 31 0 30 30 121 

2014 30 31 0 30 0 91 

Total 320 370 242 289 165 1386 

 

Figure 1. Average Percentage of individuals who booked travel and holiday accommodation 

over the Internet in the last 12 months, in 31 European countries from 2003 to 2014. 

is the highest right at this variable. So, the variability level in variable values among countries 

is the highest at the variable YIntBook. Huge variability levels are a product of large differences 

among countries. So, in 2014, only 1 % of individuals booked travel and holiday accommodation 

over the Internet in the last 12 months in FYROM and 2 % in Romania. On the other hand, in 

2014, there were 57 % individuals who booked travel and holiday accommodation over the 

Internet in the last 12 months in Sweden, 55 % in Denmark, and 53 % in Luxembourg. As it 

was expected, the lowest variability level is present at the variable XIntUse. 

The conducted outlier analysis has shown that Luxembourg’s GDP per capita values can be 

considered as outliers in all the observed years. Namely, it has been shown that Luxembourg’s 

GDP per capita values deviate more than 3 standard deviations from the average GDP per 



 

 

Table 3. Basic descriptive statistics results of selected variables, in 31 European countries from 2003 to 2014. 

Year 

Variables 

YIntBook XGDPpc XExpEduc XIntUse XIntSkill 

n Mean CV n Mean CV n Mean CV N Mean CV n Mean CV 

2003 12 5.9 86 30 89.7 51 26 5.10 24 – – – – – – 

2004 20 4.2 143 30 90.9 50 27 4.95 25 – – – – – – 

2005 23 6.2 116 31 89.4 50 23 5.13 21 23 54.4 36 20 30.6 38 

2006 28 7.8 109 31 90.5 50 23 5.10 21 28 56.0 33 27 28.6 36 

2007 29 9.5 106 31 91.4 49 27 5.00 19 30 58.9 30 30 27.3 36 

2008 29 10.5 102 31 92.2 47 26 5.22 18 30 63.7 27 – – – 

2009 31 13.5 101 31 91.2 46 27 5.51 19 30 65.5 24 – – – 

2010 30 15.9 95 31 91.5 47 27 5.44 21 30 70.1 22 30 29.1 28 

2011 28 19.1 82 31 92.0 48 27 5.34 24 28 74.4 18 28 25.8 29 

2012 30 19.6 87 31 92.1 47 9 5.04 27 30 75.1 18 – – – 

2013 30 20.4 83 31 92.1 46 – – – 30 77.5 16 30 26.9 24 

2014 30 22.7 78 31 92.0 46 – – – 30 79.7 14 – – – 
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capita in the each observed year. Consequently, in order to get valid results, in the further 

analysis the option of omitting Luxembourg’s GDP per capita data should be taken into account. 

PANEL DATA ANALYSIS 

As it was previously described, there were 31 countries and five different variables in the 

period of 12 years analyses at the beginning of the analysis. Obviously, in this case, it is 

appropriate to conduct a panel data analysis. Owing to the fact that there are no available data 

for each country for each variable for each observed year, an unbalanced panel analysis 

approach must be used. Using an unbalanced panel, instead of the balanced one, does not 

cause any major conceptual problem [22]. Furthermore, there are more individual units 

(countries, here 31) than the number of periods (years, here 12). Consequently, the provided 

data can also be called short panel data [23]. 

In the research of travel and holiday Internet booking, a classical cross-sectional approach 

was used in the previous research [16, 24; pp.155-168]. In order to understand the position of 

travel and holiday Internet booking in selected European countries better, in this paper the 

panel data analysis is going to be conducted because of its advantages over the pure cross-

sectional data or the pure time series data analysis [25]. Unlike the pure cross-sectional data 

or the pure time series data analysis, the panel data estimation techniques can take into 

account heterogeneity of individuals over time. Furthermore, the panel data analysis results in 

more informative data, more variability, less collinearity among variables, more degrees of 

freedom and more efficiency [25, 26; pp.159-172]. The panel data analysis is more 

appropriate to be used in the analysis of repeated cross-sectional data. Also, the panel data 

analysis can better detect and measure effects that are invisible to the cross-sectional and the 

time series data analysis [27; pp.206-224]. 

In the panel data analysis, three different static approaches can be used: independently pooled 

panels, random effects models, and fixed effects models. The selection among these methods 

depends upon the key assumption of the analysis. So, at independently pooled panels the 

main assumption is that there are no unique characteristics of individuals within the observed 

variables and no universal effects across time [28; pp.243-260]. On the other hand, fixed 

effect models assume that there are unique characteristics of individuals which are fixed in 

time and which are not the results of random variation. If the research aim is to make a 

conclusion only about observed individuals, the use of fixed effect models, or least squares 

dummy variable models is recommended. Unlike fixed effect models, random effect models 

assume that unique characteristics of individuals are the results of random variation. Also, 

this model is appropriate to make conclusions about all individuals, not only the observed. 

The fixed effect model is given by the following equation 

   itkitkititiit vXXXuY   ...22110 , (1) 

where the variable Y and the variable X have both i and t subscripts for I = 1, 2, …, N units 

(here countries) and t = 1, 2, …, T time periods (here years). The coefficient u, the fixed 

effect [29, 30], has subscript i meaning that it is different for each country in the sample, 

whereas coefficients β do not have any subscripts suggesting that they are the same for all 

countries and for years. In case the coefficient u does not have any subscript, the common 

constant methods or the pooled OLS method is going to be used in the analysis. The random 

effect model is equal to 

 
 itikitkititit vuXXXY   ...22110 , (2) 

where ui now represents the random effect [31]. 
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For the purpose of the analysis, overall six panel models are built. In each of the models the 

independent variable is set to be YIntBook. First, the individual impact of variables XGDPpc, 

XExpEduc, XIntUse, and XIntSkill on the dependent variable is observed resulting in four panel 

models. After that, two panel models including all these variables are observed. The selection of 

an appropriate panel model (pooled OLS, fixed effect, random effect) is made using the F-test 

for the fixed effect model, the Breusch-Pagan Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test [32; pp. 239-253] 

and the Hausman test [33; pp. 1251-1271, 34]. The panel results for individual models are 

given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Panel analysis of Percentage of individuals booking travel and holiday accommodation 

over the Internet in the last 12 months in the selected European countries, individual models. 

Standard errors are in parentheses. 

Statistics 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Fixed effect Random effect Fixed effect Fixed effect 

Intercept 23,5614 

(16,9598) 

−23,6729*** 

(5,6862) 

−17,5907*** 

(4,8121) 

33,3669*** 

(6,3485) 

XGDPpc –0,1137  

(0,1898) 
– – – 

XExpEduc 
– 

6,6812*** 

(1,0252) 
– – 

XIntUse 
– – 

0,4754*** 

(0,0705) 
– 

XIntSkill 
– – – 

−0,7029*** 

(0,2271) 

F-test (model) 22,61*** – 51,12*** 15,45*** 

Degrees of freedom 265 156 253 131 

Sum of squared residuals 16751,84 20646,03 8714,46 7019,20 

Standard error of regression 7,95 10,65 5,89 7,32 

“Within” variance – 37,61 – – 

“Between” variance – 82,99 – – 

F-test (fixed effect) 7,43*** 15,38*** 13,31*** 10,42*** 

Breusch-Pagan test 163,56*** 258,07*** 320,45*** 25,86*** 

Hausman test 16,54*** 1,07 10,24*** 86,34*** 

No. of countries 29 26 30 30 

No. of years 11 8 10 6 

No. of data 614 389 573 331 

*
significant at probability level 0,1 

**
significant at probability level 0,05 

***
significant at probability level 0,01 
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Considering the key variable YIntBook, data for only 12 countries are available, which is equal 
to 39 % of the observed countries, in 2003. Because of that it has been decided to omit all 
data from 2003. Similar, it has been decided to exclude Serbia from the further analysis 
because of the lack of data at the key variable. Furthermore, the outlier analysis has shown 

that Luxembourg is an outlier according to the variable XGDPpc. So, in Model 1 Luxembourg 
was also omitted. Consequently, Model 1 was built using data for 29 countries in the period 
from 2004 to 2014. 

According to the F-test for the fixed effect model (p-value < 0,0001), the Breusch-Pagan 
Lagrange Multiplier test (p-value < 0,0001) and the Hausman test (p-value < 0,0001) results, 
which are provided in Table 4, the most adequate panel model in case of Model 1 is the fixed 
effect model. In order to estimate Model 1, the one-way fixed effect model based on the 
within estimator was used [35, 36]. That way no dummy variables were used in the model. 
As a consequence, there are larger degrees of freedom, resulting in smaller model errors 
(mean squared error, standard error of the estimates, square root of mean squared errors, 
standard errors of parameter estimates). In order to compensate for these problems and the 
problem of heteroscedasticity, robust standard errors were used [37]. Still, the coefficient of 
determination (R

2
) is not correct because the intercept term is suppressed and therefore, it has 

not been shown in Table 4. Model 1 shows that the variable XGDPpc does not have a 
statistically significant impact on the variable YIntBook at any usually used significance level 
α (p-value = 0,5496). 

For the variable XExpEduc, in 2012 only data for 9 countries are available, whereas no data for 
the observed countries were published for 2013 and 2014. Consequently, in Model 2 these 
three years are omitted from the further analysis. Because of no or very few data points for 
the variable XExpEduc, the following countries are excluded from Model 2: FYROM, Greece, 
Luxembourg, and Turkey. Therefore Model 2 was built using data for 26 countries in the 
period from 2004 to 2011. 

The F-test for the fixed effect model (p-value < 0,0001) and the Breusch-Pagan Lagrange 
Multiplier test (p-value < 0,0001) showed that, at any usually used significance level α, the 
null hypothesis at both tests can be rejected. In that way, the pooled OLS was evaluated as an 
inappropriate panel model for Model 2. According to the results of the Hasuman test 
(p-value = 0,3012), which are shown in Table 4, at any usually used significance level α, the 
null hypothesis can be rejected. Consequently, the random effect model is selected as an 
appropriate panel model. The variable XExpEduc is statistically significant at any usually used 
significance level α (p-value < 0,0001) pointing out that one percentage point increase of 
public expenditure on education, in relation to GDP, would lead to 6,68 percentage points 
increase of individuals who booked travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet in 
the last 12 months. 

Unavailability of data for the variable XIntUse resulted in the exclusion of the year 2004 from 
Model 3. Because all countries have a satisfactory number of data points for both variables 
that are included in Model 3, all countries are kept in the model. Model 3 was formed using 
data for 30 countries in the period from 2005 to 2014. 

The F-test for the fixed effect model (p-value < 0,0001), the Breusch-Pagan Lagrange 
Multiplier test (p-value < 0,0001) and the Hausman test (p-value < 0,0001) results showed 
that at any usually used significance level α, their null hypotheses can be rejected. Therefore, 
the fixed effect model was selected as the most appropriate for Model 3. The variable XIntUse 
is statistically significant at any usually used significance level α (p-value < 0,0001). So, for 
one percentage point increase of the percentage of individuals who use the Internet, the 
percentage of individuals who booked travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet in 
the last 12 months is expected to increase by 0,48 percentage points. 
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Because of periodical research and data collection, the data for the variable XIntSkill in 2004, 

2008, 2009, 2012, and 2014 are not available. So, Model 4 was formed based on data for 30 

countries and 6 years. 

Because of the F-test for the fixed effect model (p-value < 0,0001), the Breusch-Pagan 

Lagrange Multiplier test (p-value < 0,0001) and the Hausman test (p-value < 0,0001) results, 

the fixed effect model was selected as the most appropriate for Model 4. The variable XIntSkill 

is statistically significant at the significance level α of 1 % (p-value = 0,0024). For one 

percentage point increase of the percentage of the total number of individuals aged 16 to 74 

who have carried out 1 or 2 of the 6 Internet-related activities, the percentage of individuals 

who booked travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 months is 

expected to decrease by 0,70 percentage points. 

Despite the assumption that the variables YIntBook and XGDPpc have a positive statistically 

significant relation, Model 1 results have shown the opposite. The other three models, 

Models 2, 3, and 4, have shown the expected relations. So, Models 2 and 3 have shown 

positive statistically significant relations between the variable YIntBook and the independent 

variables in each model separately (XExpEduc, XIntUse). On the other side, Model 4 has shown a 

negative statistically significant relation between the variables YIntBook and XIntSkill. 

In order to analyse the impact of all the four independent variables (XGDPpc, XExpEduc, XIntUse, 

XIntSkill), when they are all included in the model together, on the variable YIntBook, two 

additional panel models are formed. Both models, Model 5 and Model 6, have the same 

variables included, but the difference is in the number of data points which have been used. 

In Model 5 all available data for the 5 observed variables in 30 countries in the period from 

2004 to 2014 is included. On the other hand, in Model 6 some reductions have been done to 

lower the attrition impact of the unbalanced panel [38]. In that way the following four 

countries have been omitted from Model 6: FYROM, Greece, Luxembourg, and Turkey 

(Serbia was omitted at the very beginning of the analysis). Furthermore, the following years 

have also been omitted from Model 6: 2004, 2008, 2009, 2012, 2013, and 2014. The results 

for Model 5 and Model 6 are given in Table 5. 

The F-test for the fixed effect model (p-value < 0,0001) and the Breusch-Pagan Lagrange 

Multiplier test (p-value = 0,0001) showed that, at any usually used significance level α, the 

null hypothesis at both tests can be rejected. According to the Hausman test result  

(p-value = 0,0244) at the 0,01 significance level, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 

Consequently, the random effect model is selected as an appropriate panel model for 

Model 5. At the 0,05 significance level the independent variables XGDPpc (p-value = 0,0265), 

XExpEduc (p-value < 0,0001), XIntUse (p-value < 0,0001), and XIntSkill (p-value < 0,0001) can be 

individually considered as statistically significant. According to the results in Table 5, if 

gross domestic product per capita in purchasing power standards, EU 28 = 100, would 

increase by one index point, holding all other variables constant, the percentage of 

individuals who booked travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 

months would on average increase by 0,15 percentage points. Furthermore, one percentage 

point increase of public expenditure on education, in relation to GDP, holding all other 

variables constant, would lead to 5,01 percentage points increase of individuals who booked 

travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 months. In case of one 

percentage point increase of the percentage of individuals who use the Internet, while holding 

all other variables constant, the percentage of individuals who booked travel and holiday 

accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 months is expected to increase by 0,38 

percentage points. Finally, in case of one percentage point increase of the percentage of the 

total number of individuals aged 16 to 74 who have carried out 1 or 2 of the 6 Internet-related 
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Table 5. Panel analysis of Percentage of individuals booking travel and holiday 

accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 months in the selected European countries, 

models with included all the independent variables. Standard errors are in parentheses. 

Statistics 
Model 5 Model 6 

Random effect Random effect 

Intercept −39,2047*** 

(7,8733) 

−39,7637*** 

(8,0287) 

XGDPpc 0,1463** 

(0,0650) 

0,1436** 

(0,0657) 

XExpEduc 5,0066*** 

(1,2129) 

5,0746*** 

(1,2239) 

XIntUse 0,3824*** 

(0,0533) 

0,3853*** 

(0,0540) 

XIntSkill −0,4559*** 

(0,1056) 

−0,4523*** 

(0,1064) 

Degrees of freedom 81 81 

Sum of squared residuals 6859,58 6861,67 

Standard error of regression 7,97 8,01 

“Within” variance 16,68 16,83 

“Between” variance 22,74 23,62 

F-test (fixed effect) 4,61*** 4,76*** 

Breusch-Pagan test 14,64*** 14,42*** 

Hausman test 11,20** 10,78** 

No. of countries 30 26 

No. of years 11 5 

No. of data 1297 617 

 *
significant at probability level 0,1 

 **
significant at probability level 0,05 

 ***
significant at probability level 0,01 

activities, while holding all other variables constant, the percentage of individuals who 

booked travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet in the last 12 months is expected 

to decrease by 0,46 percentage points. 

In the process of selecting the most appropriate panel model for Model 6, first the F-test for 

the fixed effect model (p-value < 0,0001) and the Breusch-Pagan Lagrange Multiplier test 

(p-value = 0,0001) have been taken. Both tests showed that the fixed effect model or the 

random effect model could be appropriate models. The conducted Hausman test  

(p-value = 0,0291) has shown that, at the level of significance α = 5 %, the null hypothesis 

cannot be rejected. Therefore, the random effect model was selected to estimate Model 6. 

According to the conducted individual significance tests, at the 5 % level the independent 

variables XGDPpc (p-value = 0,0310), XExpEduc (p-value < 0,0001), XIntUse (p-value < 0,0001) 

and XIntSkill (p-value < 0,0001) are considered to be statistically significant in the model. 

The estimated coefficients in Model 6 are very similar to those in Model 5, and because of 

that they are not going to be interpreted again. 
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Similarity of Model 5 and Model 6 results from the fact that the used statistical programme 

has automatically omitted some data. Nevertheless, Model 5 and Model 6 have confirmed 

what was stated in the research hypothesis of the paper. Therefore, the hypothesis that the 

variables Gross Domestic Product per capita, Public Expenditure on Education, and Internet 

Penetration Rate have a positive statistically significant impact on the variable Percentage of 

individuals who booked travel and holiday accommodation over the Internet, whereas the 

variable Percentage of the total number of individuals with low level Internet skills has a 

negative statistically significant impact, can be accepted. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Internet booking of travel and holiday accommodation improves accessibility to different 

tourism contents in a country. In that way, it has positive impacts on further development of 

tourism and the improvement of residents’ living standards. Therefore, the research of 

determinants which have a significant impact on development of the Internet booking, and 

the analysis of their impact in European countries is justified. 

In the conducted panel analysis, the impact of four development indicators on the level of 

acceptance of the Internet booking of travel and holiday accommodation has been inspected. 

It has been concluded that an individual’s wealth, measured as gross domestic product per 

capita, individually does not have a statistically significant impact on the Internet booking 

development in the selected European countries. On the other hand, the other three 

development indicators have highly statistically significant individual impacts on the level of 

the Internet booking use in the European countries. So, the public expenditure on education, 

measured as the percentage of GDP, and the Internet penetration rate have a positive 

individual impact on the Internet booking use whereas the percentage of individuals with low 

Internet skills has a negative individual impact. 

When all four development indicators together were included in the panel analysis it has been 

revealed that the development indicators have a statistically significant impact on the level of 

use of the Internet booking of travel and holiday accommodation. The coefficient signs in 

Model 5 and Model 6 showed to be as they had been expected. Consequently, the stated 

research hypothesis of the paper has been accepted. 

The main problem of the paper is that an unbalanced approach was used. In order to get more 

reliable results, more efforts should be invested into getting data for all the included variables 

for all the observed countries in the entire observed period. Also, the data for all European 

countries should be included in the analysis. Unfortunately, unlike the European Union 

member states, other European countries do not have very well developed systems of 

collecting data. 
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ABSTRACT 

Women empowerment has remained a long standing issue for practitioners and policy makers at all 

levels even in the present modern known era of modernization. The basic objective of this study is to 

assess gender equality in the top sphere of the SAARC key governmental institutions from the recruitment 

and selection perspective. This study has used secondary data collected from the official websites of the 

governments and its affiliated key institutions. The unique feature of this study is that it analyzes 

gender inequality phenomena form the recruitment and selection perspective. An extensive gap has 

been identified between male and female top executives serving in key government institutions, which is 

not only a serious challenge for the global gender equality policy but also a serious question on government 

gender selection polices in the region. The notion of male dominance clearly prevails in the current scenario 

of the gender representation in government institutions, which remains a serious challenge for the 

gender equality. It has been concluded that a special focus is needed to prioritize the selection 

mechanism for females in top power structure of these governments especially in SAARC region. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that everyone has the right to take part in 

the Government of his/her country. In 1995 a comprehensive 4
th

 UN world conference 

regarding women empowerment was held in Beijing Peoples Republic of China which ended 

up with a unanimous Beijing declaration, according to which the women must be empowered in 

each and every field because it is necessary to make the transparent government and accountable 

administration. Subsequently, in 2010 another follow up meeting was convened in UN to 

assess the implementation progress of Beijing declaration. It was found in a comparative 

study based on SAARC with some developed countries that this region is far behind from 

developed countries in terms of gender equality [1]. But the most impressive issue is to 

analyse women empowerment from the recruitment and selection perspective in top hierarchy 

of the government in SAARC region. The basic objective of this paper is to assess the women 

empowerment through their representation in the top policy and decision making sphere of 

the various governments in the South Asian Association for regional cooperation (SAARC) 

and analyze them in the light of earlier findings regarding gender equality. As recruitment 

and selection is most crucial phase of all sorts of organizations regardless of their nature of 

business or size, where studies have argued that survival and success depends on effective 

recruitment and selection. Any issue as identified in earlier studies i.e., transparency, male 

dominance, female stereotypes, traditional barriers and organizational politics can inflict 

damage the selection of women any organization regardless of whether it is in public or 

private sector. Organizational key resources are employees that drive and manage all other 

resources of any organization to achieve their desired set objectives effectively in which 

female employee play a key role in bringing positive results for the organizations. Diversity 

due to gender on the top positions brings various advantages in the way of making decisions in a 

specific situation because female way of assessment to handle a specific situation is different 

that are a positive aspect for this organization [2] The outcomes of the recruitment and 

selection may lead either higher productivity if right person is being selected or it may have 

to face failure of the organization [3]. Women managers have full capacity to handle the 

issues or concerns of stakeholders arising due to the changing environment acceptable to all; 

however they stressed the need of their institutional or systematic support [4]. 

It has been identified that most of the studies on the relationship between the performance 

and leadership have not been focusing on the public sector [5] which we agree specially from 

the selection of the heads in the public sector organizations perspective. Investigating this 

gender equality issues in the federal public institutions has vital significance because they are 

the figures who are actual operators of federal ministries, corporations and autonomous 

bodies having thousands of employees to prove the best services from the government. If 

these top executives intend to maintain gender equality, this can be achieved, though that may 

take some time because they normally are in charge of all sorts of the selection about the 

people working under them. Furthermore, they are always involved in the policy making 

especially drafting various policies for the approval from the legislators sitting in the 

parliament particularly for cabinet ministers. 

Ethically, socially, equal justification, legally or from the economic perspective, women has 

equal right to play their role in the development of peace and prosperity of this globe and 

they need to be included in the top executive levels of key governmental institutions to make 

a balanced developmental policies. It has been have stressed that by empowering the female 

there will be positive effect on the policies and the way actions are being taking place, 

however if we empower a single women in a dominant environment, that will not bring any 

change in the context of using force but a real change will occurs when the gender 
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empowerment takes place in groups [6]. Therefore, the key focus of this study is to analyse 

critically the gender composition in the top sphere of the key governmental institutions i.e., 

executive legislators (cabinet), election & planning commission, higher education/university 

grants commission, bureaucracy, top executives of federal or central universities, higher 

judiciary and provincial top executive working for the central or federal government. This 

study revolves around a main research question “Does male dominancy has become a main 

hurdle in the way of gender equality” in spite of all the claims in various international and 

national forums of bringing gender equality and empowerment. Therefore this study this 

study is very significant because this helps to ascertain the level of commitment and 

compliance made by the governments in the world’s one of a most populated region with 

various democratic setup. Secondly, this analyses the gender composition in the top power 

structure in the light of earlier findings of the related study that caused barriers to the gender 

equality. Thirdly, the whole SAARC region consists upon developing countries which have 

different social, cultural, political and economic scenario then the developed countries, thus it 

will be helpful to assess the generalization aspect of earlier findings that are almost noted 

from the developed or English speaking countries. Finally, this study may become useful for 

the governments of South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (a forum of 8 countries) 

and related bodies to address this long standing issue demanding human justice by the humans. 

RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW 

It has been observed that due to lack of representation in the government there were great 

consequences and impact on the gender related agendas and public policies in the North 

America, Eastern Europe and Scandinavia countries, whereas it is necessary that  the 

legislators should be similar of those whom they are going to serve. There is no doubt about 

the women capability even in the politics speaks but they are not doing enough for the other 

women politicians as highlighted by [7] that female once become elected have more ability to 

be re-elected as compare to their counterpart male candidate and this has not any positive 

impact over the other females to win in the election. Women empowerment project to unfold 

the discourse which is concerned about women on top positions of corporate sector and he 

argued that there was not much progress on brining equality on top positions which may be 

due to the change in government [8]. Gender inequality had remained all time issue 

especially for the top management positions for women even among the developed countries 

as well and in Scandinavian countries the gender equality policy has remained central policy 

but still there is male dominancy in the public sector institutions which [9] has described as 

paradoxical phenomena. There is a vivid gap between the male and female mobility towards 

the upward in employment hierarchy [10]. Generally according to the official census of the 

governments the women population is more or equal to the male population which has been 

ignored to give them value in the employment of the organized sector. Actually there are 

multiple reasons of not allowing the women in appointments and according to the [10-11] has 

found that one of the issues is lack of the transparency in making the female selection and 

another reason according to the [12] is the male dominancy in the selection committees which 

influence the female selection. 

There are many issues that are causing due to ambiguities are causing due to lack of clarity in the 

standardized procedures which makes those who are in the power strong to make involvement 

that may affect the process [5]. It has been reported that in many decades in the European 

universities and governments the equality of the gender remained on their agenda to bring gender 

equality [13]. Transparency has remained a top issue in the gender selection for bringing gender 

equality, especially when the authorities practices such selection evaluation process which is 

confidential by nature because in an open selection evaluation system the females have more 
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chances to be selected [14, 15]. The lack of transparency in the selection can cause more favour 

to a specific candidate because in flexible criteria’s in the selection evaluation, the panel members 

may change their opinion that can be due to power game as well [16]. 

Researchers generally argue that in open competition the women perform better but due to 

the lack of transparency in selection procedures it has influenced the gender selection [11, 17]. 

In the open competition the women were selected twice as compare to the males [14]. It has 

been identified in some studies that there are specific networks in the organizations that play 

a crucial role in career opportunities and it is difficult for the women to make an access with 

these networks [11, 18]. It is difficult for women to be selected if the panel or committee is 

being male dominated [12]. It has been elaborated that the gender discrimination can be 

avoided if organizations would adopt open selection (advertising the post in the journals or 

newspapers) as compare to the closed or semi open selection procedures [10]. The situation 

in the field of medicine is not different regarding gender disproportion on the top positions 

which [2] have argued that this may be due to the issue of family related duties with their job 

apart from the glass ceiling barriers. Women in top, that women managers have full capacity 

to handle the issue or concerns of stakeholders arising due to the changing environment 

acceptable to all, however he stressed the need that they need institutional or systematic 

support to advance in their career [4]. Women can have more probability to be appointed if 

the selection committee consists of a significant number of women members [10]. It has been 

reported that in many Swedish researches that the traditional gender norm have been kept 

preserved [19] and if you want to maintain gender equality on the top then this traditional 

phenomena must be checked to realize the gender equality objective [8]. Various studies have 

mentioned that people use discourse to identify themselves without prejudices and believer of 

equality while as they show the gender prejudice [8]. Mandatory quotas for bringing more 

women have shown a considerable increase of the women but at the same time this has 

shown a fast down fall in their performance regardless of their past background of 

experiences [20]. Although the academic excellence is considered neutral, while as 

considering the gender about the merit but in Netherland based study he found that this does 

not hold true and actually the prevailing practices in academic practices in academic 

excellence are supportive for the male dominancy [21]. Leadership in the universities of 

Germany and Netherland were predominately dominated by the males but due to government 

legislations this situation was overcome and almost in all old and young higher education 

institutions showed 50 % female participation [22]. There are various countries which have 

set up some special departments to maintain the merit in the selection system and in this 

regard the most prominent one is the United States Merit Systems Protection Selection Board 

(MSPB) that conducts various studies to maintain the merit system in selection of federal 

employees [23]. Ely and Meyerson have identified that mostly only those females have made 

their job that were white and with the help of education and training the females can occupy 

those positions in the field of business and professional that were traditionally held by the 

male [24]. Empowering the female there will be positive effect on the policies and the way 

actions are being taking place, however if we empower a single women in a dominant 

environment, that will not bring any change in the context of using force but a real change 

will occurs when the gender empowerment takes place in groups [6]. Woman presence in an 

office of the United States seems damaging for the other females along with other factors that 

cause problems for women working in various offices and concluded that female presence are 

not helping other females to get selected [25]. 

Gender bias is not only due to male dominancy but also the females have more stereotypical 

perception towards male applicants and in a study it was found in a recruiter evaluation 
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process of the candidates that during the selection process the male recruiter views gender 

qualification & experiences same, while as female recruiter showed tilt towards male 

applicants [26]. Generally two reasons being cited in the researches for the lower or 

negligible representation of women, one is the large number of aged professor who have 

blocked the upward mobility of the younger people particularly female employees and the 

another cause is the lack of female employees in the higher ranks of the academia [10]. In some 

studies it has been found during the analysis that at every step, the recruitment and selection 

process is being gendered which starts from writing the profile for a job according to the male 

applicant in mind and this is also influenced by the similarity to me selection philosophy which 

is normally male dominated [27, 28]. It was noted that in a selection board women was not 

selected because of the similar to me reason in spite of all this that they had same qualification 

and were on merit too [27]. In an another study it was noted that women and men both selected 

the male candidate by ignoring the fact that both had equal and same level of qualification, 

which implies females have gender bias towards male as well [29]. Syed et.al. suggested that 

the important factor of gender equality is their historic culture, socio political and economic 

setup that may have the gender impact on their employment pattern, especially when it is 

concerned to the top most in public offices because it has been noted that that women 

candidates qualify more in open competition as compare to male candidates [30]. 

METHODOLOGY 

The main objective of this article is to analyse the gender composition in the context of 

recruitment and selection among the higher policy making and execution institutions of the 

governments in South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) which consists 

of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Maldives Pakistan and Sri Lanka, all these 

countries are either developing or least developing countries. This association is one of a 

worlds most populated part of the world that has almost 1/4
th

 of the world population with 

various democratic governments. Almost all country of this association has designed their 

official websites both at national and as well as departmental level that is comprised on the 

authentic information and statistics about the respective government. Therefore, this study 

has adopted a strategy to collect data from these official websites to maintain the authenticity 

and relatedness. This data searching and collection was made through a carefully devised 

strategy in which initially we made a classification according to the key official departments 

of respective governments. Further sub classification were made to collect data on the basis 

of legislative executive bodies, (i.e., President, Prime Minister, Cabinet Members and their 

advisors), Election Commission and Judiciary (election commission members and Judges of 

Supreme and High Courts), Higher Education Executives (Members of Higher Education or 

University Grants Commission and Vice Chancellors of the federal or central universities), 

Planning Commission (members or officials ) and the top executives representing federation 

or central government in the provinces (normally these people are governors or chief ministers). 

Rigorously, on the first stag this data was tabulated in a MS Office Excel software country 

wise keeping in view the number of male and female representation in each category for 

further analysis. In order to represent the raw data in proper and meaningful form, this study 

has used various tables that were properly prepared with the help of MS office excel and were 

subsequently manually checked multiple times. For further understanding and analysis this 

study has used various graphs (figures). Basic statistics were applied to get some valid 

percentages from this data and were translated into figures as well. The analysis in the 

discussion is based on the noted key observation of this study and earlier findings of the 

related studies that were followed by a reasonable conclusion. 
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section we begin with the gender selection or representation at top legislation level, which 

is being mentioned in Table 1 along with Figure 1 to show them graphically for more clarity. 

Table 1. Gender in Legislative Executive Bodies. 

Sr. No. Country Male Female M/F Gape, % 

1 Pakistan 88 12 76 

2 India 87 13 74 

3 Bangladesh 94 6 88 

4 Sri Lanka 99 1 98 

5 Nepal 89 11 78 

6 Bhutan 100 0 100 

7 Maldives 87 13 74 

8 SAARC Level 92 8 84 

Table 1 consists of the facts regarding the gender wise selection or selection for performing 

the pivotal legislation related duties and obligations, that lead the country towards its overall 

future. On the extreme right column Table 1 consists of male and female gap in percentages. 

The last row in Table 1 highlights the figure regarding the existing gender in the legislation 

level in whole SAARC regions, that clearly shows a significant gap between the male and 

female selection or representation at legislation level, where Bhutan stands higher in this 

category with 84 % followed by the Sri Lanka and Bangladesh 89 % and 88 %, respectively. 

For more understanding these facts has been translated into graphical representation in Figure 

1, in which the area shaded with dark colour denotes male representation which shows 

complete male dominancy. 

 
Figure 1. Gender Participation at Legislation Level. 

Table 2 depicts the factual information about the gender selection of the election commission 

and higher level justice department (Judicial Commission, Supreme and High Courts) that 

shows almost similar results except Sri Lanka which is comparatively better as the gender 

gap between male and female is around 38 % but the situation in the rest of the countries in 

SAARC regions, this gap is higher specially at SAARC level which is around 86 %. 

In Maldives, Pakistan & India this gap is 100 %, 95 % and 86 %, respectively. This for more 

clarification and learning these facts are being depicted through area graphical representation 

with the help of Figure 2, in which it is evident that the total scenario is male dominated by 

male both at country and department level as well. 
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Table 2. Gender Representation in EC and Justice Department. 

Sr. No. Country Male Female M/F Gape, % 

1 Pakistan 98 3 95 

2 India 93 7 86 

3 Bangladesh 96 4 92 

4 Sri Lanka 69 31 38 

5 Nepal 94 6 88 

6 Bhutan 92 8 84 

7 Maldives 100 0 100 

8 SAARC Level 93 7 86 

Table 3. Bureaucracy & Higher Education (HE). 

Sr. 

No. 
Country 

Male 

Bureau. 

Male 

HE 

Female 

Bureau. 

Female 

HE 

M/F Gape 

Bureau., % 

M/F Gape 

HE, % 

2 Pakistan 95 97 5 3 90 92 

3 India 89 91 11 9 70 82 

4 Bangladesh 96 93 4 7 92 86 

5 Sri Lanka 87 92 13 8 74 86 

6 Nepal 96 100 4 0 92 100 

7 Bhutan 93 88 7 12 86 76 

8 Maldives 80 100 20 0 60 60 

9 
SAARC 

Level 
92 94 8 6 84 88 

Gender representation or selection in the top Bureaucracy and higher education executive 

level is being tabulated in Table 3 separately in different columns. The facts of the male 

female gap in top Bureaucracy level in Bangladesh, Nepal and Pakistan represents 92 %, 

92 % and 90 %, respectively, which shows a significant gap and overall the SAARC 

countries figure in the last row also reveals a big gap of 84 %. The scenario in the field of 

higher education or university grants commission is not different as it is almost the same with 

Nepal in on top most having 100 %. The male female gap on SAARC level in higher 

education/university grants commission and top university executives (Vice Chancellors) is 

highlighting 88 %. This is further elaborated in Figure 3 through bar chart, where it can be noted 

that the male representation in the top bureaucracy and higher education/university grants 

commission, as well as the top executive of the public sector university under the central or 

federal government are depicting presents a total male dominant scenario. 

The facts in Figure 4 summarize the gender representation or selection in some crucial 

supporting departments of federal and provincial level, among which the most important ones 

are planning commission and provincial heads. 

Overall the results disclose that in the SAARC countries there is a great difference between 

male and female participation highlighted through black shaded area in Figure 5. 

Figure 5 shows overall gender representation in the central and federal governments. Overall 

by closely monitoring this figure, it is being very clearly that the male dominancy over 

female in almost on all top levels of the central and federal government in SAARC region. 

The notable observation in Figure 5 is that the female representation is almost around 10 % 

and while as this representation is further deteriorated around 5 % at planning commission 

and provincial heads level. 
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Figure 4. Gender at Provincial Administration and Planning Commission (MP – male 

percentage and FP – female percentage). 

 

Figure 5. Gender at Federal Governments (MP – male percentage and FP – female percentage). 

DISCUSSION 

We initiate our discussion by touching the top sphere of all sorts of governments, which is the 

legislation level where the results shown above are showing a very alarming picture because 

of substantial difference between the male and female. It seems that Beijing declaration in 

1995 regarding gender equality has not materialised in the governmental sector in one of a 

most important and highly populated area of world. The most significant part under 

representation or poor selection of female representative in legislation level is not only 

damaging for the country but also a major stain on bringing workforce diversity in the 

government structure which serves as a base for the survival and development of all other 

systems in the country. Although we have observed female candidates in the general 

parliament in various countries, especially in major SAARC countries, they all are normally 

elected through the party reserve quota and have minimum role in the legislation and also are 

not by any way equal or close to the overall male representation in the governments. It has 

already been noted in a significant study that the performance of women, who are selected on 
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quota based reserve seats, remains very low regardless of their past performance [12]. Here 

the issue is worse, because women, selected on women reserve quotas for the parliament, are 

not empowered by inducting them in cabinet of ministers that actually runs the government. 

The overall tendency of female negligible representation raises multiple and serious questions 

about the overall system that is being followed on the counties top level in the SAARC 

regions legislation level because this neglects the importance of almost half of the women 

population in these countries, who needs their equal representation not only ethically, 

rationally but also through man made international polices, e.g., 1995 Beijing declaration 

under the United Nations according to which the women must be empowered in each and 

every field because it is necessary to make the transparent government and accountable 

administration but these claims seems ineffective for gender empowerment [31]. 

Another aspect of this study was to women representation in one of a most important section of 

the federal or central government is dealing directly with women rights to bring them into the 

legislation bodies. We have noted zero representation in some major countries in SAARC 

government which we consider is a serious issues for maintaining gender equality in the 

governments and overall this shows a rosy picture because of a larger gender gap that seems 

very difficult to fill. Similarly the condition in the top judiciary i.e., Supreme and high courts 

honourable judges is the same, where we observed a serious lack of representation of female 

judges, who are equally needed like male judges to understand the some difficult aspects that a 

female can understand, secondly this also become serious in the absence of female judge to 

understand the different aspects of the reality to make justice  this is bit sensitive as [2] have 

identified that female on the top positions can be more advantageous as their way of thinking in 

a particular situation is different than male which ultimately is in favour of the organization. 

While keenly observing the facts mentioned in the result section, it seems a big issue for 

chalking out the judicial policies  and its implementation along with electoral policies, that has 

directly or indirectly relevance with the female participation or issues because a true and 

genuine representative judge or member can understand their concerning issues more 

appropriately. This may help them in selection as well as earlier in a study [12] have found that 

lack of female representation in the selection committees are causing hurdle for their selection. 

Bureaucracy is one of the most significant pillars for the federal and central governments of 

any country and with reference to the SAARC countries, this is being considered most 

powerful profession, especially when it is the top or secretary level position. They are the 

main pillars who prepare all the basic drafts related to their current responsibility about the 

government polices and play a significant role in their implementation. At this stage female 

representation on top level in bureaucracy is highly needed to give a valuable input in the 

policy making and their implementation because in a latest study [32] have identified that 

women can handle organizational matters more comprehensively as compare to male because 

of their dependencies on the other organizational members. In SAARC region it is evident 

that women are badly misrepresenting in the top bureaucratic administration that causes 

serious concerns over the existing selection mechanism and procedures, as it has been found 

in an earlier study [10] that selection procedures are causing gender differences in 

organizations. Almost all SAARC countries have huge gender inequality that seems one of a 

very major issue for the policy makers who themselves are male dominated. One factor for 

the huge gender gap in the bureaucracy is male dominancy as identified by [10, 12] and 

traditional gender norm [8] and this is which influences the female selection. 

Universities play a significant role in bringing gender balance in the higher sphere of 
academia not only in their employment structure but also in the student male & female 
enrolment that becomes a base for female applicant availability on later stage for 
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employment. The higher education or university grants commission that formulate the 
policies with the help of the top university officials are themselves, male dominated and 
under such circumstances how it is possible to focus the bringing the gender equality. This 
was also identified by [13] in a Netherlands based study in which they found that in 

universities the existing practices support male candidate. In the top level of higher education 
both the commission and the university executive level, the gender equality is a serious threat 
for bringing the females in the main stream of the government activities which is ultimately 
very crucial for the economic development. Even the alarming situation is that in some 
countries in this region this gape is almost or near to 100 % which we argue in the light of 
earlier research that this may be due to some transparency issues in selection procedures that 
affect the women candidates to qualify [11]. This also supports earlier findings that in 
academics the gender is being differentiated in multiple ways [10]. Furthermore, all the top 
officials in the universities and commission are being made through a specific procedures 
approved by the chancellors who normally are the sitting politicians directly or indirectly and 
the affect the selection procedures outcomes as found in earlier study in a country of this 
region [31]. The gender equality in the higher academics both at the policy making and 
implementation seems main issue in bringing the gender equality in the long run. 

Similarly the situation of gender gap in a federal or central government planning commission is 
presenting a gloomy picture with a wide gap between male and female. In some countries even 
the planning commission department is yet not been set up which shows their interest in planning. 
While observing the gender gap on the top government officials in provinces that are falling 
under direct or indirect control of the federal/ central government on provincial level are 
resolving almost 100 percent dominancy by the male officials. Even the representative of the 
federal government in the provinces are completely male dominant which further creates the 
room for policy concerns regarding gender equality and strengthens the notion of being that there 
is a great care needed to understand the gender politics [33]. 

CONCLUSION 

Previous studies have made a substantial contribution in the development of research 
progress in the field of gender equality through various recruitment and selection procedures 
with multiple conclusions. Based on those significant findings and present scenario of this 
study, it has become comparatively easy to assess the situation with reference to the gender 
inequality in SAARC countries. Though it seems that all those findings are relevant that 
causes barriers (male dominance at all levels and in selection committees, transparency 
issues, ambiguous selection mechanism, state and organisational politics, specific networks, 
female stereotypes, social impact and traditional gender norm) for the female selection but 
those can affect gender selection mostly in the middle and lower level decision making 
hierarchy of the public institutions. However, reference to the top key sphere of the 
government particularly in SAARC countries, based on early conclusions and the analysis of 
this study “male dominancy” seems a very clear indication of being one of a main hurdle that 
hampers the female selection or election in these key institutions that have a strategic impact. 

Therefore, keeping in view this grave scenario of gender inequality, this study proposes a simple 
model that can be effective if applied fully because this time the change needs to be started 
from the top since only this can boost the gender equality process at the gross root level, Fig. 6. 

Further research is needed to investigate causes of not making gender equality based cabinet 
by chief executive of the governments keeping a special focus on the reality that they had the 
authority both constitutionally as well as by reality. Besides of this a comparative study can also 
help to understand and further verify this issue from the economic and geographical concerns 
in mind. 
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Figure 6. Simple model to boost the gender equality process. 
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ABSTRACT 

Reassessment of the existing didactic-methodological organization within the University lectures as 

well as the role of students and University lecturers is a result of the current process of higher 

education reforms. The advancement of pedagogical and didactic-methodological competences of 

university lecturers represents an imperative in reaching a high quality education. The results of this 

research may function as a starting point in the self-evaluation of University lecturers. The point of 

this work was to present didactic and methodical elements of contemporary university teaching, 

according to Bologna concept of higher education, and position of students. Taking into consideration 

the very definition and didactic methodological structure and legality of teaching, researches related 

to representation of individual didactic and methodical elements of contemporary university teaching 

are presented, which relate to forms of teaching, methods of teaching and application of teaching and 

technical aids. In the context of the current reform of the high education and considering the Bologna 

Declaration it could be concluded that contemporary university teaching is marked with cooperative 

interactive teaching in which the position of students and teachers is defined as partnership. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The integration of value patterns, stemming from the Bologna Declaration, involves a 

thorough process of reform of the traditional higher education. It implies that scientific work 

must be in the function of improving lives and ensuring its quality, and higher education in 

the function of expertise and competence. Božović [1; pp. 93-114] emphasizes that 

individuals, who are better included in the structure of the company, acquire the right position 

and thus complete their realisation. The outcomes of university educated individual should 

represent a starting point when it comes to comprehensive reform when it comes to increasing 

the quality of teaching. Reforms should contribute to the university autonomy that does not 

mean detachment from society and its flow, but greater independence and self-determination. 

Mikanović [2] points out that university autonomy means larger autonomy of students 

(academic freedom; scientific, educational and cultural objectives). The pursuit of autonomy 

of the university, thus of each and every student, represents a modern paradigm in university 

education. In this regard, Đukić [3; pp.135-145] points out that the full success of the reform 

of higher education can only be expected when organizational system (external) and the 

pedagogical and didactic (internal) components are combined. When we talk about the 

modern concept of university teaching and higher education, it most often means higher or 

university education which was created after the introduction and implementation of the 

Bologna Declaration in higher education system. 

Franković et al. [4; p.1094] point out that higher education comprises three independent and 

interrelated degrees (cycles) of education. It provides acquisition-rounded and comprehensive 

knowledge for the duties assigned specific profession and provides the skills needed to 

continue their studies at a higher level under the conditions that are prescribed for it. Formally 

and legally, the process of transforming European universities started with the Bologna 

Declaration, by which the Bologna signatory countries pledged to harmonize their domestic 

higher education policies by 2010. However, the reform process and transformation of the 

internal and external sense is still ongoing. Matović and Bodoroški-Separiosu [5] point out 

that among the objectives of the Bologna Declaration are to achieve international 

competitiveness of European higher education system, and to ensure the mobility of students, 

thus to increase the quality of university teaching and higher education in general. Increasing 

the quality of higher education is an imperative of the modern learning society. The ultimate 

goal of higher education is to train individuals for more active contribution to their own and 

community development. Mikanović [2] points out that the pursuit of high-quality university 

education is linked with the need for innovations in university teaching. The goal of such 

innovations is to achieve higher learning outcomes, one of the key aspects of higher education. 

Innovations should be based on the new quality of education, look ahead to the study in the 

future, providing incentives for competitiveness, diversity, decentralization, flexibility and 

mobility of all stakeholders which opens a real opportunity to remove and reject 

misconceptions and confusions that are responsible for the ineffectiveness, inefficiency and 

uneconomic character of the existing higher education system [3; p. 136]. So, there is a need 

to deal with current higher education system primarily reconceptualised from knowledge 

society into learning society, which means that higher education must develop the competences 

of students to acquire knowledge, to discover, create, innovate, to produce and earn. The 

current social and scientific and technological moment demands innovative institutions of 

higher education, in which the students train for themselves and for their self-improvement. 

Universities, or other higher education institutions, are most often associated with scientific 

researches and less with pedagogical teaching. Regarding the modern concept of university 

teaching, Barr and Tagg [6] point out  the important principles of the paradigm of learning in 
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terms of mission or purpose, success criteria, the structure of teaching (teaching – learning), 

theories of teaching and learning, productivity (efficiency) and the role of actors and entities 

involved in teaching. Teaching, determined as a unity of educational influence, is conditioned 

by the factor relations, positions and roles. The university education is to be considered as a 

powerful system for developing new knowledge (knowledge), skills and competences of all 

its participants. Mikanović [2] points out that the key subjects of effective university teaching 

are faculty, staff (assistants) and students. In university teaching, it is not only the students 

who are the subjects for acquiring knowledge and developing competencies, but also the 

teachers and their associates. If someone is between these entities to develop partnerships and 

initiate emancipation, then he or she will follow the successful outcomes of the educational 

purposes of higher education. In this sense, the character of university teaching becomes 

progressiveness, evolutionary and collaborative interactive work, which in turn becomes a 

space for self-exploration. 

Therefore, in addition to high-quality programs, there is a need for competent teachers, 

prepared to contribute to the university teaching with new and innovative approaches, 

procedures, methods, forms, models and systems. As such, university teachers become role 

models of professionalism, scientific research and educational activities that will successfully 

animate and motivate students, and make them interested for active participation, using 

various forms of teaching. The methodological element is organizational structure of 

university teaching. In this regard, the design, preparation and planning of teaching are 

defined as “the design, modelling and structuring of teaching with special emphasis on the 

spatial conditions, equipment, time, stakeholders, program contents, activities, objectives and 

tasks to be accomplished” [7]. For adequate didactic-methodological organization, the 

incorporated components of university teaching are the pedagogical and scientific researches. 

The goals of this article are to present didactic and methodological elements of modern 

university education according to the Bologna concept of higher education, and to determine 

whether the modern university instruction has the feature of collaborative interactive classes 

in which the position of students and teachers is defined as a partner. 

WORKING METHODS 

The study uses a descriptive analytical method. Basic search was conducted via Google Scholar 

search, electronic databases Hrcak, Blackwell Synergy, Dean and Master FILE Premier, 

review of articles published in printed editions of the journals Didactic directions and Our 

School, as well as the Proceedings of scientific conferences. Database search was conducted in 

May 2015 and was based on the following key words: Bologna system; University teaching; 

higher education; position of the students in the classroom; Methods of teaching; forms of 

teaching; competence of university teachers; higher education; university education; The 

Bologna system of education. Search was restricted to articles available online, but published 

in peer-reviewed journals. In total, the search resulted in identified 175 scientific articles in 

Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian, English and German language. For the separation and classification 

of articles the procedure of content analysis was utilised. Criteria for classification were 

compatible with the research topics in published researches, review and original scientific 

articles. Finally, regarding alignment with the topic of didactic and methodical organization of 

university teaching, search ended with extracted 8 published articles and 2 master’s theses, 

namely “The didactic elements of modern university education” by N. Čirić [8], and “Student 

evaluation of teaching quality in the pedagogical-psychological group of subjects within the 

teaching programs of study by R. Nurikić, both prepared at the University of Tuzla” [9]. 

The content analysis included articles that meet the following criteria: 
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a) articles published in the period from 01. 01. 2008 to 31. 12. 2014., and referring to didactic 

and methodological organization of university teaching and student placement, 

b) articles based exclusively on quantitative methods, and whose subjects were university 

teachers, staff (assistants and senior assistants) and students. 

In addition, this study utilised 14 published articles that met the criteria of content, which is 

based solely on the concept of the Bologna Declaration and higher education, and not on the 

empirical research. 

RESEARCH RESULTS 

Professional role of university teachers is of great importance. Todorović [10; p.290] points 

out that a university teachers kept all the old responsibilities and roles in which they were, and 

received a large number of new ones. In this sense, it is assumed that more methodical 

training of university teachers, could significantly lessen problems in the didactic and 

methodology organization, or at least contribute to a better quality of university teaching and 

simpler adjustment of the educational reform and didactic transformation. Previous studies of 

that subject are briefly reviewed in Table 1. 

DISCUSSION 

For high-quality level of didactic and methodological organization of university teaching, the 

basic teaching skills are needed, which are part of the pedagogical and didactic-methodical 

competence of the modern university teachers. Babić-Kerkez [19] points out that the development 

of the competencies of university teachers should be in direct cause effect relationship to ensure 

the quality of teaching. According to Ciryacou [20], seven categories of basic teaching skills 

are: (i) planning and preparation, (ii) execution lesson, (iii) conduct and course of the lesson, 

(iv) the class atmosphere, (v) discipline, (vi) assessment of students’ progress and (vii) review 

and evaluation of their work. Ljubetić and Kostović-Vranješ [21; pp.209-230] expect the 

professional knowledge from pedagogically competent teachers, as well as skills and abilities to 

utilise their pedagogical activities and characteristics of their personality, which explores the 

psychology of being the positive role model and authority to follow. Acquisition of pedagogical 

and didactic-methodical competences, achieved in high quality pedagogical education, is a 

continuous process of lifelong learning, with constant self-evaluation and self-critical assessment. 

According to Simmons [22] evaluation of the systematic collection of data on the activities, 

characteristics and outcomes of projects in order to make an assessment of the project, improves 

efficiency and making the decisions about future projects. In this sense, this research contributes 

to formulating the evaluation of university teaching, with the aim of improving its quality. 

Reform of university education refers to the competence of university professors and 

researchers, who along with the required high-quality level of their scientific researchers 

must constantly work to improve the pedagogical and didactic-methodological quality. 

Čirić [16; pp.1001-1009] concluded that university teachers most commonly use the method 

for the oral presentation and the interview method. This implies that characteristic of a 

university education dynamic are its instructiveness and cooperativity. In relation to the 

communication and interaction aspect of teaching, and to emphasize results of modern 

didactic theoreticians Rainer Winkel, Wolfgang Schulz, Felix von Cube, Christina Möller and 

Wolfgang Klafki (according to [23]), we can conclude that in the practice of teaching there 

was a significant change in the student-teacher interaction. Several authors emphasise 

communication aspect and dynamism of modern university teaching, and emphasise the concept 

Bologna Declaration, e.g. [3; pp.135-145, 5, 10; pp.282-293, 19, 24, 25, 26; pp.350-357, 27]. 
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Table 1. Systematic review of studies (continued on p.57). 

Reference Name of work Criteria N Research results 

[11; pp.287-295] 

The project- 

-correlation teaching at 

the teacher program 

Teaching, 

students 

39 

students 

Student Project-correlated accessed through the 

connection of content and diversity of the 

organization of teaching abandoning hour-

relevant organization. 

[12; pp.156-160] 

Implications of the 

Bologna process: 

student’s position in 

the educational process 

The position 

of student, 

high 

education 

152 

students 

Respect for the student as the subject of learning 

modes are seminars, consultations, exercises, 

discussions, having a positive effect on the 

reorganization of higher education. 

[13; pp.97-105] 

Active teaching 

strategies in higher 

education 

Teacher, 

student, 

strategies, 

methods and 

practices of 

teaching 

360 

students 

Dominant method of oral presentation or by the 

frequent use of discussion indicating the gradual 

reorganization of higher education. 

[8] 

The didactic elements 

of contemporary 

university education 

University 
education, 

the Bologna 

system, 

forms of 

teaching 

101 

teacher 

and 

associate 

Frontal form of teaching the most prevalent 

after the introduction of the Bologna system of 

education and teaching characterized as 

traditional and monotonous. 

[14; pp.47-61] 

Selection and use of 

teaching methods in the 

organisation and 

realisation of 

contemporary 

university classes 

Modern 

university 

teaching, 

methods of 

teaching 

101 

teacher 

and 

associate 

Method oral presentation dominant teaching 

method, and next to it and the conversation, 

which reflects the dynamism of the process of 

modern university teaching 

[15; pp.187-199] 

Competence of the 

European dimension in 

education: students’ 

attitudes 

Students, 

competence 

139 

students 

After 139 students the importance of assessment 

of competencies by students, is the ability to 

work in teams with teachers and associates 1, 

knowledge of the work of teachers and other 

professional staff 12, and capability for 

innovation in the educational process of the 13th. 

[16; pp.1001-1009] 

Forms, methods and 

techniques of 

evaluation, inspection 

evaluation and 

assessment of students’ 

achievement in 

contemporary 

university teaching 

Contempora

ry university 

education, 

the Bologna 

Process, 

evaluation 

101 

teacher 

and 

associate 

The most dominant was written assessment 

through tests, quizzes, essays, etc., fewer teachers 

used verbal verification of knowledge, lack of 

time and too many students. 

[17; pp.139-159] 
Options evaluation of 

higher education 

Higher 

education 

37 

students 

Students actively participate in the evaluation, 

observations and suggestions. Students can 

encourage teachers to improve all phases of the 

teaching process. 

[9] 

Student evaluation of 

teaching quality in 

pedagogical- 

-psychological group of 

subjects within the 

teaching programs of 

study at the University 

of Tuzla 

Higher 

education, 

university 

education, 

the Bologna 

education 

system, the 

quality of 

teaching 

225 

students 

Students negatively evaluate the quality of the 

planning and organization of university teaching, 

as well as the quality of communication and 

interaction between students and teachers. 
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Table 1. Systematic review of studies (continuation from p.56). 

Reference Name of work Criteria N Research results 

[18; pp.14-25] 

Selection and use of 

teaching aids and 

technologies in 

contemporary 

University courses 

Didactic 

media and 

teaching 

technology, 

teaching aids, 

university 

courses, high 

education 

101 

teacher 

and 

associate 

Teachers combine all available teaching resources, 

but the most dominant auditory teaching aids in 

use in the modern university teaching. 

RESULTS 

The methodological organization of modern university teaching reveals that the students 

engage better in the classroom through greater interaction and specific activities. That changes 

the position of students from being passive observers to being active participants. This means 

that a division of duties and responsibilities of all stakeholders continues. Overall, out of 

traditional framework emerges the more modern, partnership, cooperative and interactive 

teaching. Corresponding classes allow for building interpersonal skills, which are important 

for the development of social competence of both the individuals and the group. For the 

development of social skills in competence, Gardner [28] emphasizes cooperative learning, 

communication, ability to understand, the division of labour, the art of cooperation and group 

projects. The traditional concept of working in university teaching is changed, so students 

become active agents of the teaching process, developing their competences, responsibility 

and creativity, and develop a tendency to be more successful in the implementation of the 

planned tasks. According to Suzić [29], making a person competent for the XXI century 

includes the cognitive, emotional, social and labour actions, all necessary for young people to 

live freely. Given two typical orientations (inclusion and alienation) that we find in the 

teaching process as in higher education, and at lower levels of institutional education, the 

development of social competences is most effectively achieved through operations of the 

student collective, i.e. work in groups. In relation to the representation of teaching materials 

and technical equipment in the didactic and methodology of modern organization of 

university teaching, research results indicate that the most common approach is to combine all 

educational resources. This to a large extent leads to a reduction in the monotony of teaching 

practice, both for the students and the teachers. The sources from which to draw their teaching 

programs are diverse, and are in line with modern teaching technologies. 

With regard to the substantive technical work conditions, most of the teachers are trying to 

follow world standards in the availability of content. The most dominant is the spoken word 

of teachers and students. In the pedagogical sense that is a very important fact as it, in 

addition to making possible proper treatment of risks provided by new technologies in terms 

of technical aids in teaching, makes possible the face-to-face communication, bringing about 

the exchange of values and skills necessary for student and teacher. This indicates how the 

student and teachers are much more important factors in such classes than in the dry courses 

and technical training aids, which minimises social interaction and communication aspects of 

teaching in the foreground. Classes with face-to-face communication provide fertile ground 

for the development of scientific research and obtaining of professional and other 

competencies throughout higher education. Ciryacou [20] points that students learn 10 % of 

what they read, 20 % of what they hear, 30 % of what they look, 50 % of what they hears and 

watch, 70 % of what they hear, see and say, and 90 % of what they hear, see, say and 

personally do. Still, one needs to search for new models of didactic and methodical 

organization of university teaching through researches and continual development of higher 
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education didactics. New scientific explanations of what is happening in the field of higher 

education and university teaching bring about new insights as well as new questions that are 

still open and unexplored. One of these reintroduced findings is that the university and higher 

education made up of people, not just buildings, new media, technology and the like. People 

who participate in the educational process in higher education institutions are (subjects of 

commitment), students, university professors and their associates. The material and technical 

conditions of work, which are the most insisted upon in the reform of higher education, are 

not a priority. With modest material and technical equipment, with good motivation for 

learning and adequate didactic and methodical organization of university teaching, one can 

accomplished the humanistic goals of quality of higher education, with a relaxed atmosphere 

in which students acquire knowledge to further create, produce and earn. People are creatures 

of learning, not only youth, but also adults, do not like to be on learning makes or that are 

taught in a way that takes into account their development needs, their individuality and their 

sub cultural identity. One of the questions that arose in research is what the level of the 

willingness is and the tolerance of students and teachers in accepting changes with respect to 

the traditional perception of higher education and ways of its organization. 

If one asks a university teacher or a student whether to make changes in the organization of 

classes, they will easily enumerate a list of variables, perceived as non-effective for learning. 

However, in terms of the normative science of education, through self-evaluation processes 

have not yet experienced the claim that any of the actors of university teaching point out 

“I need a change!” In the reform process, which, among other things affected by the pedagogical 

and didactic – methodological training of university teachers, it should be noted that all 

pedagogical changes based solely on changes in people. With adequate pedagogical and adult 

education conceived projects, action research and pedagogical training concepts, problems 

didactic-methodological organization can be successfully resolved. The limiting factors in this 

research, but also generally in the field of higher education didactics and higher education is 

weak commitment to research and very little work in this area, both in domestic and in 

international publications. Questions that need to further investigate and problematize, 

concerning the segments that are part of the directly or indirectly investigated by this study 

apply to the following: Kolya basic guidelines for the structure of didactic and methodical 

micro organization university teaching? Is there a systemic organization of professional and 

pedagogical training of university teachers and staff, as well as when and how it is monitored 

and evaluated? Is there an internal (pedagogical-psychological) control of the teaching process in 

universities and who controls (such as regulated at the level of primary and secondary education)? 

CONCLUSION 

High-quality level of education for students and their continuing professional development is 

the key tendency of every country in the upgrading of the education system. This implies a 

different organization of learning and change in the approach to teaching at all levels of 

education. With the introduction of reforms in higher education a number of changes in 

operating mode are made, such as access to study, the requirements that are placed in front of 

students and teachers, perception studies, the expected outcomes and desired competencies. 

Based on the aforementioned, it can be concluded that the modern university instruction has 

tendency to change its concept of standardization, apply modern pedagogical and didactic and 

methodological knowledge in order to meet the needs and expectations of higher education. 

As for the didactic-methodical elements of modern university education, it can be concluded 

that the modern university teaching methods are dominated by oral presentation with a 

dominant frontal form of teaching, which implies that the substantial changes in the 

methodical organization and methods of work in higher education did not take place, and that 

there is still a traditional approach in the implementation of programs, where the teacher’s 
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activity is the dominant one, which is not in line with the trends of the Bologna education. 

However, the fact that in the organization of teaching there is a high percentage of group 

forms of teaching and methods of conversation, it can be concluded that the modern university 

instruction has the feature of a collaborative interactive classes in which the position of students 

and teachers is defined as a partnership. When it comes to the use of teaching materials and 

technical tools, one concludes that teachers usually combine all available educational 

resources, which can be an indicator to improve the quality of teaching and reduce the 

monotony in the learning process. Given this background, the research results are an indicator 

for taking specific measures and procedures for practical action in order to raise the quality of 

educational activities and didactic-methodological organization of modern university education. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this article is to demonstrate the application of a simple numerical method which is suitable 

for motion analysis of different mechanical systems. For mechanical engineer students it is important task.  

Mechanical systems consisting of rigid bodies are linked to each other by different constraints. 

Kinematical and kinetical analysis of them leads to integration of second order differential 

equations. In this way the kinematical functions of parts of mechanical systems can be determined. 

Degrees of freedom of the mechanical system increase as a result of built-in elastic parts. Numerical 

methods can be applied to solve such problems. 

The simple numerical method will be demonstrated in MS Excel by author by the aid of two 

examples. MS Excel is a quite useful tool for mechanical engineers because easy to use it and details 

can be seen moreover failures can be noticed. Some parts of results obtained by using the numerical 

method were checked by analytical way. 

The published method can be used in higher education for mechanical engineer students. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The studying of motion analysis is important part in the education of mechanical engineers. 

Kinematic and dynamic analysis of mechanical systems is a fundamental chapter in motion 

analysis [1-4]. Multi DOF mechanical systems can be described by second order differential 

equations. Analytical solution of them in most cases is quite difficult or impossible. 

In such cases the application of numerical methods can be advantageous. There are different 

numerical algorithms which are suitable for solving differential equations. The results obtained in 

this way can be plotted in different kinematical diagrams. This method can help engineer 

students better learning of school-work and connections among different physical quantities. 

In this article the results of kinetic analysis of two mechanical systems will be demonstrated. 

PROPOSED SIMPLE NUMERICAL METHOD 

In general cases motion equations of two degree-of-freedom mechanical systems as 

homogenous differential equation-system are  

 0SqqM   (1) 

where M is mass matrix, S spring stiffness matrix and q vector of generalized coordinates. 

Let us suppose that the mechanical system can be described by q = q(x, φ) generalized coordinates. 

Physical quantities oooo  , , ,  xx  describe the initial state of the system. Time step is i1i tt  . 

Applied algorithms in MS Excel can be seen in Table 1. 

Table 1. Applied algorithms for solving differential-equation system (Example 1). 

t  ) , , ,(  xxx  x  x  ),,x,x(        

ot  ) , , ,( ooooo  xxx  
ox  

ox  ) , , ,( ooooo   xx  
o  

o  

1t  ) , , ,( 11111  xxx  )(  o1oo1 ttxxx    )( o11o1 ttxxx    ) , , ,( 11111   xx  )  (    o1oo1 tt     )  (    11o1 ott     

2t  ) , , ,( 22222  xxx  )  (     12112 ttxxx     12212       ttxxx    ) , , ,( 22222   xx  )( 12112 tt     )  (    12212 tt     

3t  …. …. …. …. …. …. 

4t  …. …. …. …. …. …. 

EXAMPLE 1: CRANK DRIVE WITH OSCILLATING MASS (2 DEGREES 
OF FREEDOM) 

In Figure 1 a sketch of a simple mechanical system (two degrees of freedom) can be seen. 

There is a mass m and a crank drive in between spring and viscous damping. Disc on the left 

side driven by moment M can rotate around horizontal axis denoted by A. Moment of inertia 

is marked by JA. 

There is a frame between disc and mass is driven by slider secured on the disc can move 

along horizontal axis x. Spring stiffness of linear spring and damping factor of viscous 

damping are denoted by s and k. Unloaded length of spring marked by lo. 

The motion of the crank drive mechanism can be described by the following second order 

differential equation system: 
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Figure 1. Sketch of crank drive mechanism and oscillating mass. 

 0)cos()sin( o   rlxsrxkxm  , (2) 

   0sin)cos()sin( o   rrlxsrxkMJ  .  (3) 

Applying numerical integration method the kinematical functions of disc and mass can be 

plotted and studied in case of different physical properties of elements of moving structure. 

During application of proposed simple numerical method the initial conditions of rotating 

disc and translating mass can be varied optionally. Further effects for example friction and 

external loads can be taken into consideration.  

In first case the structure starts from rest position i.e. m/s0  o x , m0    ox ,  rad/s0o , rad 0o  . 

Data: M = 20 Nm, JA = 4 kg m
2
, m = 8 kg, r = AB = 0,2 m, lo = 1,0 m, s = 2000 N/m,  

k = 200 Ns/m, (time step: 0,001 s, time interval: 0 ≤ t ≤ 5 s). 

After two-time numerical integration of motion equations the kinematical functions can be 

seen in Figure 2. 

EXAMPLE 2: TWO MASSES SPRING IN BETWEEN MOVE IN CROSS 
DIRECTION 

In Figure 4 a sketch a special mechanical system can be seen. There are two mass points 

marked by m1 and m2 moreover linear spring in between. Mass points can slide vertically and 

horizontally. 

The mass of spring between mass points is neglected. As it can be seen in Figure 4 positions 

of mass points are determined by coordinates y1 and x2. Friction between mass points and 

surfaces is neglected. 

Unloaded length of spring is marked by lo, its actual length is  
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Figure 2. Kinematical diagrams of rotating disc and translating mass (example 1, first case). 
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Figure 3. Kinematical diagrams of rotating disc and translating mass (example 1, second case). 

 

Figure 4. Sketch of mechanical system consisting of two mass points and linear spring in between. 
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Data and initial conditions for the numerical solution: unloaded length of spring, lo=0,5 

m,  spring stiffness, s = 2000 N/m, gravital acceleration g = 9,81 m/s
2
, m1 = 10 kg,  

m2 = 6 kg, m4,01o y , m/s01o y , m3,02o x , m/s02o x . Timeinterval: 0 s ≤ t ≤ 2 s, 

time step: 0,0001 s. 

Kinematic functions of mass points and the spring force in function of time can be seen in 

Figure 5-8.  

  

Figure 5. Acceleration functions of mass points. 

 

Figure 6. Velocity functions of mass points. 

 

Figure 7. Position functions of mass points. 

The level of mechanical power of the moving system in function of time is suitable to check 

the reliability and accuracy of applied numerical method. Because of the fact that the 

investigated mechanical system is conservative the level of mechanical power has to be 

constant. The difference of the level of mechanical power from its initial value is not 

significant as it can be seen in Figure 9. 

In nonlinear case the characteristic of the spring can be described in function of deformation 

according to next equation, i. e.: 
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Figure 8. Spring force in function of time. 

 

Figure 9. Mechanical power of the mechanical system in function of time. 
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where a, b and c are parameters. By modification of these parameters the real nonlinear 

characteristic of the spring can be approximated with the demanded accuracy. 

In this case the motion equations in final form are 
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Data and initial conditions are quite the same like in linear case: unloaded length of spring,  

lo = 0,5 m, characteristical parameters a = 1000 N/m, b = 30 000 N/m
2
, c = 400 000 N/m

3
, 

gravital acceleration g = 9,81 m/s
2
, m1 = 10 kg, m2 = 6 kg, m4,0  1o y , m/s0  1o y ; 

m3,0  2o x , m/s0  2o x . Time interval: 0 s ≤ t ≤ 2 s, time step: 0,0001 s. Kinematic functions 

of mass points and the mechanical power in function of time can be seen in Figures 10-13. 

The spring force in function of time and deformation (unit: meter) are demonstrated in Figure 

14. As it can be noticed the applied spring is strongly nonlinear. 
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Figure 10. Acceleration functions of mass points. 

 

Figure 11. Velocity functions of mass points. 

 

Figure 12. Position functions of mass points. 

 

Figure 13. Mechanical power of the mechanical system in function of time. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 14. a) Spring force in function of time and deformation and b) algebraic sign of spring 
force of pressed spring is positive. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The demonstrated method can be applied easily for engineer students in the higher education. 
The method is suitable for investigation of similar mechanical systems having one or more 
degrees of freedom. By consequent modification of data (physical quantities) of systems a 
wide range of possible structures and their kinematical behavior can be analyzed. For this 
reason the application of this method can be advantageous for engineer students. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this article the experiment was carried out to establish tensile strength values of two different 

bamboo species, which are obtained by the static tensile test. The tensile strength results of two tested 

species Tonkin Cane and Ku Zhu bamboo are presented and compared with traditional materials used 

for bicycle frame to determine their suitability for designing a frame. Physiology and other properties 

of bamboo were elaborated as well. The purpose of this study was to gain more knowledge on 

bamboo and prove his suitability in use as an alternative for ecologically unacceptable materials. 

Therefore, application of the natural materials is essential for the sustainable development. The fact 

that they have unlimited resources the use of bamboo has great potential and this article explains why. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The global trend is currently focused on industrial impact on the nature. The climate change, 
pollution and unsustainability are consequences of current state in the industry. At the end of 
the 20

th
 century, experts concluded that the system is unsustainable. Therefore, elevated raw 

material prices, non-renewable resources and ecological awareness are forcing the industry to 
find an alternative material source. Encouraged to develop “green materials”, companies are 
adapting to new philosophies. They are focusing on the sustainable development, reduction of 
the energy consumption and preserving the natural environment. These new “philosophies” 
hasten the development of the natural materials [1]. The scientists have been researching 
potential use of the natural materials like wood, grass and plants [2-4]. Besides diverse 
properties, they have shown that they can be used in various forms, such as material itself, 
natural fibres, or as part of biocomposites. In past few years, the term “eco” gained in importance 
hence application of the natural materials is increasing. Since the resources are unlimited, the 
use of the natural materials is showing great potential. One of these materials is bamboo. 

The researchers in this project want to test the mechanical properties of bamboo. The main 
goal was to learn more about bamboo and prove its suitability in use as a replacement for 
ecologically unacceptable materials. Tensile strength was determined in this project with 
purpose to establish a value of the mechanical properties so that it can be used as a design 
material for a bicycle frame. 

Over the years, researchers all over the world were experimenting on bamboo, determining 
their mechanical properties and chemical composition. The most of research is focused on 
bamboo fibre biocomposites [2, 3] or for constructional purposes [4, 5]. Therefore, due to 
insufficient knowledge about bamboo intended for bicycle frames, opportunity to 
complement that knowledge has occurred. Large part of information is unanswered, such as 
is bamboo good enough for bicycle frame; are the mechanical properties of bamboo species 
significantly distinct? 

To clarify these questions it has been decided to determine a value of tensile strength of two 
different species. 

In this article, tests were carried out on two species of bamboo. The results of tensile strength 
will be presented and compared with conventional materials used for bicycle frames to 
determine is tensile strength satisfying for designing a frame. In section two, various 
materials for bicycle frame will be mentioned. In section three it will be elaborated why is 
bamboo so interesting. In section four methods of experiments will be explained, while in 
section five results will be presented and discussed. 

BICYCLE MATERIALS 

Conventional materials used for a bicycle frames are metals like iron, aluminium, copper and 
titanium and their alloys. For the commercial uses steel and aluminium alloys proved to be 
the most popular, thanks to excellent properties-cost ratio. In case of steel, low-alloy steel is used 
commonly for a bicycle frame and for other components as well, especially chromium-molybdenum 
based alloys whose tensile strength is around 710 N/mm

2
. Steel frame are stiff and affordable 

but heavy. Preferable aluminium alloys are 6060 and 7075 due to their suitable properties; 
they are light and affordable with stiff drive train. Titanium alloys demonstrated exceptional 
properties and it proved itself as an outstanding material for both frame and components but 
due to high price it is rarely used for general population [6]. Newest breakthrough for the 
general population is carbon-fibre composite. Excellent mechanical properties can be 
achieved by using a carbon fibres embedded in epoxy. Their popularity is increased mostly 
because of lightweight frames and other components. The amount of their strength is equal to 
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the strength of titanium alloy, but since the carbon-fibre composites are lightweight their 
strength-to-weight ratio is higher. Even though they demonstrated excellent properties they 
do not dominate in the bicycle industry due to expensive manufacture. Besides that, 
production of the carbon-fibre composite bicycles is not ecological [6, 7]. 

A bamboo frame is not new to us; they were first patented by British company Bamboo Cycle 
Ltd. and introduced to the general population in 1894. Year after other companies, like 
Grunder & Lemisch from Austria, presented their bamboo bicycles [6]. Even though, wooden 
and bamboo bicycles demonstrated good characteristics, with development of  a metal joining 
methods, metals like steel and aluminium alloys are dominating in the bicycle industry. 
However, with rise of Green movement, bamboo bicycles are being used again as cheaper 
and more sustainable alternative to unsustainable metal bicycles.  

Companies like Bambooride, BME Design, Craig Calfee Designs and Panda Bikes embraced 

Green movement philosophy. They offer new-old solution for the bicycle industry – bamboo 

frames. Since bamboo has fast and sustainable growth, it is being used as a cheap alternative to 

traditional materials like steel or aluminium alloys. Bamboo bicycles demonstrate great 

vibrational damping with good stiffness. Beside the fact that it is very comfortable to ride that 

bicycle; it is made of natural material. As carbon-fibre composite, bamboo is showing high 

strength-to-weight ratio [7]. According to other studies [8] bamboo has higher tensile 

strength-to-weight ratio than mild steel and higher compressive strength than concrete [3]. 

WHAT IS BAMBOO? 

Bamboo is common term that is used for the members of large woody grass. They are part of 

family Herbaceous grasses and subfamily Bambusoideae. Bamboo has a cylindrical hollow 

woody culms divided by nodes [3, 4, 9]. Their growth depends on species; some species are 

short and bushy while some species can grow up to 40 meters. They are resistant to cold 

temperature, some species can endure –20 °C. Beside great resistance, a bamboo grows more 

rapidly than any wood (biggest growth measured was on the Moso species 1,05 m in 24 

hours) and it can be harvested after 3 years. Bamboo is anisotropic composite material with 

high strength in direction of the fibres, but low in opposite direction. It is estimated that there 

are around 1250 species; the most of them grow in Asia, America and Africa [5]. Through the 

past, the bamboo, with more than 1500 commercial applications, played a fundamental role in 

Asia. It was used as a construction material, dishes, food, biomass, furniture, etc. Bamboo is 

outstanding constructional material, and holds many advantages over steel, wood, concrete. 

Production of steel and concrete demands more energy and it is harmful for the environment 

while bamboo with his fast growth ensures abundance of natural resources (some Moso 

species achieve height of almost 20 meters in 3 months) [9, 10]. 

In this project, experiments were made on two species Pseudosasa amabilis or Tonkin Cane 

and Pleioblastus amarus or Ku Zhu bamboo. 

Tonkin Cane grows in East Asia, in countries like China, Japan and Korea. According to 

some researchers, this bamboo species has the highest strength from all bamboos due to high 

density of fibres. Tonkin Cane is often used in sports and aesthetics; thanks to good 

mechanical properties they are frequently exported to USA and EU for manufacture of 

fishing rods and skiing sticks. Culms are straight and smooth while they can grow up to 17 

meters which makes them suitable for designing purposes [1]. 

Ku Zhu bamboo grows in East Asia, in China and Japan. They grow up to 7 meters. This 

species is very resistant; it can endure drought, heat, high humidity and cold weather, also it 

is resistant to pests and pollution. Unlike Tonkin Cane, Ku Zhu is rarely mentioned and used 

for commercial purposes. 
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 

Bamboo consists of cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin. These components make up to 90 % 

of bamboo weight. Other constituents are proteins, fat, pectin, tannins, pigments and ashes. 

The physiology of bamboo depends on these constituents, which varies from species to 

species. The chemical composition of bamboo also varies with age. According to previous 

studies, with aging bamboo, there was a decline in the proportion of cellulose. Lignin is a 

constituent who gives stiffness and yellow color to bamboo. Also, a lignin proved to be 

highly resistant to alkaline actions. Non-cellulose component of bamboo affect on the 

properties such as density, strength, moisture, and the flexibility [2]. After heat treatment, the 

chemical composition of bamboo will be changed. Effects of heat on bamboo are still 

unpredictable. Given the potential of bamboo as a material, more and more scientists deal 

with this problem [5]. Chemical constituents of bamboo fibre are shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Chemical constituents of bamboo fibre [2]. 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

The mechanical properties of the bamboo are determined by properties of fibres and matrix. 

The volume friction of fibres and mechanical parameters of the phases are the most important 

factors to determine mechanical properties. However, that is impossible to measure hence 

mechanical behaviours of bamboo are related to distribution of fibres along the bamboo. 

According to statistical analysis tensile strength and Young’s module are associated to 

volume variation of fibres [3]. In cross section, fibres are arranged along the entire radial 

direction. The density of fibres near the outer part of the wall is greater than towards the 

interior. It is clear that because of such bamboo characteristic, mechanical properties are 

uneven on cross section. According to studies [3, 11] strength is higher at the bottom of the 

culm (closer to ground). In addition to that, bamboo demonstrated sensitivity to interlaminar 

cracking, especially in the middle of the culm wall. 

LABORATORY TESTING 

Test materials were acquired from Austrian company Bambooride. Bamboo poles originated 

from China. After harvest, they were dried for six months in room with 30 % humidity 

without any chemical treatment. Every pole was cut from bamboo culm older than 3 years. 

Tonkin Cane was harvested in 2012, while Ku Zhu bamboo was harvested in 2013. Since 

then they were stored in room with temperature between 20-25 °C and 40-50 % humidity. 

Bamboo poles are shown in Figure 2. 

Experiment was conducted on the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 

and Naval Architecture at the Department of Materials. The main objective of the research was 
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Figure 2. Bamboo poles. 

to compare the results of tensile strength these two species with other conventional materials 

used for bicycle frame. Tensile strength test was carried out on test machine with the following 

data: Manufacturer: Heckert, type: WPM, EU 40 MOD, accuracy class: 0,5, test machine is 

shown in Figure 3 a. The test was carried out on five specimens of Tonkin Cane and five 

specimensof Ku Zhu bamboo. Tested samples of Tonkin Cane are shown in Figure 3b. 

Specimens had square cross-section and they were prepared according to [12], similar test on 

bamboo was made and specimen dimension is used following recommendation in ASTM 

D143-95. Specimen dimensions are presented in Figure 4. Tests were performed according to 

norm HRN EN ISO 6892-1 at temperature of 25 °C and loading rate of 10 mm/min. 

Diagrams of static tensile test are shown in Figure 5 for Tonkin Cane (sample 2-5) and in 

Figure 6 for Ku Zhu (sample 18-3).Test results are shown in Table 1 for Tonkin Cane and in 

Table 2 for Ku Zhu bamboo (a0 – cross section thickness, b0 – cross section width, S0 – cross 

section surface, Fm – maximum force, Rm – tensile strength). 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 3. a) Test machine b) tested samples. 
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Figure 5. Diagram force-crosshead position for sample 2-5 Tonkin Cane 

 

Figure 6. Diagram force-crosshead positon for sample 18-3 Ku Zhu bamboo. 

Figure 4. Specimen dimensions. 
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Table 1. Results of static tensile test for Tonkin Cane. 

Number Sample a0, mm b0, mm S0, mm Fm, kN Rm, N/mm
2
 

1. 2-1 3,78 5,58 21,09 4,645 220,22 

2. 2-2 4,04 5,48 22,14 4,766 215,27 

3. 2-3 4,43 5,53 24,5 4,465 182,26 

4. 2-4 4,33 4,99 21,61 4,064 188,09 

5. 2-5 3,99 5,5 21,95 5,402 246,16 

Average  4,114 5,416 22,258 4,6684 210,4 

Table 2. Results of static tensile test for Ku Zhu bamboo. 

Number Sample a0, mm b0, mm S0, mm Fm, kN Rm, N/mm
2
 

1. 18-1 4,35 5,35 23,27 4,52 194,22 

2. 18-2 4,27 5,35 22,84 4,271 186,96 

3. 18-3 4,67 5,3 24,75 4,915 198,58 

4. 18-4 4,48 5,38 24,1 4,815 199,77 

5. 18-5 4,66 5,2 24,23 4,564 188,35 

Average  4,486 5,316 23,838 4,617 193,576 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The objective of this research was to obtain tensile strength values of two bamboo species and 

determine their adequacy for bicycle frame construction. By observing diagrams in Figure 5 and 

Figure 6 we can perceive that Tonkin Cane endured higher force than Ku Zhu bamboo. 

Therefore, we can state the obvious that the mechanical properties differ among bamboo species. 

By calculating the average tensile strength of test speciments from Table 1 and Table 2, we 

can notice that Tonkin Cane has 8 % higher tensile strength than Ku Zhu bamboo. 

Comparison of tensile strength values and their averages shown in Figure 7 indicates that Tonkin 

Cane, considering tensile strength, would be better choice for bicycle frame construction. 

 
Figure 7.Tensile strength comparison of tested samples. Light (dark) greyscale denotes 

Tonkin Cane (Ku Zhu) bamboo. Numbers 1-5 denote samples and number 6 is their average. 
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By comparing tested bamboo samples with other materials used for bicycle frame it is evident 
that the tensile strength of Tonkin Cane and Ku Zhu bamboo is sufficient for bicycle frame 
construction. Table 3 will elaborate the aforementioned conclusion. In Table 3, technical data 
gathered from various references, shows that the highest tensile strength has titanium alloys. 
Tested samples took 5

th
 and 6

th
 place with higher tensile strength then some alluminum alloys 

and other bamboo species that were studied in some research [2, 3, 8, 12]. Material with 
number 10 in Table 3 is one unspecified bamboo, according to [3]. Comparison also included 
spruce wood, bamboo fibre, epoxyand bamboo fiber and polyetilen composite [2, 8]. Tensile 
strengths of materials from Table 3 are graphically compared in Figure 8. 

Table 3. Comparison of tensile strengths between materials used for bicycle frame. 

Number Material Rm, N/mm
2
 Data source 

1. Ti6Al4V 950 [15] 

2. Steel 25CrMo4 710 [14] 

3. Carbon-fibre composite 625 [6] 

4. Steel S275J0 483,9 [13] 

5. Tonkin Cane 210,4 Experiment 

6. Ku Zhu bamboo 193,6 Experiment 

7. G-AlSi6Cu4 180 [14] 

8. G-AlMg5Si 180 [14] 

9. Calcutta Bamboo 170,72 [12] 

10. Bamboo 168,7 [3] 

11. Zimbabwe Bamboo 148 [8] 

12. BF+PE 126,2 [2] 

13. Spruce wood   89 [8] 

14. BF+EP 86,57 [2] 

 
Figure 8. Tensile strength for different samples. Numbers of categories correspond to 
numbers in the first column in Table 3. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this article, issues related to bamboo were investigated. The conducted research provided 

valuable information on two bamboo species Tonkin Cane and Ku Zhu bamboo. Based on 

tests and analysis, it was concluded that tensile strength is different among bamboo species. 

Tensile strength of Tonkin Cane was proven to be 8 % higher than Ku Zhu bamboo’s. 

Information gathered in this research helped to compare tensile strength value with other 

traditional materials used for bicycle frame. The results has shown that Tonkin Cane and Ku 

Zhu bamboo can be considered as bicycle frame material since they demonstrate higher tensile 

strength than some alluminum alloys which are already in use for bicycle frame construction. 

Modern way of thinking persuaded us to reconsider “primitive” materials as solution for a 

sustainable future. One of these materials is bamboo, which proved to be a very suitable 

material from the economic, ecological and sociological aspect. 

Overall, a potential and opportunity for new experiments, to evaluate bamboo as design 

material, are revealed. 
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ABSTRACT 

Contemporary transport aircraft information-communication system is extremely sophisticated. The 

aim of the current study is to give contribution to the current knowledge of information entropy, and 

to show how its alteration could indicate possible errors, which may lead to preventing future aircraft 

calamities. In this study a principle model of such system is described, consisting of two peripheral, 

sensory units and their central, processing units, upon which a numerical simulation is carried out. 

Two states of the system are defined – states of regular and irregular dynamics. Data transfer between 

system elements is defined through information entropy, whose average change and accompanying 

standard deviation shows the difference between the regular and non-regular state. When introducing 

an error of the same kind upon each of the sensors, the type of results corresponds to a sufficiently 

intensive deviation, which may make error detection by information entropy analysis possible. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Contemporary transport aircraft information-communication system is exceedingly 

sophisticated, consisting of arrays of intertwined elements, combined in several hierarchy 

levels. Complexity of the system’s structure, high reliability demands and the necessity to 

control data acquired about the aircraft’s state and environment does requires thorough 

validation [1, 2]. Although the flow of data between elements is steady and regulated, there is 

a probability of error occurrence in every 10
9
 flight hours, which may lead to catastrophic 

consequences [3, 4]. 

The important part of the model featured in this article, is the capability of error detection and 

tracing to the ultimate cause. However, this is possible for errors which are larger than 

corresponding thresholds. It is opportune to check whether a class of errors exists which can 

be detected below thresholds, owing to a particular way of how they modify data flow in the 

aircraft information-communication system. 

The article [5] describes a numerical simulation of a model which consists of a peripheral, 

sensory unit and a central, processing unit. Two states of the system are defined – states of 

regular and irregular dynamics, which are numerically simulated. 

The hypothesis is stated as follows: a certain portion of deviation from regular state is 

characterized by a specific dynamics. Deviations are realised as variations, acceptable to a 

certain degree. Shortly, they grow above limits set by protocols, which sets off detection of 

irregular state and corrective measures are applied. This dynamic has a specific feature – 

there is a portion of time during which deviations grow, which creates possibility to record 

phases of growth. 

Thus, it is stated in [5] that recorded deviations significantly change the statistic flow of data 

within a system, which seems to be recognisable in changes of accompanied information 

entropy [6]. The implicit assumption is that a single error is the cause of all systems 

deviations. A generic level of aircraft information-communication system is defined, in 

which the difference between the state of regular and the state of irregular dynamics is 

expressed in terms of average information entropy change, with accompanying standard 

deviation. The model consists of only one sensory system, one electronic data transmitter, 

one central (processing) unit and a protocol for data transmission, such as ARINC 429 [7] 

which details the frequency of data sampling. The sensor is one Pitot tube, and the type of 

measured data is the aircraft’s indicated airspeed (IAS) [5]. 

This article further develops the hypothesis from [5] by taking into account two measured 

data, taking the aircraft angle of attack (AoA) into account, and the aircraft’s indicated 

airspeed. This gives an improved insight about the changes of information entropy when 

deviations occur, but are relatively small within set of data from one sensor. 

The model of data analysis is taken from [5], and in further sections initial data values will be 

defined, along with the differentiation of the regular/irregular states through average 

information entropy change and related standard deviation. The results are discussed, and a 

conclusion is given. 

MODEL 

The type of data used in this article is the aircraft’s angle of attack (AoA), x’ and indicated 

airspeed (IAS), y’. The data sampling frequency is defined by the protocol ARINC 429 [7], 

which annotates the time step for new data to enter the central unit. Time in this model is 
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identified as discrete. Since the accumulation of data is also discrete, therefore, time sampling 

is not differentiated from the count number of a specific data. The aircraft is deemed to fly 

horizontally at a constant total speed, in a static atmosphere. The assumption of numerous, 

unconnected, and minuscule causes that affect speed variation, leads to formulating the 

distribution of indicated airspeed in time steps, as random variable which follows normal 

(Gauss) distribution whose mean is a pre-set IAS, with the estimated standard deviation. 

Similar reasoning applies to the sampling of angle of attack as well. The pre-set cruising IAS 

is 450 kt, and AoA is 5⁰, therefore quantifying data as in Table 1. 

Table 1. Referent data. 

Indicated airspeed 
x 

(450 ± 4,5) kt 

Angle of attack 
y 

(5 ± 0,45) 

For both regular, irregular state, and combined sensors, the model of data analysis is defined 

according to [6]. Shannon defined information entropy H of a discrete random variable x in a 

final set of numbers χ, whose probability distribution function is p(x): 
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For each sensor there is an estimated number of data values categories. The number of each 
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Irregular state occurs on both sensors, and is defined as follows: 
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When combining the two sensors, who have a different sensitivity threshold, a proportional 

factor k = 100 is assigned 

 0)()(  yykxx GG . (6) 

For combined sensors in irregular state, there are 4 conditions to be checked. First two 

conditions are for IAS value, and these two check if the tested value is within the indicated 

airspeed span of the corresponding category. The same applies for the two conditions applied 

od AoA values. For each value of indicated airspeed and AoA combined, their frequencies 

are counted if their values are within categories limits. 
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Table 2. Notations for limits of intervals. 

1. category indicated airspeed  

1. category AoA  

Based on the generated data, one constructs the probabilty function upon previus steps, 

according to equations (1)-(3). 

INDEPENDANT SENSORS 

Regular state 

The computation is done with Microsoft Excel’s statistical packet, in N = 10 iterations, each 

containing 300 randomly generated numbers. These are arranged into 60 categories: for 

indicated airspeed as shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

 

Figure 1. Histogram of 300 values of IAS, for one iteration, in regular state. 

 

Figure 2. Histogram of 300 values of AoA, for one iteration, in regular state. 

Irregular state 

Another distribution of 300 samples ensues, for indicated airspeed xG = 447,3 kt and AoA 

yG = 5,30°. A local maximum frequency for indicated airspeed is obtained for xG = 447,3 kt, 

and for the AoA yG = 5,30°, which is a result of taking all the values above or equal to xG (yG) 

into account, hence presenting an error occurring in the system as shown in Figures 3. and 4. 
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Figure 3. Histogram of 300 values of IAS, for one iteration, in irregular state. 

 
Figure 4. Histogram of 300 values of AoA, for one iteration, in irregular state. 

COMBINED SENSORS 

Histogram of a typical distibution of combined values is shown in Figure 5. 

RESULTS 

The outcome for system’s regular operating state are average entropy values (Table 3.), 

evaluated using equations (1)-(3). With the assumption that the occurring error grows in a finite 

time-period, but being below the threshold, one can calculate the generated information entropy 

for irregular state (Table 4). Relative entropy is shown in Figures 6 and 7, for IAS and AoA. 
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Figure 5. The frequency distribution upon combined values of IAS and AoA. 

The change of information entropy’s mean value is shown in Figures 6 and 7, where the 

ordinate contains the ratio of mean information entropy change. The abscissa on those figures 

presents the relative deviation of indicated airspeed (Fig. 6), or AoA (Fig. 7), scaled with 

standard deviation for regular state. 

This type of results corresponds to a sufficiently intensive deviation as in [5], which may make 

error detection by information entropy analysis possible. According to the results, in case of 

error occurring in either of sensors, information entropy analysis may be able to detect it, 

despite the difference between the kind of data and method of data sampling (IAS and AoA). 

Table 3. Average entropy values for system’s regular state. 

indicated airspeed Hx = (6,01 ± 0,09) bit 

angle of attack Hy = (6,02 ± 0.01) bit 

Table 4. Average entropy values for system’s irregular state. 

indicated airspeed Hx, irreg= (5,73 ± 0.14) bit 

angle of attack Hy, irreg =(5,83 ± 0.09) bit 

 

Figure 6. Relative entropy as a funtion of scaled error, for indicated airspeed. 
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Furthermore, after combining the two sensors, it is possible to show the change in mean 

information entropy by evaluating one of the combined sensors. It does not matter which sensor 

is chosen for this computation and display, because the trend of mean information entropy will 

remain the same in both cases, due to the correlation of the two sensors stated in (6). Specifically, 

AoA values are chosen, and the mean information entropy change is shown in Figure 8. 

Generated information entropy value, for non-regular state expressed through AoA is  

HCG = (13,660 ± 0,004) bit. 

The histogram in Figure 8 shows a corresponding trend in relative entropy change, for 

combined sensors, to the one shown in Figures 6 and 7. This supports the conclusion that 

error detection by information entropy analysis may be possible, in this case even for two 

combined sensors. 

 
Figure 7. Relative entropy as a function of scaled error, for angle of attack. 

 
Figure 8. Relative entropy depending on scaled error, for combined sensors, expressed 

through AoA. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This article applies a simplified model of information entropy analysis in transport aircraft 

information-communication system. After including a hypothetical error in form of data 

deviation, a consequenting change in information entropy values is produced. By conducting 

a numerical simulation upon the simplified model, it can be concluded that at specific error 

values there is a statistically detectable difference in distribution of data harvested from a 

sensor. This article describes the analysis conducted upon two sensors, at their individual 
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working state, and combined working state. When introducing an error of the same kind upon 

each of the sensors, the type of results correspond to a sufficiently intensive deviation, which 

may make error detection by information entropy analysis possible. According to the 

results,in case of error occuring in either of sensors,  as well as an error occuring in combined 

sensors, information entropy analysis may be able to detect it, despite the difference between 

the kind of data and method of data sampling (IAS and AoA). 

All of the results for regular state of sensor functioning are based upon presumed Gauss 

distribution, whereas one can argue that non-regular state of sensor functioning would not 

produce data in such normal distribution. Therefore, comparing the results od information 

entropy values produced by regular and non-regular state of sensor functioning must be 

considered as a strictly rough estimation. 

While this article takes two varibles into account, it must be emphasized that by analysing 

several variables originating from different sensors, their deviation growth would take a 

longer period of time, along with the possibilty of their detection. This should not be an 

obstacle, because by widening the number of influencing parameters, one may expect a better 

perception of how an extremely complex information-communication aircraft system would 

behave when an error occurs. This could advance the current knowledge of associated 

information entropy, and how its alteration could indicate possible errors, which may bring 

about preventing future aircraft calamities. 
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ABSTRACT 

Mathematical model of an unmanned aerial vehicle with four propulsors (quadcopter) is indispensable in 

quadcopter movement simulation and later modelling of the control algorithm. Mathematical model is, at 

the same time, the first step in comprehending the mathematical principles and physical laws which are 

applied to the quadcopter system. The objective is to define the mathematical model which will describe 

the quadcopter behavior with satisfactory accuracy and which can be, with certain modifications, 

applicable for the similar configurations of multirotor aerial vehicles. At the beginning of mathematical 

model derivation, coordinate systems are defined and explained. By using those coordinate systems, 

relations between parameters defined in the earth coordinate system and in the body coordinate system are 

defined. Further, the quadcopter kinematic is described which enables setting those relations. Also, 

quadcopter dynamics is used to introduce forces and torques to the model through usage of Newton-Euler 

method. Final derived equation is Newton’s second law in the matrix notation. For the sake of model 

simplification, hybrid coordinate system is defined, and quadcopter dynamic equations derived with the 

respect to it. Those equations are implemented in the simulation. Results of behavior of quadcopter 

mathematical model are graphically shown for four cases. For each of the cases the propellers revolutions 

per minute (RPM) are set in a way that results in the occurrence of the controllable variables which causes 

one of four basic quadcopter movements in space. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Quadcopter (or quadrotor) is an unmanned aerial vehicle with four propulsors that are 

enabling vertical takeoff and landing. It has six degrees of freedom – 6 DOF and four 

controllable variables which makes it an underactuated and dynamically unstable system. 

Number of controllable variables is equal to the number of propulsors which affect position 

and attitude of quadcopter in space. Quadcopter cannot move translationally without the 

finite rotation around one of the axes, i.e. without the inclination of quadcopter. To achieve 

the inclination it is necessary to change the torque with respect to the one of the axes. In order 

to do so, it is necessary to increase or decrease the thrust on one or two propulsors. If the 

change of thrust happens on just one propulsors, that could cause instability in torque around 

the ZB axis of rotation. To achieve stable flight, it is necessary to combine several high 

accuracy sensors with fast and robust control algorithm. 

Only moving parts on quadcopter are propellers on propulsors and which are fixed in a 

propulsors axis. Quadcopter can have cross (+) configuration (XB and YB axes are oriented in 

the directions of propulsors), or it can have X configuration (XB and YB axes are oriented in 

the directions between the propulsors). For further mathematical modelling, + configuration 

is assumed. Quadcopter frame is a symmetric, light and thin construction that mechanically 

connects propulsors. Propulsor motor and propeller are directly connected, with all the 

propulsors axes being fixed and parallel. Propeller rotation causes airflow in the negative 

direction of the ZB axis which results in thrust in the positive direction of the ZB axis. 

Quadcopter frame is assumed to be rigid. The only thing that has direct influence on the 

quadcopter movement are each motor’s RPM. 

 
Figure 1. Quadcopter structure. 

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF QUADCOPTER 

Mathematical model describes quadcopter movement and behavior with the respect to the 

input values of the model and external influences on quadcopter. Mathematical model can be 

observed as a function that is mapping inputs on outputs. By using mathematical model, it is 

possible to predict position and attitude of quadcopter by knowing the four angular velocities 

of propellers, i.e. it enables computer simulation of quadcopter behavior in different 

conditions. Computer simulation is relatively simple, cheap and harmless method for control 

algorithm verification. More detailed mathematical model describes quadcopter behavior 

more accurately, but it also requires more computer resources which leads to longer 

simulation time or even to inability to successfully complete the simulation. Depending on 
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the requirements, it is necessary to find compromise between model complexity and 

accuracy. For the purpose of mathematical model, quadcopter movement is directly dependent 

on angle velocities of the propellers. Quadcopter frame with propulsors are the only elements 

that will come into the consideration in this mathematical model. Quadcopter structure along 

with the body frame and corresponding angular velocities are shown in Figure 1. 

QUADCOPTER COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

To get the mathematical model, it is necessary to define two coordinate systems: 

 Earth fixed frame (E-frame, ℱE) 

 Body fixed frame (B-frame, ℱB) 

Some quadcopter physical properties are measured in ℱE (roll, pitch and yaw angles, angular 

velocities), while some properties are measured in ℱB (linear accelerations). 

ℱE is the inertial right-handed coordinate system where positive direction of 𝑍E axis is in the 

direction from the earth. Quadcopter position 𝛏 and attitude 𝛈 are defined in ℱE. 

ℱB is fixed on quadcopter body. Positive direction of the 𝑋B axis goes through the propulsor 1 

which is located on the front side of quadcopter. Positive direction of the 𝑌B axis goes through 

the propulsor 4 which is located on the left side of quadcopter. The 𝑍B axis is perpendicular to 

𝑋B  and 𝑌B  axes and its positive direction is in the direction of propulsors thrust forces. 

Assumption is that the origin of ℱB coincides with the center of gravity of the quadcopter. 

Linear velocities 𝐯B, angular velocities 𝛚B, forces 𝐟B and torques 𝛕B are defined in ℱB. 

 

Figure 2. Earth and body frames. 

Quadcopter position is defined with vector 𝛏 between origins of ℱE and ℱB (Fig. 2) 

 𝛏 = [𝑋 𝑌 𝑍]T. (1) 

Quadcopter attitude 𝛈 is defined with the orientation of ℱB with the respect to the ℱE. The 

orientation is defined with three consecutive rotations around the ℱE  coordinate axes.  

Roll-pitch-yaw order is applied 

 𝛈 = [𝛟 𝛉 𝛙]𝐓. (2) 

Motion equations are more suitable to formulate with the respect to the ℱB  for several 

reasons: system inertia matrix is time-invariant, equations simplification because of 

quadcopter frame symmetry, sensors measurements are easily converted to ℱB and control 

variables equations simplification. 
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QUADCOPTER KINEMATICS 

Kinematics of a rigid body with 6 DOF is given with 

 �̇� = 𝐉 𝛎, (3) 

where �̇� is generalized velocity vector in ℱB, 𝛎 is generalized velocity vector in ℱB, and 𝐉 is 

generalized rotation and transformation matrix. 𝛆  consists of quadcopter position 𝛏  and 

attitude 𝛈 

 𝛆 = [𝛏 𝛈]T = [𝑋 𝑌 𝑍 𝜙 𝜃 𝜓]T. (4) 

Generalized velocity vector in ℱB is defined the same way 

 𝛎 = [𝐯𝐁 𝛚𝐁]T = [𝑢 𝑣 𝑤 𝑝 𝑞 𝑟]T. (5) 

Generalized rotation and transformation matrix transfers velocities from ℱB to ℱE which is a 
more natural way of quadcopter motion observation. It consists of four submatrices 

 𝐉 = [
𝐑 𝟎3×3

𝟎3×3 𝐓
]. (6) 

𝐑 is the rotation matrix 

 𝐑 = [

cos𝜓 cos𝜃 cos𝜓 sin𝜃 sin𝜙 − sin𝜓 cos𝜙 cos𝜓 sin𝜃 cos𝜙 + sin𝜓 sin𝜙
sin𝜓 cos𝜃 sin𝜓 sin𝜃 sin𝜙 + cos𝜓 cos𝜙 sin𝜓 sin𝜃 cos𝜙 − cos𝜓 sin𝜙

−sin𝜃 cos𝜃 sin𝜙 cos𝜃 cos𝜙
]. (7) 

Because of the need to transform measured values from one coordinate system to another, the 
rotation matrix is introduced, which by matrix multiplication, transfers linear velocity vector 

from one coordinate system to another. Matrix 𝐑 is the orthogonal matrix. 

Angles and angular velocities are measured in ℱE. Matrix 𝐓 is the transformation matrix that 

transfers angular velocities from ℱB to ℱE 

 𝐓 = [

1 sin𝜙 tan𝜃 cos𝜙 tan𝜃
0 cos𝜙 −sin𝜙
0 sin𝜙/cos𝜃 cos𝜙/cos𝜃

]. (8) 

To transfer angular velocities from ℱE to ℱB, angular velocity vector in ℱE has to be matrix 
multiplied by inverse of the transformation matrix. 

QUADCOPTER DYNAMICS: NEWTON-EULER METHOD 

Quadcopter dynamics is described by differential equations that were derived by using the 
Newton-Euler method. Dynamics of a rigid 6 DOF body takes into consideration the mass m 
and the inertia of the body I. By applying the assumption that the quadcopter frame has 
symmetrical structure where four propulsors carriers are in line with XB and YB axes, i.e. the 

principal inertia axes coincides with the ℱB  coordinate axes, inertia matrix becomes the 

diagonal matrix where 𝐼xx = 𝐼yy 

 𝐈 = [

𝐼xx 0 0
0 𝐼yy 0

0 0 𝐼zz

]. (9) 

Quadcopter dynamics is described by 

 [
𝑚𝐈3×3 𝟎33

𝟎3×3 𝐈
] [ �̇�

B

�̇�B] + [
𝛚𝐁 × (𝑚 𝐯B)

𝛚𝐁 × (𝐈 𝛚B)
] = [𝐟

B

𝛕B], (10) 

where 𝐈3×3 is the identity matrix of size 3  3 (different from I), �̇�B is the linear acceleration 

vector, �̇�B is the angular acceleration vector, 𝐟B is the force vector acting on quadcopter, 𝛕B 

is the torque vector acting on quadcopter, all with the respect to the ℱB. 
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Generalized force vector 𝛌 

 𝛌 = [𝐟B 𝛕B]T = [𝐹x 𝐹y 𝐹z 𝜏x 𝜏y 𝜏z]T. (11) 

Now, equation (10) can be written in the form of 

 𝐌B �̇� + 𝐂B(𝛎) 𝛎 = 𝛌, (12) 

where �̇� is the generalized acceleration vector, 𝐌B is the system inertia matrix, 𝐂B(𝛎) is the 

Coriolis-centripetal matrix, all with the respect to the ℱB. 

System inertia matrix is diagonal matrix comprised from quadrotor mass and moments of 

inertia with the respect to the coordinate axes of ℱB. Because the quadcopter dynamics is 

described in ℱB , it is important to introduce the Coriolis-centripetal matrix to the model 

which will upgrade the model with centripetal force that is acting on the rotational body and 

also with the Coriolis effect which affects moving body in rotational frame. Equation (12) 

generally applies to all rigid bodies to which the made assumptions can be applied (symmetry 

and same origin for ℱB and COG). 

Force vector 𝛌 can be divided into three components: gravitational vector, gyroscopic torque 

vector and movement vector. 

Gravitational vector 

The first component of 𝛌 is gravitational vector which introduces the gravitational force to 

the model. It only affects the linear components of the model, and not the angular. In ℱE, the 

gravitational force always has the direction in the negative direction of 𝑍E , if the ℱ𝐸 

coordinate axes are set in a way previously described. Considering that dynamics is described 

in ℱB, it is necessary to transfer gravitational vector from ℱE to ℱB by matrix multiplication 

with 𝐑. Due to quadcopter movement, ZB is not always parallel with 𝑍E axis. In that case, 

only a certain component of gravity vector will act in the direction of ZB, depending of the 

roll and pitch angles (𝜙 and 𝜃) 

 𝐠B(𝛆) = [
𝐟G
B

𝟎3×1
] = [

𝐑T 𝐟G
E

𝟎3×1
] =

[
 
 
 
 
 

𝑚𝑔 sin𝜃
−𝑚𝑔 cos𝜃 sin𝜙
−𝑚𝑔 cos𝜃 cos𝜙

0
0
0 ]

 
 
 
 
 

, (13) 

where 𝐟G
B is the gravitational vector with respect to ℱB, and 𝐟G

E is the gravitational vector with 

respect to ℱE. 

Gyroscopic torque vector 

Gyroscopic torque vector introduces the gyroscopic effect to the model. It manifests itself in 

a form of a rotation around unwanted axis, which is perpendicular to the axis of the propulsor 

and the axis around which the wanted rotation is being achieved 

 𝐨B(𝛎) 𝛚 = [

𝟎3×1

−∑ 𝐽𝑇𝑃
4
𝑘=1 (𝛚B × [

0
0
1
]) (−1)𝑘 𝜔𝑘

]. (14) 

Movement vector 

Movement vector introduces thrust force of propulsors 𝑈1 and torques around coordinate axes 

ℱB: 𝑈2, 𝑈3 and 𝑈4. Number of controllable variables is equal to the number of propulsors 
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 𝐮B(𝛚) = [0 0 𝑈1 𝑈2 𝑈3 𝑈4]
T = [0 0 𝐹𝑍

𝜏𝜙 𝜏𝜃 𝜏𝜓]T. (15) 

Four basic movements enable the quadcopter to reach defined altitude and attitude. This is 

the only vector that can be directly influenced, which together with previously named vectors 

influence to quadcopter accelerations. 

Movement vector is influenced through propellers angular velocity 𝜔𝑖, which is, naturally, 

influenced by propulsors RPM. 

 
Figure 3. Linear and angular accelerations with the respect to the ℱB. 

Controllable variable 𝑈1, i.e. propulsors thrust force 𝐹𝑍, is directed in the positive direction of 

ZB axis. By increasing or decreasing propellers angular velocities by the same amount, thrust 

force 𝐹𝑍 is also increasing or decreasing, enabling the quadcopter movement along the ZB axis 

or hovering. If the quadcopter is on horizontal position (roll and pitch angles are equal to 0), 

Z axes of ℱB and ℱE coincide. If the quadcopter is not in horizontal position, the thrust force 

creates vertical and horizontal linear accelerations in ℱE. Controllable variable 𝑈1 equation is 

 𝑈1 = 𝐹Z = ∑ 𝑓𝑖
4
𝑖=1 = 𝑏 ∑ 𝜔𝑖

24
𝑖=1 = 𝑏 (𝜔1

2 + 𝜔2
2 + 𝜔3

2 + 𝜔4
2), (16) 

where 𝜔𝑖 is angular speed of the propeller 𝑖, and 𝑏 is the thrust coefficient (measurement unit Ns
2
) 

which can be calculated according the equation 

 𝑏 = 𝐶T 𝜌 𝐴 𝑟2, (17) 

where 𝐶T is thrust factor, 𝜌 is air density, 𝐴 is the area of propeller disk and 𝑟 is the propeller radius. 

Controllable variable 𝑈2 is the roll torque 𝜏ϕ around XB axis. By increasing the 4
th

 propeller 

angular velocity and decreasing 2
nd

 propeller angular velocity, positive quadcopter rotation 

with respect to the XB axis is achieved, which causes the linear quadcopter movement in the 

negative direction of the YB axis. Differences in the angular velocities are determined in a way 

which does not change vertical thrust, i.e. during the quadcopter rotation around XB axis, there 

cannot be any unwanted changes of the quadcopter altitude. Controllable variable 𝑈2 equation is 

 𝑈2 = 𝜏ϕ = 𝑏 𝑙 (𝜔4
2 − 𝜔2

2), (18) 

where 𝑙 is the distance between the quadcopters Center Of Gravity (COG) and propulsors axis. 

Controllable variable 𝑈3 is the pitch torque 𝜏θ around YB axis. By increasing the 3
rd

 propeller 

angular velocity and decreasing 1
st
 propeller angular velocity, positive quadcopter rotation 

with the respect to the YB axis is achieved, which causes the linear quadcopter movement in 

the positive direction of the XB axis. Similar to the 𝑈2 controllable variable, the differences in 

the angular velocities are determined in a way which does not change vertical thrust, i.e. 

during the quadcopter rotation around YB axis, there cannot be any unwanted changes of the 

quadcopter altitude. Controllable variable 𝑈3 equation is 
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 𝑈3 = 𝜏θ = 𝑏 𝑙 (𝜔3
2 − 𝜔1

2). (19) 

Controllable variable 𝑈4  is the yaw torque 𝜏ψ  around ZB axis. By increasing the angular 

velocity of a pair of propellers (on 2
nd

 and 4
th

 propulsor) and by decreasing the angular 

velocity of a pair of propellers (on 1
st
 and 3

rd
 propulsor), positive rotation with respect to the ZB 

axis is achieved thanks to the fact that one pair of propellers (on 2
nd

 and 4
th
 propulsor) is 

rotating clockwise, while other pair of propellers (on 1
st
 and 3

rd
 propulsor) is rotating 

counterclockwise. Created resulting moments causes unbalance in the sum of moments with 

respect to ZB, which is the cause of rotation. Differences in the angular velocities are 

determined in a way which does not change vertical thrust. Controllable variable 𝑈4 equation is 

 𝑈4 = 𝜏ψ = 𝑑 (−𝜔1
2 + 𝜔2

2 − 𝜔3
2 + 𝜔4

2), (20) 

where 𝑑 is the drag coefficient which can be calculated according the equation 

 𝑑 = 𝐶P 𝜌 𝐴 𝑟3, (21) 

where 𝐶P is the power factor. 

Considering aerodynamic effects, it follows that forces and moments are proportional to the 

squared angular velocities of the propellers. Movement vector 𝐮B(𝛚) is represented by the 

product of movement matrix 𝐄B  and the vector of the squared angular velocities of the 

propellers 𝛚2 

 𝐮B(𝛚) = 𝐄B 𝛚2 =

[
 
 
 
 
 

0
0
𝑏
0

−𝑏𝑙
−𝑑

0
0
𝑏

−𝑏 𝑙
0
𝑑

0
0
𝑏
0
𝑏𝑙
−𝑑

0
0
𝑏
𝑏 𝑙
0
𝑑 ]

 
 
 
 
 

[
 
 
 
 
𝜔1

2

𝜔2
2

𝜔3
2

𝜔4
2]
 
 
 
 

. (22) 

Generalized force vector 𝛌 is represented by previously described components, from which it 

follows 

 𝐌B �̇� + 𝐂B(𝛎) 𝛎 = 𝐠B(𝛆) + 𝐨B(𝛎) 𝛚 + 𝐄B 𝛚2, (23) 

what, basically, is Newton’s second law of motion. To calculate the accelerations with 

respect to ℱB equation (23) has to be rearranged 

 �̇� = 𝐌B
−1[−𝐂B(𝛎) 𝛎 + 𝐠B(𝛏) + 𝐨B(𝛎) 𝛚 + 𝐄B 𝛚2]. (24) 

The system inertia matrix inverse is multiplied by the sum of all the forces and torques, 

relevant to the mathematical model, acting on the quadcopter. 

NEWTON-EULER EQUATIONS IN HYBRID COORDINATE SYSTEM (𝓕𝐇) 

Quadcopter dynamics equation (24) is written with respect to ℱB. It can be useful to rewrite 

the dynamics equations with respect to ℱH which is comprised from the linear accelerations 

equations with respect to ℱE and angular accelerations equations with respect to ℱB. In such 

coordinate system, it is relatively easy to show the dynamics of the linear accelerations in the 

combination with regulation. It is especially suitable for showing the vertical position in ℱE. 

Generalized velocity vector with respect to ℱH 

 𝛇 = [�̇� 𝛚B]T = [�̇� �̇� �̇� 𝑝 𝑞 𝑟]T. (25) 

Quadrotor dynamics with respect to ℱH in matrix form 

 𝐌𝐇 �̇� + 𝐂𝐁(𝛇) 𝛇 = 𝐠𝐇(𝛆) + 𝐨𝐇(𝛇) 𝛚 + 𝐄𝐇 𝛚𝟐, (26) 

where �̇� is the generalized acceleration vector with respect to ℱH. System inertia matrix is 

defined in a similar way to the one defined with respect to ℱB. Coriolis-centripetal matrix 

defined with respect to ℱH excludes members that affects linear accelerations (because they 
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are defined with respect to ℱE, and not in the rotational ℱB). Gravitational vector is defined 

with respect to ℱE , so the gravitational force is influencing only the component in the 

direction of the 𝑍E axis. Gyroscopic effects that occurs as the result of propellers rotation are 

the same as in the mathematical model with respect to ℱB. Movement vector defined with 

respect to ℱH is different than the one defined in ℱB. Controllable variable 𝑈1 influences all 

three linear accelerations equation through the rotation matrix 𝐑. 

By modifying the equation (26), generalized acceleration vector with respect to ℱH can be 

calculated 

 �̇� = 𝐌H
−1[−𝐂H(𝛇) 𝛇 + 𝐆H + 𝐎H(𝛇) 𝛀 + 𝐄H 𝛀2]. (27) 

There are many effects that were not included in the derivation of this mathematical model 

because of the rise of the model complexity and because they have little significance to the 

model accuracy. 

SIMULATION RESULTS 

The behavior of the outputs of the mathematical model is dependent on the input values. 

Even though the mathematical model deals with angular velocities as one of the variables,  

the input values are chosen to be the RPM of the propulsors propellers (𝑛 = 30 𝜔 π⁄ ) 

because that is the more natural way of setting the propeller rotation. The output values are 

chosen to be the position coordinates and quadrotor attitude. 

 

Based on the given and calculated values which are needed for calculating the output values, 

input values can be given for which the quadcopter will behave in the expected way. 

Table 1. Mathematical model input parameters. 

Case 
RPM [rev/min] 

n1 n2 n3 n4 

1st 3 760 3 760 3 760 3 760 

2nd 3 760 3 759 3 760 3 761 

3rd 3 759 3 760 3 761 3 760 

4th 3 759 3 761 3 759 3 761 

In all four cases the state of constant altitude is wanted to be achieved. In order to achieve 

that state, controllable variable 𝑈1 has to be the same value as the gravitational force. In cases 

2, 3 and 4 some change in quadcopter altitude occurs because of the change of thrust force 

component value in the direction of the 𝑍E axis due to the change in either roll or pitch angle. 

Also, the model does not have implemented control algorithm which would compensate for 

the quadcopter attitude changes. In the first case, only 𝑈1 is different from 0. In the rest of the 

cases, 𝑈1 stays approximately constant, while other variables change their values. 

Figure 4. Quadcopter mathematical model inputs and outputs.
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In the first case the hovering mode is simulated (Fig. 5), for which all four propellers had the 

same RPM. It can be seen that 𝑈1  is equal to the gravitational force. The rest of the 

controllable variables are equal to 0. 

Also, it can be seen that the quadcopter position (Fig. 6 is showing 𝑍E  coordinate) and 

attitude is without change, i.e. the quadcopter is in the hovering mode. 

Controllable variable 𝑈2 value is very small, but still it causes the change in the quadcopter 

attitude. 𝑈3 and 𝑈4 are equal to 0. 

Next, the second case checks quadcopter behavior due to the change of 𝑈2 value (Fig. 7). 

Due to the 𝑈2, the change in roll angle 𝜙 value occurs, as well as the change in 𝑌E coordinate. 

Change of the 𝑍E coordinate is previously explained. 

In the third case, behavior due to the change of 𝑈3 value (Fig. 10) is tested. 

Just like 𝑈2, controllable variable 𝑈3 value is also very small, but still it causes the change in 

the quadcopter attitude. In this case, 𝑈2 and 𝑈4 are equal to 0. 

Due to the 𝑈3, the change in pitch angle 𝜃 value occurs, as well as the change in 𝑋E coordinate. 

In the last case, the behavior due to the change of 𝑈4 value (Fig. 10) is checked. 

 

Figure 5. Controllable variable 𝑈1 . Solid, medium dashed, short dashed and dash-dotted 

curves represent case 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 

 

Figure 6. Quadcopter 𝑍E  coordinate. Solid, medium dashed, short dashed and dash-dotted 

curves represent case 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 
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Figure 7. Controllable variable 𝑈2 . Solid, medium dashed, short dashed and dash-dotted 

curves represent case 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 

 

Figure 8. Quadcopter 𝜙 angle. Solid, medium dashed, short dashed and dash-dotted curves 

represent case 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Dotted curve represents polynomial approximation 

(y = 1,2373 x
2
 + 4 e

-0,5x
 – 1,0 e

-0,5
) for case 2. 

 

Figure 9. Quadcopter 𝑌𝐸  coordinate. Solid, medium dashed, short dashed and dash-dotted 

curves represent case 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Dotted curve represents polynomial 

approximation (y = –0,1706x
3
 + 0,5234 x

2
 –0,5295 x + 0,0928) for case 2. 
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Figure 10. Controllable variable 𝑈3. Solid, medium dashed, short dashed and dash-dotted 

curves represent case 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 

 

Figure 11. Quadcopter 𝜃 angle. Solid, medium dashed, short dashed and dash-dotted curves 

represent case 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Dotted curve represents polynomial approximation 

(y = 1,2097 x
2
 –0,0859 x + 0,0127) for case 3. 

 

Figure 12. Quadcopter 𝑋E coordinate. Solid, medium dashed, short dashed and dash-dotted 

curves represent case 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Dotted curve represents polynomial 

approximation (y = 0,1687x
3
 –0,5381x

2
 + 0,5628x –0,1059) for case 3. 
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Figure 13. Controllable variable 𝑈4. Solid, medium dashed, short dashed and dash-dotted 
curves represent case 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 

 

Figure 14. Quadcopter 𝜓 angle. Solid, medium dashed, short dashed and dash-dotted curves 
represent case 1, 2, 3 and 4. Dotted curve represents polynomial approximation 
(y = 0,2211x

2
 + 3e

–0,5 x
 –6e

–0,6
) for case 4. 

Again, controllable variable 𝑈4 value, in this case, is very small, but still it causes the change 

in the quadcopter attitude. In this case, 𝑈2 and 𝑈3 are equal to 0. 

Due to the 𝑈4, the change in yaw angle 𝜓 value occurs, i.e. the quadcopter is rotating with 
respect to ZB. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this article, the complexity of the quadcopter mathematical model derivation is shown. The 
influences of various parameters on quadcopter behavior are modelled from the aspects of 
physics and mathematics. This mathematical model does not include influential parameters 
that would complicate model without the significant improvement of the model accuracy. 

Quadcopter behavior for different RPMs is shown by simulation. Simulation results show the 
roll, pitch and yaw angles as a function of time. As it can be seen, the function is of the 2

nd
 

order, which is expected considering that controllable variables are a function of squared 

angular velocities. Also, position in ℱB is shown as a function of time. 

Further work will include mathematical model improvements by modelling the brushless DC 
electric motor (BLDC) and the propeller, including the effects of air as a medium, modelling 
the ground effect and possible disturbances. 
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ABSTRACT 

This article briefly presents the classification, and possible ways of application of composites. Our 

objective was to compare three different restoration technique in class II cavity preparations, with the 

aim to determine which technique is the most advantageous in practical point of view. Artificial teeth 

fabricated from self-curing acrylic resin were used as models. Comparison of marginal sealing was 

performed macroscopically via direct visual inspection and via tactile control. Two parameters were 

examined on esthetic evaluation, which were the anatomical shape and the optical appearance. The 

time required to prepare the restorations were also measured. After the evaluation of the results, the 

bulk-fill technique was demonstrated to require the shortest time to be performed. This was followed 

by the oblique (Z) technique, whereas the horizontal incremental technique appeared to be the most 

time-consuming method. Based on the esthetic evaluation, a remarkable difference can be observed 

between the bulk-fill technique and the other two incremental techniques, while the mean scores for 

the oblique and the horizontal techniques were comparable. Based on the results of the visual inspection 

and instrumental examination, there were no differences in terms of marginal sealing between the three 

applied methods. Based on these, the use of the appropriate incremental technique can reduce the 

development of secondary caries and increasing the longevity of composite restorations. 

KEY WORDS 

direct restorations, operative dentistry, resin-based composite 
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INTRODUCTION 

Traumatic injury to the hard tissues of the tooth, the development of tooth decay (caries), and 
the weakening of the supporting structure represent a multifactorial process. One of the most 
essential factors in the development of caries is the change in dietary habits. While people in 
the old times consumed unprocessed food, people of the 21

st
 century hardly use their teeth. 

Processed high carb foods are prone to stick to the surface of the teeth, leading to the 
subsequent destruction of the hard tissues and the accumulation of plaques. People who lived 
at the beginning of civilization consumed raw meat and nutriments abundant in dietary fibers, 
thereby cleaning their teeth simultaneously. With the change in dietary habits, people of 
today need to pay a greater attention to teeth cleaning. It is the dentists’ task to conserve the 
teeth as long as possible and to prevent tooth loss. 

Caries is the most frequent disease of the hard tissues of the tooth. Tooth decay is a local, 
non-specific opportunistic infection, supplemented by civilization-associated components [1]. 
According to Adler’s definition: caries is a chronic process that starts in the external surface 
of the teeth and subsequently propagates to the deep, leading to an irreparable destruction of 
the hard tissues of the teeth. It is the resultant of demineralization and remineralization 
processes [2]. A number of factors may underlie the shift in the balance, which result in hard 
tissue loss [3]. Several hypotheses exist about the development of caries. Among these, Miller’s 
chemo-parasitic theory (1898) is the most accepted. The theory postulates that cariogenic 
microorganisms of the oral cavity produce organic acids in the presence of low molecular 
weight carbohydrates. These acids are able to demineralize the hard tissues of the teeth [1]. 

Risk factors for caries [3]: 

 saliva (amount, consistency, pH value, buffer capacity, fluidity), 

 diet (frequency of daily sugar intake, number of daily acid intake), 

 fluoride (current and past exposition), and 

 biofilm (composition, activity, level of differentiation). 

Modifying factors of caries [3]: 

 current dental status, 

 general health condition, 

 lifestyle, and 

 socioeconomic status. 

In case the tooth suffers injury due to decay, trauma, or iatrogenic reasons, its hard tissues 
need to be replaced as soon as possible. This can be performed through direct, semi-direct, 
and indirect ways. In recent days, the most frequently applied material for the direct 
technique is the hybrid composite [4, 5]. 

Fields of application of composites [6]: 

 class I, II, III, IV, V, and VI restorations, 

 covering discolored or hypoplastic enamel, 

 esthetic correction (diasthema closure, correction of crown deformities), 

 fissure sealing, 

 preventive filling (extended fissure sealing), 

 core build-up, 

 preparation of periodontal splints, 

 orthodontic bracket bonding, 

 correction of wear facets, and 

 restoration of traumatic injuries. 
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This study briefly presents the evolution, composition, classification, and possible ways of 
application of composites. Furthermore, it comprehensively discusses and compares via an  
in vitro experiment three direct composite restoration techniques. 

OVERVIEW ON DIRECT RESTORATION TECHNIQUES 

BULK-FILL 

When applying the bulk-fill technique, a composite specifically developed for this purpose is 
placed into the cavity in a single layer (i.e. increment) (Fig. 1), in up to a thickness of 4 mm. 
Following the formation of the masticatory surface, the whole filling is cured with light 
(Fig. 2). Studies indicate this technique to be the least advantageous in terms of polymerization 
shrinkage [7, 8]. 

HORIZONTAL INCREMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

The composite resin is placed inside the cavity in multiple increments. Each increment is 
light-cured individually. The increments are placed in parallel with each other (Fig. 3). A 
maximum layer thickness of 2 mm is recommended to provide adequate curing [9]. 

OBLIQUE INCREMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

Also known as Z-technique, a method developed to reduce the C-factor. The composite 
resin is placed inside the cavity in multiple increments so that each increment is in contact  
only with the bottom and one side wall of the cavity (Fig. 4). This results in a relative 
increase in the free surface of the filling material, and a decrease in the extent of 
polymerization shrinkage [10]. 

 

Figure 1. Bulk-fill. 

 
Figure 2. Steps of the bulk-fill restoration technique. 

 

Figure 3. Horizontal incremental filling. 
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Figure 4. Oblique incremental filling. 

OBJECTIVES 

Posterior composite restorations have several limitations, among which polymerization shrinkage, a 

parameter that can have a value between 1,67 % and 5,68 %, is the most significant [11-14]. 

Several studies have demonstrated that a significant tensile force is generated during 

polymerization (i.e. shrinkage stress), which leads to the detachment of the composite resin 

from the tooth [15-17]. This problem is especially characteristic of class II composite restorations, 

as the proximal box has only little area of enamel for etching. As the composite resin shrinks, 

contraction gaps develop, which lead to postoperative sensitivity and pulp irritation [18, 19]. This 

issue can be overcome by choosing the appropriate incremental technique. 

Our objective was to compare three different composite restoration techniques in class II 

cavity preparations, with the aim to determine which technique is the most advantageous in 

practical point of view. Restoration techniques chosen to be analyzed: 

1) vertical incremental technique, 

2) horizontal incremental technique, 

3) bulk-fill technique. 

In case of all three techniques, the time required to prepare the restoration was measured, the 

marginal sealing was examined, and the esthetic results were compared. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Three different restoration techniques were compared in class II OD cavities prepared in 

acrylic teeth. First, model fabrication and duplication, second, cavity preparation and 

embedding in blue plaster, and eventually, the application of the three different techniques 

are discussed in the following sections. 

EXAMINED MATERIALS 

Models – artificial teeth 

Artificial teeth fabricated from self-curing Duracryl Plus acrylic resin were used as models (Fig. 5). 

Applied composites 

Heraeus Kulzer Charisma Classic: light-curing micro-hybrid composite resin. As the 

refractive indices of the matrix and the filler system are optimally aligned, better color 

adaptation is provided. Its consistency enables easy and quick modeling. The easy shade 

range permits precise shade selection (Fig. 6) [20]. 

Composition: it is based on a bisphenol-A-glycidylmethacrylate (BIS-GMA) matrix and an 

approximate 61 % (v/v) filler, out of which 60 % (v/v) is an inorganic filler material with a 

particle size of 0,005 μm – 10 μm, which is of barium aluminum fluoride glass [20]. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 5. a) Artificial tooth, occlusal view and b) Artificial tooth, proximal view. 

Heraeus Kulzer Gluma Self Etch: a seventh generation bonding agent. It is to adhesively 

bond the composite resins to the hard tissues of the tooth. It enables etching, priming, and 

bonding, as well as the desensitization of the prepared tooth, all with the application of a 

single layer. Gluma Self Etch associates its easy application with high bond strength, good 

marginal sealing, and the alleviation of postoperative hypersensitivity [21]. 

Composition: acetone-water-based solution containing light-activated methacrylate monomers 

(Fig. 6) [21]. 
 

 

Figure 6. The bonding agent (Gluma Self Etch) and the composite resin (Charisma Classic). 

Ivoclar Vivadent, Tetric Evo Ceram Bulk Fill: Tetric Evo Ceram is a state-of-the-art 

nano-hybrid composite with high radiopacity. Owing to its polymerization features, it can 

be applied in layers up to 4 mm thickness. These features minimize shrinkage stress during 

the polymerization process. The high layer thickness significantly reduces the treatment 

time. The three universal shades available offer a great esthetic result with a natural 

transparency. Due to its consistency, it adapts well to the cavity wall. It cures under a light 

wavelength of 400 nm – 500 nm. 

Composition: the monomer matrix consists of dimethacrylates (17 – 18 wt%). The fillers 

include barium glass, ytterbium trifuoride, mixed oxide, as well as prepolymer (82 – 83 wt %). 

All these are supplemented by additives, catalysts, stabilizers and dyes (less than 1,0 wt %). 
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The total content of inorganic filler material in case of bleach shades is 79 – 80 wt % and  
60 – 61 % (v/v), whereas 75 – 76 wt% and 53 – 55 % (v/v) in case of all other shades. The 
particle size of inorganic filler materials ranges between 40 nm and 3000 nm, with the mean 
particle size being 550 nm (Fig. 7) [22]. 

Figure 7. Bulk-fill (Tetric Evo Ceram) and its instructions leaflet. 

Examination procedures 

Examination of different composite restoration techniques on standard size OD cavities 
prepared in lower right 6 acrylic tooth with the listed elements. 

1) three restoration techniques: 

 horizontal incremental technique, 

 vertical incremental (Z) technique, and 

 bulk-fill technique. 

2) dimensions of the cavity: 

 occlusCal box: 
o depth (coronal-apical dimension) 1 mm, 
o length (mesio-distal dimension) 3 mm, and 
o width (oro-vestibular dimension) 2 mm. 

 gingival box: 
o depth (coronal-apical dimension) 2+1 mm. 

3) Burs used for preparation: 

 diamond fissure bur with black mark. 

4) Photopolymerization lamp: 

 type: Ivoclar Vivadent Bluephase Style LED curing device, 

 wavelength 385 nm - 515 nm, 

 light intensity 1100 mW/cm
2
 with 10 % tolerance, and 

 curing time 20 sec. 

5) analyzed parameters: 

 total time required to prepare the restoration, 

 comparison of marginal sealing (visual and tactile), and 

 esthetic evaluation. 

6) continuous photodocumentation. 
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Comparison of marginal sealing was performed macroscopically without magnification, on 

the one hand, via direct visual inspection, whereas on the other hand, via tactile control, 

during which the tip of the dental explorer probe was gently slided, first, from the center of 

the filling through the margins up to the surface of the tooth, followed by a slide from the 

tooth surface to the center of the filling, thereby looking for height discrepancies and defects. 

Two parameters were examined on esthetic evaluation, which were the anatomical shape and 

the optical appearance. Before evaluation, the teeth were extracted from the plaster and 

marked with a ’Roman number and capital letter’ (e.g., I A) in a completely random manner, 

where neither the letter nor the number referred to either the restoration technique or any 

condition characteristic of the particular process. Before placing the marks, the first prepared 

teeth from each group were excluded; therefore, a total of 27 restorations were evaluated. 

Three independent dentists were asked to line up all samples in order, first, according to 

anatomical fidelity, and second, to optical features. Based on these, each sample was scored 

from 1 to 27 (1 being the best, whereas 27 being the worst rate). The mean values of the three 

scores obtained from the independent raters for each sample were used as a measure of the 

subjective evaluation of the restoration technique in terms of both shape and optical characteristics. 

A comprehensive description of the experimental process: To compare the different 

restoration techniques, standard conditions had to be provided. The lower right first molar 

tooth was chosen as a model for cavity preparation and restoration. As the size, shape, 

structure and many other parameters of the teeth are highly variable, standard conditions 

could not have been provided with the use of extracted teeth. Therefore, the OD cavities were 

prepared in plastic teeth (Fig. 8). The prepared plastic tooth was multiplied by silicone-

duplicating, a method widely used in dental technology. 

Preparation of the cavity: 

 into acrylic teeth, and 

 with diamond devices. 

Dimensions of the cavity: 

 Occlusal box: 

o depth (coronal-apical dimension) 1 mm, 

o length (mesio-distal dimension) 3 mm, and 

o width (oro-vestibular dimension) 2 mm. 

 Gingival box: 

o depth (coronal-apical dimension): 2+1 mm. 

Figure 8. Preparation of the cavity. 
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Process of duplication: 

After preparation, the acrylic tooth was placed in a plastic cylinder filled with Fegura-Sil Hydro 

Spezial II duplicating silicone (Fig. 9). This silicone is a universal duplicating material. 

Its liquid consistency and excellent shape-preserving feature enables the formation of precise 

micro-fine impressions. After solidification, the plastic tooth was removed from the silicone 

block, which was then filled with Duracryl Plus self-curing acrylic resin (Fig. 10). After 

curing, the acrylic resin was removed from the silicone. The silicone mold was then cleaned 

and the above process was repeated to give 30 completely uniform, perfect copies of casts. 

Figure 9. Embedding. 

Figure 10. Resin casting. 

So as to correctly build-up the OD cavity, the use of a matrix system is necessary. As the 

presence of the adjacent teeth are needed to place the matrix and to create a proximal contact, 

the acrylic teeth were embedded into blue plaster blocks. 

The process of embedding in plaster: 

The acrylic teeth were cleaned of excess material produced during casting, and were isolated 

with vaseline. A plastic mold was then filled with blue plaster, which was followed by the 

implantation of the plastic teeth into the plaster tightly next to each other. The teeth were 

placed into the plaster in a way that their longitudinal axis became perpendicular whereas 

their masticatory surface became parallel to the plane of the working bench. A special effort 

has been made create a realistic reconstruction of the proximal contact points. Following the 

solidification of the plaster, the acrylic teeth were gently removed from the plaster blocks 

(Fig. 11). The removal of the teeth was feasible due to their isolation with vaseline and the 

lack of sites with a lower part being wider than the upper. The plaster was then fabricated in 

correspondence with the sites of the teeth. The teeth and the plaster were then cleaned of the 

isolating material. Dentorans, a light body impression material, was mixed and molded into 

the plaster block (Fig. 11). Each tooth was then placed back to its original place (Fig. 11). 
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Figure 11. The process of embedding in plaster. 

Excess impression material was removed. All these were necessary to provide minimal 
mobility for the embedded artificial teeth. This made separation possible, and the proximal 
contact points could thereby be formed. 

Following the preparation phases, the formation of the composite restorations took place. A 
circumferential matrix retainer (Tofflemire) was used with its metal matrices. Separation was 
performed by a wooden wedge. The cavities were washed by alcohol and the photopolymerization 
was performed by Ivoclar Vivadent Bluephase Style LED curing device. During the restoration 
process, the time spent from the application of the adhesive till the end of the restoration was 
recorded. No finishing and polishing were performed as the acrylic resin used in the experiment 
was too soft and the teeth would therefore have suffered injury during the process. 

The application of the oblique (Z) incremental technique 

Placement and adaptation of the matrix system, separation with a wooden wedge, cleaning 
and drying of the cavity. Application of self-etching adhesive (Heraeus Kulzer Gluma Self 
Etch – light-curing, self-etching, mono-component adhesive), evaporation of the solvent, 
light-curing with 20 seconds with LED photopolymerization lamp (Ivoclar Vivadent Bluephase 
Style). Placement of composite resin (Heraeus Kulzer Charisma Classic A2), oblique incremental 
placement was applied so that each increment is in contact only with the bottom and one side 
wall of the cavity. Each increment is cured following placement and shaping (Fig. 12). 

 

Figure 12. The application of the oblique (Z) incremental technique. 

The application of the horizontal incremental technique: 

The steps that precede the placement of the composite resin are identical with that of the 
oblique incremental technique. The resin is placed into the cavity in increments in case of this 
technique as well; however, in this case, each increment is in contact with the bottom and two 
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Figure 13. The application of the horizontal incremental technique. 

side walls of the cavity. The different increments are in parallel with each other (Fig. 13). 

Light-curing is necessary following the placement of each layer. For the sake of efficient 

curing, a maximum layer thickness of 2 mm is recommended. 

The application of the bulk-fill restoration technique 

After the adhesive preparation of the cavity, in this case, the composite resin is placed into the 

cavity in one increment (bulk), and the whole bulk is then light-cured after shaping (Fig. 14). 

   

   

Figure 14. The application of the bulk-fill technique. 

The time required to prepare the restorations were measured with the use of a mobile phone 

application. The measurement was started after placing the matrix system and cleaning the 

cavity, and was stopped after curing the last composite increment, Table 1. 
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RESULTS 

THE TIME REQUIRED TO PREPARE THE RESTORATION 

After the evaluation of the results, the bulk-fill technique was demonstrated to require the shortest 

time to be performed (Fig. 15). This was followed by the oblique (Z) technique, whereas the 

horizontal incremental technique appeared to be the most time-consuming method. 

Table 1. Time (in seconds) required to prepare in the different restoration techniques. 

 Bulk-fill Oblique (Z) Horizontal 

1. 381 532 634 

2. 373 497 620 

3. 366 492 609 

4. 390 503 601 

5. 358 494 604 

6. 371 504 630 

7. 350 490 581 

8. 353 499 594 

9. 368 510 580 

10. 389 517 602 

 

Figure 15. Comparison of the times required to prepare the restoration. 

ESTHETIC EVALUATION 

Optical characteristics and anatomical fidelity 

Based on the evaluation of the obtained scores, a remarkable difference can be observed between 

the bulk-fill technique and the other two incremental techniques, while the mean scores for 

the oblique and the horizontal techniques were comparable (Table 2). As the lower numbers 

stand for better results, the lower mean scores were regarded as more advantageous (Fig. 16). 

Table 2. Mean scores of optical and anatomical characteristics. 

 mean anatomical score mean optical score 

horizontal 11,2 12,8 

oblique 12 9 

bulk-fill 19 20,2 
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Figure 16. Comparison of optical and anatomical characteristics. 

Comparison of marginal sealing 

The comparison of marginal sealing was started with visual inspection. All models were 

examined for the contact between the filling material and the cavity wall. Visually 

observable gaps and fissures were looked for. After visual inspection, the margins of the 

filling were examined with a dental explorer probe. This method is suitable for detecting 

marginal defects that are not observable by inspection. Based on the results of the visual 

inspection and instrumental examination, there were no differences in terms of marginal 

sealing between the three applied methods. 

DISCUSSION 

Incremental techniques using composite resins are widely applied in everyday practice [23]. 

Since the thickness of the composites that can be cured by light is limited, the application of 

multiple increments with a number and thickness appropriate for the material characteristics 

of the respective composite resin is inevitable. The applied incremental technique can 

influence the value of cavity configuration factor (C-factor) and the extent of polymerization 

shrinkage [24]. This is because, in case of the application of the composite resin in multiple 

thin increments, polymerization shrinkage occurs in each increment. Shrinkage of a single 

thin layer of composite generates remarkably less tensile force than the contraction of a 

composite bulk that fills the whole cavity. Last but not least, the C-factor is also significantly 

lower in the above described case, which further reduces the stress associated with 

polymerization shrinkage. These all contribute to an increased adhesion of the composite to 

the dentin, as well as the possibility of the development of microleakage [24]. 

In case the filling material is placed into the cavity in one bulk, it gets in contact with 5 walls 

and only one free surface will remain. In such a case, the C-factor is maximal, and, therefore, 

the competition between shrinkage stress and the adhesion of the composite to the dentin is 

the highest [25]. This thesis examined three different composite restoration techniques. The 

measurements focused on the time required to prepare the restoration, the comparison of 

marginal sealing, and the evaluation of the esthetic results. 

As regards the time required to prepare the restoration, the bulk-fill technique proved to be 

the most advantageous, followed by the oblique (Z) technique, and, as the last one, the 

horizontal incremental technique. In my opinion, the time required to prepare the horizontal 

and the oblique restoration depends on the expertise of the person preparing the restoration as 

well. In theory, the time required to prepare the restoration with the horizontal incremental 

technique should be shorter; however, my measurements demonstrate the contrary. It is 
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possible that the time required to prepare the restoration is also influenced by which 

incremental technique the particular expert prefers and uses in everyday practice. 

As regards marginal sealing, no remarkable differences could be observed on visual 

comparison or on instrumental examination by a dental explorer probe. 

In esthetic point of view, techniques that apply multiple increments proved to be the most 

advantageous ones. 

From the different restoration techniques, in vivo and in vitro studies suggest that the bulk-fill 

technique is of the least benefit [8]. Comparisons of the horizontal and the oblique technique 

does not show such a coherent result. Studies of some authors demonstrate no significant 

difference [26, 27], whereas other researchers suggest the use of the oblique technique [10]. 

CONCLUSION 

The bulk-fill technique appeared to be better in terms of the time required to prepare the 

restoration; however, the placement of the composite in one bulk could lead to the 

deterioration of shape and esthetics. 

The most frequent cause of composite restoration failure is the development of secondary 

caries [28, 29]. In the vast majority of cases, secondary decay develops owing to insufficient 

marginal sealing. This develops due to the shrinkage of the composite resin during 

polymerization. Polymerization shrinkage can be reduced by the use of appropriate 

incremental technique. Therefore, the appropriate choice of the incremental technique can 

positively influence, i.e., reduce the polymerization shrinkage, with less shrinkage resulting 

in better marginal sealing, and a satisfactory marginal sealing in turn decreasing the risk for 

the development of secondary caries. 

Based on these, the use of the appropriate incremental technique reduces the development of 

secondary caries, thereby increasing the longevity of composite restorations. 
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RANGIRANJE ZNANSTVENIKA, ČASOPISA 
I DRŽAVA POMOĆU h-INDEKSA 
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SAŽETAK 

Scientometrijski indeksi temelje se na citatima. Međutim, za razliku od faktora odjeka časopisa, koji 

rangira samo znanstvene časopise, scientometrijski indeksi prikladni su za rangiranje znanstvenika, 

znanstvenih časopisa i država. U ovom radu razmatra se h-indeks, h5-indeks, svjetsko rangiranje 25 

najcitiranijih istraživača (h > 100) i rangiranje 25 znanstvenika u madžarskim instiitucijama prema 

njihovim javnim profilima na u okviru Google Scholar. Ti indeksi (h5-indeks) primjenjeni su za 

dobivanje liste od 20 vodećih izdanja (časopisa i zbornika) iz područja robotike. Svjetsko rangiranje 

provedeno je za 50 najboljih država prema h-indeksu za 2014. godinu. Podaci su dobiveni pomoću 

portala Scimago. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 
citati, h-indeks, robotika, portal Scimago, rangiranje webometrics 
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BIO-INSPIRIRANI MODELI DISTRIBUIRANE MREŽNE 
KOMUNIKACIJE KOJI PODRŽAVAJU UČINKOVITA 

PRETRAŽIVANJA I DIFUZIJU INOVACIJA 

S. Banerjee 
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Cambridge, SAD 
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Alijansa za kompleksne biološke sustave 
North Andover, SAD 

SAŽETAK 

Nastanjujemo svijet koji nije samo „mali“ nego omogućuje učinkovito decentralizirano pretraživanje – 

osoba koja koristi lokalnu informaciju može uspostaviti liniju komunikacije s drugom, potpuno 

nepoznatom osobom. U ovom radu nadopunjen je model hijerarhijske društvene mreže komunikacijom 

između i unutar zajednica. Diskutira se o tome kako organizacija društva u zajednice smanjuje ukupno 

trajanje decentraliziranih pretraga. Model je inspiriran biologijom imunološkog sustava, koji organizira 

potragu za patogenima putem hibridne modularne strategije. 

Razmatrana strategija značajna je pri traženju manjih količina informacija u online-društvenim 

mrežama i može utjecati na masivne, distribuirane pretrage. Rad dorpinosi dizajnu učinkovitih online-

mreža koje mogu utjecati na mreže suradnje ljudi, znanstvenu suradnju i mreže korištene za ciljane 

traženja ljudi. Stvarni sustavi, kao online-društvene mreže, karakteriziraju velika kašnjenja kod veza 

između udaljenih elemenata, jer su postavljene kao nadogadnja fizičkih mreža. Već je ranije pokazano 

zgušnjavanje takvih sustava. tj. uočen je porast broja susjeda neke individue u vremenu. Zbog toga 

takve mreže imaju komunikacijski trošak, vezan uz prostor te uspostavljanje i održavanje broja veza. 

Trošak nevezan za prostor uzet je u obzir u ovom radu kao trošak sudjelovanja, a doprinosi 

realističnosti razmotrenih individualnih komuniciranja unutar zajednica. 

U radu je uvedena velična zajednice koja raste s povećanjem cjelokupnog sustava. Pokazano je kako to 

smanjuje vrijeme potrebno za traženje informacija u mrežama. Konačna strategija ravnomjerno uzima 

u obzir jake veze (unutar zajednica) i slabe veze na velikim udaljenostima (između zajednica, što 

doprinosi širenju ideja), a može naposljetku dovesti do produktivnijih, inovativnih mreža ljudske 

komunikacije i poduzeća. Ovaj rad može postaviti temelje strategija potrebnih za ostvarivanje 

globalnih mreža ljudske interakcije, mreža koje su održvie i vode do umreženijeg, različitijeg i 

uspješnijeg društva. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 
društveno računalstvo, kompleksni sustavi, društvena dinamika, difuzija inovacija, umjetni imunološki 

sustav
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PANEL ANALIZA POKAZATELJA 
REZERVIRANJA PUTOVANJA I SMJEŠTAJA 

ZA ODMOR PUTEM INTERNETA 

K. Dumičić1, B. Žmuk1 i I. Mihajlović2 
1Sveučilište u Zagrebu – Ekonomski fakultet, Katedra za statistiku 
1Zagreb, Hrvatska 

2Sveučilište u Dubrovniku 
2Dubrovnik, Hrvatska 

SAŽETAK 

Ukupno četiri pokazatelja razvoja je pažljivo izabrano te se u radu razmatra njihov utjecaj na razinu 

prihvaćenosti rezerviranja putovanja i smještaja za odmor putem interneta u odabranim Europskim 

zemljama. Kako bi se utvrdio pojedinačni te zajednički utjecaj izabranih pokazatelja razvoja u radu je 

primijenjena statistička panel analiza. Rezultati su pokazali da bogatstvo pojedinca, javni izdaci za 

obrazovanje i stupanj raširenosti interneta imaju statistički značajni pozitivni utjecaj na razinu 

prihvaćenosti rezerviranja putovanja i smještaja za odmor putem interneta. S druge strane, udio 

pojedinaca s niskom razinom internetskih vještina ima statistički značajni negativni utjecaj. Navedeni 

rezultati mogli bi biti od koristi ekonomistima, političarima te ostalim sudionicima koji su odgovorni za 

razvoj turizma određene zemlje. Glavno ograničenje rada proizlazi iz činjenice što je u analizi korišten 

neuravnotežen panel pristup. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

Internet rezerviranje, pokazatelji razvoja, Europske zemlje, panel model s konstantnim učinkom, panel 

model sa slučajnim učinkom 
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JESU LI SPOLOVI RAVNOMJERNO ZASTUPLJENI U 
STRATEGIJAMA? STUDIJA KLJUČNIH VLADINIH 

INSTITUCIJA DRŽAVA ČLANICA ASOCIJACIJE JUŽNE 
AZIJE ZA REGIONALNU SURADNJU 

G. Nabi1, S. Wei1 i G. Ghous2 
1Kinesko sveučilište znanosti i tehnologije – Visoka škola za javne poslove 
1Hefei, Kina 

2Sveučiilište za menadžment i informacijske tehnologije 
2Kotli, Pakistan 

SAŽETAK 

Oposobljavanje žena dugoročni je problem za provoditelje i donositelje strategija na svim razinama, 

čak i u suvremenom dobu. Temeljni cilj ovog rada je doprinijeti jednakosti spolova, putem 

zapošljavanja i odabira kadrova, u najznačajnijim vladinim institucijama država članica Asocijacije 

Južne Azije za regionalnu suradnju. U radu su korišteni sekundarni podaci prikupljeni sa službenih 

mrežnih stranica vlada i njima pridruženih ključnih institucija. Jedinstvenost ovog rada je što analizira 

nejednaku zastupljenost spolova sa stajališta zapošljavanja i odabira kadrova. Sveobuhvatni procjep 

uočen je između muških i ženskih dužnosnika ključnih vladinih institucija što nije samo ozbiljni zazov 

globalne politike jednake zastupljenosti spolova nego i pitanje politika zastupljenosti spolova u 

pojedinim državama regije. Prezastupljenost muškaraca vidljiva je u vladinim institucijama, a to ostaje 

izazov za politiku jednake zastupljenosti spolova. Zaključeno je kako je potrebno u fokus postaviti 

mehanizme odabira kadrova u strukture moći država, a posebno država članica Asocijacije Južne Azije 

za regionalnu suradnju. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

odabir kadrova, zastupljenost spolova u prvnim institucijama, osposobljavanje žena, Asocijacija Južne 

Azije za regionalnu suradnju 
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PREGLED METODČKO-DIDAKTIČKE 
ORGANIZACIJE SVEUČILIŠNE NASTAVE 

PREMA BOLONJSKOJ DEKLARACIJI 

N. Čirić 

Sveučilište u Travniku – Učiteljski fakultet 
Travnik, Bosna i Hercegovina 

Međunarodni centar za cjeloživotno obrazovanje 
Tuzla, Bosna i Hercegovina 

SAŽETAK 

Procjena postojeće didaktičko-metodičke organizacije sveuilišnhi predavanja kao i uloga studenata i 

sveučilišnih nastavnika rezultat je postojeće reforme visokoškolskog obrazovanja. Unaprijeđvanje 

pedagoških i didaktičko-metodičkih kompetencija sveučilišnih nastavnika imperativ je postizanja 

visoke razne kvalitete visokoškolskog obrazovanja. Rezultat ovog istraživanja može biti polazište 

samoevaluacije sveučilišnih nastavnika. Ideja ovog rada je  prikazati didaktičke i metodičke elemente 

suvremene sveučilišne nastave prema Bolonjskom konceptu visokoškolskog obrazovanja, kao i 

prikazati poziciju studenata. U straivanjima je uzeta u obzir definicija podučavanja, njena didaktičko 

metodička struktura i legalitet. Slijedom navedenoga, prezentirana su istraživanja uključenosti 

individualnih didaktičkih i metodičkih elemenata suvremene sveuilišne nastave. Izdvojeni su 

elementi koji su povezani s oblicima i metodama poučavanja te s primjenom nastavnih i tehničkih 

pomagala. U kontekstu tekuće reforme visokoškolskog obrazovanja i Bolonjske deklaracije, može se 

zaključiti kako je suvremena sveučilišna nastava obilježena kooperativnim interaktivnim 

podučavanjem u kojemu su studenti i nastavnici u partnerskom odnosu. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

visoko obrazovanje , sveučilišna nastava, metode poučavanja, oblici poučavanja, poučavanje i nastavna 

pomagala
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JEDNOSTAVNA NUMERIČKA METODA 
KINEMATSKE ANALIZE PLANARNIH 

MEHANIZAMA S DVA STUPNJA SLOBODE 

István Bíró 

Sveučilite u Szegedu – Inženjerski fakultet 
Szeged, Madžarska 

SAŽETAK 

Cilj ovog rada je demonstrirati primjenjivost jednostavne numeričke metode, pogodne za analizu 

gibanja različitih mehaničkih sustava. To je bitno za studente strojarstva. Mehanički sustavi sastoje se 

od krutih tijela međusobno povezanih različitim uvjetima. Njihova kinematička i kinetička analiza 

dovodi do integracije diferencijanih jednadžbi drugoga reda. Na taj način mogu biti određena 

kinematičke funkcije dijelova mehaničkih sustava. Broj stupnjeva slobode mehaničkog sustava 

povećava se kao posljedica ugrađenih elastičnih dijelova. Numerike metode primjenjuju se za 

rješavanje time nastalih problema. 

Jednostavna numerička metoda ilustrirana je dvama primjerima razrađenima u programu MS Excel. 

MS Excel je vrlo korisno sredstvo studenata strojarstva zbog jednostavnosti uporabe, detalja koje se 

može izdvojiti kao i pogreški koje se može uočiti. Dio rezultata dobivenih primjenom numeričkih 

metoda provjeren je analitički. 

Prezentirana metoda može biti korištena u visokoškolskom obrazovanju za studente stojarstva. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

analiza gibanja, mehanički sustav, numerička metoda, problemi početnih vrijednosti, nelinearne 

vibracije 
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BICIKL OD BAMBUSA – PROŠLOST ILI BUDUĆNOST? 

F. Penava1, S. Jakovljević2 i Ž. Alar2 
1c/o Sveučilište u Zagrebu – Fakultet strojarstva i brodogradnje 
1Zagreb, Hrvatska 

2Sveučilište u Zagrebu – Fakultet strojarstva i brodogradnje 
2Zagreb, Hrvatska 

SAŽETAK 

U ovom radu provedeno je ispitivanje kako bi se ustanovila vlačna čvrstoća dviju vrsta bambusa. 

Vlačna čvstoća mjerena je statičkim vlačnim pokusom. Rezultati vlačne čvrstoće testiranih vrsta 

Tonkinovog bambusa i Ku Zhu bambusa su predstavljeni te uspoređeni s materijalima koje se 

uobičajeno koriste pri izradi okvira bicikla kako bi se ustanovila njihova prikladnost za izradu okvira 

bicikla. Fiziologija i ostala svojstva bambusa su također objašnjena. Svrha ovog ispitivanja je dobiti 

više saznanja o bambusu te dokazati njegovu mogućnost upotrebe kao zamjenu za ekološki 

neprihvatljive materijale. Stoga, primjena prirodnih materijala je nužna za održivi razvoj. Zbog 

činjenice da je bambus kao sirovina dostupan u gotovo neograničenim količinama upotreba bambusa 

pokazuje da ima veliki potencijal, a ovaj rad objašnjava i zašto. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

vlačna čvrstoća, bambus, bicikl od bambusa, Tonkinov bambus, bambus Ku Zhu 
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ANALIZA UOČAVANJA POGREŠKE U RADU 
INFORMACIJSKO-KOMUNIKACIJSKOG SUSTAVA 

ZRAKOPLOVA, PRIMJENOM INFOMACIJSKE ENTROPIJE 

E. Fučić 

c/o Sveučilište u Zagrebu – Fakultet strojarstva I brodogradnje 
Zagreb, Hrvatska 

SAŽETAK 

Suvremeni informacijskokomuniakcijski sustavi transportnih zrakoplova izrazito su složeni. Cilj ovog 

istraživanja je doprinijeti postojećem znanju o informacijskoj entropijii pokazati kako njene promjene 

mogu indicirati pogreške što u konačnici može doprinijeti smanjivanju vjerojatnosti zrakoplovnih udesa. 

U radu je postavljen pincipijelni model odgovarajućeg sustava. Model uključuje dva periferna senzora i 

središnji procesor. Njihov rad numerički se simulira. Izdvojena su dva stanja sustava – stanje regularne i 

stanje neregularne dinamike.  Prijenos podataka između elemenata opisan je primjenom informacijske 

entropije. Promjena njene srednje vrijednosti i pridruženog standardnog odstupanja razlikuju se u 

redovnom i neredovnom stanju. Kad se na senzorima pojave pogreške zajedničkog porijekla, odstupanje 

pokazivanja senzora može biti dovoljnog iznosa da se pogreška uoči praćenjem promjena informacijske 

entropije. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

informacijska entropija, zrakoplovni informacijsko-komunikacijski sustavi, analiza pogreške 
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MATEMATIČKO MODELIRANJE BESPILOTNE 
LETJELICE S ČETIRI ROTORA 

Z. Benić1, P. Piljek2 i D. Kotarski3 
1Končar D&ST 
1Zagreb, Hrvatska 

2Sveučilište u Zagrebu – Fakultet strojarstva I brodogradnje 

2Zagreb, Hrvatska 

3Veleučilište u Karlovcu 

3Karlovac, Hrvatska 

SAŽETAK 

Matematički model bespilotne letjelice s četiri rotora (quadcoptera) je neophodan za ispitivanje 

ponašanja i kasnije modeliranje upravljačkih algoritama. To je ujedno i prvi korak u shvaćanju 

matematičkih i fizikalnih zakonitosti koje su primjenjene na taj sustav. Cilj je definirati matematički 

model koji će dobro opisivati ponašanje letjelice te koji će, uz određene preinake, biti primjenjiv za 

slične konfiguracije višerotornih bespilotnih letjelica. U prvom dijelu matematičkog modela su 

definirani i objašnjeni koordinatni sustavi. Preko njih su opisani odnosi veličina koje promatramo s 

fiksne točke i veličina koje se događaju na samoj letjelici. To nam omogućuje kinematika quadcopetra 

koja opisuje odnose vektora pozicija i kutova, odnosno vektore brzina i ubrzanja quadcoptera s obzirom 

na definirane koordinatne sustave. U trećem dijelu modela su uključene sile i momenti koji su opisani u 

dinamici quadcopetra preko Newton-Eulerovog pristupa. Krajnja jednadžba je drugi Newtonov zakon 

prikazan pomoću matrica komponenti koje djeluju na sustav quadcoptera. Zbog pojednostavljenog 

prikaza dinamike, odabran je hibridni koordinatni sustav koji je opisan u četvrtom dijelu matematičkog 

modela, a čije su jednadžbe implementirane u simulacijskom paketu. Rezultati ponašanja matematičkog 

modela quadcoptera grafički su prikazani za četiri slučaja. Za svaki od četiri slučaja su odabran brojevi 

okretaja pojedinih motora na način da za rezultat daju upravljačke varijable kojima se utječe na četiri 

osnovna gibanja quadcoptera u prostoru. Rezultati simulacije prikazuju očekivana ponašanja, odnosno 

krivulje očekivanog reda za pojedine slučajeve za pripadne ulazne veličine matematičkog modela. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

kvadrotor, koordinatni sustav zemlje, koordinatni sustav letjelice, matrica rotacije, Newton-Eulerova 

metoda, upravljačka veličina 
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USPOREDBA KOMPOZITNIH TEHNIKA RESTORACIJE 

A. Katona1 i I. Barrak2 
1Hillside Dental 
1Šopron, Madžarska 

2Sveučilište u Szegedu – Odsjek za oralnu i maksilofacijalnu kirurgiju 
2Szeged, Madžarska 

SAŽETAK 

Rad ukratko klasificira kompozite i navodi načine njihove primjene. U radu se uspoređuju tri različite 

tehnike restauracije uz pripremu šupljine klase II, s ciljem utvrđivanja najpogodnije tehnike sa stajališta 

prakse. Kao modeli su korišteni umjetni zubi izrađeni od akrilne smole. Marginalna vezivanja 

uspoređena su makroskopskim vizualnim i taktilnim ispiivanjima. Dva parametra su razmatrana za 

estetsku evaluaciju: anatomski oblik i optička pojavnost. Mjereno je vrijeme potrebno za pripremu 

restauracije. Nakon evaluacije rezultata, pokazalo se kako tehnika volumne ispune zahtijeva najkraće 

vrijeme provedbe. Nakon nje slijedi proizvoljna (Z) tehnika, dok je najviše vremena zahtijevala tehnika 

horizontalnog inkrementa. Na temelju estetske evaluacije značajna razlika opažena je između tehnike 

volumne ispune i ostalih dviju tehnika, dok su srednje vrijednosti za prozvoljnu i horizontalnu tehniku 

usporedive. Vizualna i instrumentalna ispitivanja nisu pokazala nikakvu razliku između triju tehnika 

vezano za marginalna vezivanja. Zaključno, uporaba pravilne tehnike ispune može umanjiti razvoj 

sekundarnog karijesa i povećati trajnost restauracije kompozitima. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 

izravna restauracija, operativna stomatologija, kompozit 
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